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Resumen

La IP/NTU-LTU es una tarjeta que se encuentra dentro de una computadora

personal (PC). Esta interconecta una Red de Datos de Área Local (LAN) a la Oficina

Central Telefónica (CO) con la finalidad de transmitir voz y datos en un formato de trama

Tl.

La tarjeta usa la tecnología HDSL2 para transportar las tramas Tl. La tecnología
HDSL2 proporciona servicios de alta velocidad y mayor eficiencia, además de que

optimiza el uso de líneas de cobre (transporta servicios Tl sobre un solo par de cobre).

La tarjeta IP/NTU-LTU forma parte del Sistema Alliance, el cual proporciona
servicio telefónico inter-oficina a través de una red de datos haciendo uso del Protocolo

Internet (IP).
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IP-NTU-LTU Card

Preface

The IP/NTU-LTU is a card that is sited into a PC. It interconnects a Local Área

Network (LAN) to the Telephone Central Office (CO) in order to transmit voice and data

in a Tl frame format.

The card uses the HDSL2 technology to transport the Tl frames. The HDSL2

technology provides a more efficient delivery of the high-speed services and optimizes
the use of the cooper resources (it transports Tl services over a single pair of cooper).

The IP/NTU-LTU Card is part ofAlliance system, which provides interoffice telephone
service over the data network using the Internet Protocol (IP).
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Since computers began communicating each other, they have become a powerful
communication media. Computer networks make possible the exchange of information

between people who are in different places.

Today, we see computer and phone networks deployed next each other in the same

facilities. This fact implicates to maintain more than one network, which increases costs

for installation, maintenance, upgrades and monitoring.

The necessity to reduce the complexity and cost for managing two different networks

has motivated to attempt to intégrate both, the data network and the telephone one.

ÍS
Z^^CTX Tl line F3
uJC^j

PBX

Figure J-1 Telephone Network

//YV.
Router

___/* **1

LAN

D

IwJ
1—

1
□ □

Figure 1-2 Data Network

This thesis work proposes a subsystem that attempts to make possible this integration
for an enterprise. In figure 1-3 we present a new configuration where the data and the

telephone networks are integrated into only one network. The main advantage of the

proposed subsystem is that the complexity and costs for installation, maintenance and

monitoring are reduced. Other additional advantages are achieved by using this

architecture:
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Distributed voice mail service

Relational Datábase

Telephone directory

Security services

Voice encryption
More exhaustive and monitoring for calis (billing, cali tracking and automatic cali

distribution)

IP/FXS Station

Router

Internet -i^)
LAN

P

5?

-8

co
Tl line

□ □

8fi

□

-B

IP/ NTU-LTU IP/FXS Station

Station

L8B

Figure 1-3 ProposedNetwork

1.2. Objective

Design the IP/ NTU-LTU card, code ñame "Huandan" Huandan card is the interface

system between the Central Office (CO) and a Local Área Network (LAN).

Basically the card receives from the data network all the calis in form of IP packets, the
card stores this information and for each cali a time slot is allocated in a Tl frame format.

Then, this information is transmitted to the CO using an HDSL2 interface.

This work consists of: <

Writing the technical design specification for Huandan card

Writing the technical design specification for a device that will glue all the

functions required in Huandan and does not exist as a commercial device

Design the logical prograrnmable circuit

Specify and implement a test plan for the logical prograrnmable circuit

-12-



Chapter 2 IP Telephony

2. IP Telephony

2.1. Definition

The term Internet Protocol (IP) Telephony (also known as Voice over IP) refers to

Communications services (voice, facsímile, and/or voice-messaging applications) that are

transported via the Internet Protocol networks, rather that the Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN).

The basic process to genérate an Internet telephone cali consists:

In transmission

o Convert the analog voice signal to digital format

o Compress the digital voice data

o Pack compress voice data into Internet Protocol packets (IPP)
o Transmit IPP via the Internet network

In reception the signal process is reversed.

2.2. Introduction

The possibility of voice Communications traveling over the Internet, rather than the

PSTN, became a reality in February 1995 with the arising of the first Internet Phone

software. It was designed to run on a 486/33-MHz (or higher) personal computer (PC)

equipped with a sound card, speakers, microphone, and modern. The software

compressed the voice signal and packed it into IP packets for transmission over the

Internet. The inconvenient at that time was that the software works only if both parties
were using Internet Phone software. Since then, the Internet telephony has advanced

rapidly.

One reason for the increasing acceptance of Internet telephony is the continuous

expansión of bandwidth within LANs and the low cost of the service.

Given that the Internet protocol was not developed to support real time applications
and, because it is a key point in the voice transmission, it is necessary a tool that make

possible to transmit voice through a data network. The tool that we are referring to is the

ITU's (International Telecommunications Union) specification H.323.

The H.323 provides a foundation, for real-time audio, video and data Communications

over packet-based networks. It defines how voice, data and video traífic will be

transported over IP by specifying the components, protocols, and procedures providing
multimedia communication over packet-based networks.

-13-
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H.323 addresses the core Internet telephony applications by defining how delay
sensitive traffic (i.e., voice and video), gets priority transport to ensure real-time

Communications service over the Internet.

2.3. H.323 Architecture

The H.323 standard covers the technical requirements for audio and video

Communications services in Local Área Networks (LANs). The scope of H.323 does not

include the LAN itself of the transport layer that may be used to connect various LANs.

Only elements needed for interaction with the PSTN are within the scope of H.323.

Figure 2-1 shows an H.323 system.

In order to provide the point-to-point and point-to-multipoint multimedia

Communications services, the H.323 defines four major components:

o Termináis

o Gateways
o Gatekeepers
o Multipoint control units (MCUs)

H.323 MCU Gatekeeper
H.323

Terminal

H.323

Terminal

H.323

Gateway

H.323

Terminal

Figure 2-1 H.323 System

Termináis: They are the end-point clients on the network. The termináis provide for real-

time, two-way Communications (control, signaling, audio, moving color video pictures,
and/or data) with another H.323 element (terminal, gateway or MCU). Termináis must

support audio Communications; support for video or data communication is optional.
Then, all termináis must support:

o G.7 1 1
, G.723 and G.729 for audio CODEC

o H.245 for exchanging terminal capabilities and creation of media channels
o H.225 for cali signaling and cali setup
o RAS for registration and other admission control with a gatekeeper
o RTP/RTCP for sequencing audio and video packets

14-



Chapter 2 IP Telephony

Gateways: They are an optional element in an H.323 conference. Gateways connect two

dissimilar networks. An H.323 gateway provides connectivity between an H.323 network

and a non-H.323 network (for example, the PSTN). This connectivity of dissimilar

networks is achieved by translating protocols for cali setup and reléase; converting media

formats between different networks, and transferring information between the networks

connected by the gateway. Huandan card belongs to this kind of systems.

Gatekeepers: Gatekeepers are optional in an H.323 network. It provides cali-control

services within an H.323 network. If a gatekeeper is present, termináis and gateways must

use their services. The functions offered by a gatekeeper are defined by RAS and it

includes:

Mandatory Functions

o Address translation (phone services to IP addresses)

o Admission control

o Bandwidth control

o H.323 zone management

Optional Functions

o Cali-control signaling
o Cali authorization

o Bandwidth management

o Cali management

o Directory services

Although a gatekeeper is optional, H.323 networks that contain a gateway should also

contain a gatekeeper for address translation. The collection of all termináis, gateways and

multipoint control units managed by a single gatekeeper is known as an H.323 Zone (see

Figure 2-2).

Terminal | Gatekeeper | Gateway

Terminal Terminal Router

Terminal Terminal

Router MCU

Figure 2-2 H.323 Zone
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Multipoint Control Units: They support conferences between three or more endpoints.
The MCU manages conference resources, negotiates between termináis for the purpose of

determining the audio or video codee (coder/decoder) to use, and may handle the media

(audio, video and data) stream.

2.4. Interfacing between the Huandan card and the LAN

This section describes how the Huandan card interfaces with the LAN. The description
is done by considering the communication that is established between the Huandan .and

FXS cards when one user makes an outgoing telephone cali from an internal extensión via

a digital channel.

Figure 2-3 shows the messages stream between the elements that take part in the

communication of the Huandan and FXS cards. These messages are at level of the device

drivers of cards and cards in themselves.

Figure 2-3 FXS card - Huandan card Scenario
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Chapter 2 IP Telephony

The exchange ofmessages shown in the figure 2-3 is explained below:

1. The user picks up the telephone producing an off-hook signal. The FXS card detects

the off-hook signal. Then, the FXS sends the off-hook signal to its General Control

Application.
2. The General Control sends to the FXS card a dial tone. The FXS sends the

corresponding dial tone to the telephone.
3. The user listens the dial tone and dials the outgoing cali key. The dialing generates a

DTMF, which is transmitted to the FXS. The FXS sends the corresponding digit to its

General Control. The General Control validates the number and requests to the

Network System Administrator for the IP address of the computer where the Huandan

(H2TU-R) card is installed.

4. The General Control of the FXS receives from the Network System Administrator the

solicited IP address and it requests to the General Control Application of the Huandan

card for a digital channel.

5. The General Control of Huandan looks for an available channel and assigns it to the

outgoing cali. Also, the General Control of Huandan sends the off-hook signal to the

CO.

6. The General Control of Huandan receives the dial tone from the CO. Then, the

General Control of Huandan sends the required dial tone to the General Control of the

FXS card, which sends this tone to the FXS card. Finally, the FXS sends the dial tone

to the telephone.
7. The user receives the dial tone for outgoing cali and starts to dial the telephone

number. The dialing produces DTMF's that are transmitted to the FXS. The FXS

sends the DTMF's to its General Control. Then, the General Control of the FXS sends

the DTMF's to the General Control ofHuandan, which sends the DTMF's to the CO.

8. Once the last DTMF is received in the CO, it sends a ring-back tone to the H2TU-R.

After that, the H2TU-R sends the corresponding ring-back tone to its General Control.
The General Control sends the needed ring-back tone to the General Control of the

FXS, which sends this tone to the FXS. Finally, the FXS sends the ring-back tone to

the user (via the telephone device).
9. When the called user answers the telephone cali, the CO quits the ring back tone and

the voice exchange is established.

10. In this case, the cali is finished because the local user hangs up the telephone. The

hanging up generates an on-hook signal to the FXS. The FXS sends the on-hook signal
to its General Control and it sends an 'end session message' to the General Control of
Huandan. The General Control of Huandan sends a busy tone to the H2TU-R and it

sends the busy tone to the CO.

The detection of the DTMF's coming from the CO is done via software (The General
Control of Huandan). The DTMF's and their corresponding digits are related in a table,
which is located in the hard disc of the PC. When a DTMF is received, the software

identifies the frecuencies of it and looks for its related digit. Then, the digit is transmitted
to the System Administrator.
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3. High-speed Digital Subscríber Lines G2 (HDSL2)

3.1. Digital Subscríber Lines (DSLs)

The existing analog technology in the local loop limits the bandwidth between the

subscríber and the central office (CO) up to 56 kbps. In the 90' s, service providers
discovered that the same lines that deliver standard telephony services could deliver high-

speed data plus voice connections in an economical way. These service capabilities are

achieved by integrating the DSL technology into the twisted pair local loop network.

With the modulation techniques used in DSL, service providers are now offering up to 8

Mbps data services.

The same line that traditionally supported a single voice telephony connection can now

support múltiple voice lines and high-speed data transmission.

3.2. DSL Background

DSL technology is a platform for delivering broadband services to homes and small

businesses. DSL support a wide variety of high-bandwidth applications that, in the past,
were either not possible to support or were ineffectively supported by conventional, dial-

up, data-delivery technologies.

The DSL technology is employed between a customer location and the carrier' s

network.

This digital service can also be used to deliver bandwidth-intensive applications like

streaming audio/video, online games, application programs, telephone calling, video

conferencing and other high-bandwidth services. DSL takes existing voice twisted-pair
cables that connect customer premises to the telephone company's central office (CO)
and turns them into the high-speed digital link.

DSL enjoys a large number of enviable characteristics:

o It is a very reliable service

o It is referred to as always on connection

o DSL's speed is enviable up to 125 times faster than a standard dial-up connection
o It is able to transport voice and data services over the same copper wire at the

same time

3.3. xDSL Technology

Digital Subscríber Line (DSL) technologies, jointly referred to as xDSL, were initially
developed to increase the volume of data transmitted over copper lines in order to meet

the increasing demand for speed and data bandwidth. Some DSL technologies are:
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o Asymmetric DSL (ADSL). In this case, the downstream transmission rate is much

higher than the upstream rate; due to this characteristic; this technology is being

touted as an excellent residential transmission option. Considering the asymmetric
nature of this technology, it is not optimized to support large business corporations
that require roughly equal bandwidth upstream and downstream, such as LAN

interconnection, video conferencing and multimedia.

o Rate Adaptive DSL (RADSL). It can opérate at different speeds. Individual modern

pairs enabled with RADSL can automatically and dynamically match their

transmission speeds to account for varying line quality.
o Symmetrical DSL (SDSL). It provides symmetric bandwidth up to 1.544 Mbps. It

enables to send and receive large files from corporate servers with high speed in

both directions.

o Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) DSL (IDSL). Typical IDSL speeds
are 128 or 144 kbps, symmetric, greater reach, and it is ideal for any customer too

far from the central office (CO) for ADSL or SDSL.

o Very-high-rate DSL (VDSL). It is one of the newest, fastest xDSL entries.

Technical specifications are still being developed. What VDSL gains in speed, it

loses in distance. Throughput rates will depend on actual line length between the

customer premises and the central office.

o High-bit-rate DSL (HDSL). It is the most mature and widely deployed xDSL

technology. For most service providers, it is now the preferred delivery platform for

Ti/El lines.

A variety of new xDSL technologies are currently being developed and tested.

3.4. High-bit rate digital subscríber Line (HDSL)

Tl lines are one of the privileged point-to-point communication links. It emerged to

link central offices and serve as a backbone for the most vital voice, data and video traffic

between those offices of for the attachment to public and private backbone lines.

Tl tooks place as a customer access médium in the early 1980s, connecting local

telephone company offices and end users in the local loop. Tl uses base-band

transmission method. Unfortunately, the local loop is not a natural way for high-speed

signal transmission (like Tl) and tends to créate signal quality distortions. To remedy
service quality problems, regenerators or repeaters were installed approximately every

3,000 - 6,000 feet of the cooper span to boost signal quality. The Ti/El repeaters present
serious disadvantages such as: installation cost, need for a large number of repeaters and

engineering intensive installation, testing and reconfiguration of lines.

These flaws led to seek for a better transmission method. That searching led to the birth

of HDSL. It works over the existing cooper cables using different modulation methods

(2B1Q, CAP and DMT) and without the need for repeaters or special line conditioning up

to 12,000 feet from the Central Office. It delivers transmission speeds up to 1.544 Mbps
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(Tl rate) over two twisted-pair of copper telephone wires. HDSL has met those

challenges and, is ubiquitous today in public and private networks, offering a fiber-quality

signal with installation times measured in hours instead weeks.

HDSL is a transmission technology that basically provides more efficient delivery of

high-speed services. HDSL is based on a technology called adaptive equalization, which

digitally analyzes and then compensates for distortion, imperfections in the copper line

itself as well as adverse environmental conditions, throughout the transmission process.

Furthermore, HDSL transmits full-duplex signáis on each pair and uses echo cancellation

to sepárate the receive signáis from the transmit ones.

3.5. High-speed Digital Subscríber Lines G2 (HDSL2)

As a result of the expanding demand for cooper services and the limited copper plant
capacity in certain geographic áreas, became urgent the need for using in a more

efficiently way the copper resources. This demand, combined with HDSL's symmetric
characteristics, positioned the technology well to take advantage of high-speed today
applications.

An effort to optimize the use of the installed copper in the network, a new standard to

provide transport of Tl services over a single pair of copper was developed. This standard
is called HDSL2. HDSL2 is the next widely deployable DSL technology for the local

loop.

With HDSL2 the Communications industry has a single pair Tl transport mechanism
that is spectrally compatible with the existing loop technologies; and provides an

interoperable technology between different vendors.

HDSL2 is also a viable competitive technology for Internet service provisioning,
intracampus or business-to-business data transfer and other applications that require
symmetrical data delivery.
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4. Alliance, a Telephone System

4.1. Introduction

The Alliance system is a solution to provide the interoffice telephone service over the

data network using the Internet Protocol (IP).

Alliance concept is designed to run over the Local Área Network. The system uses the

resources already existing in an organization (multimedia PCs, classic telephone sets, fax

machines, etc.) to provide the telephone service. Figure 4-1 shows the system.
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Figure 4-1 Enterprise System

Alliance will provide a toll quality interoffice telephone service. The same toll quality
service will be available when the user opts for using the Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN). However, when the user chooses for using the Internet service to do

phone calis, Alliance won't assure the quality of the Communications. This is due to the

delays and the loss of packets on the network. However, all kind of care is taken to

provide the best quality service under such conditions.
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The objective is to have six Hardware and Software produets based in the ITU H.323

recommendation to support the telephone service over IP using the company local

networks.

4.2. Alliance Architecture

Alliance system is based in a set of hardware and software produets:

o IP/FXO card (4-port trunk). This card is responsible of connecting the Local Área

Network (LAN) to the Telephone central Office. The card supports up to four

simultaneous calis. The interface to the host computer is done through the PCI Bus

running at 33 MHz.

o IP/FXS (4-port). The FXS card is responsible of connecting the traditional

telephone sets to the LAN. The card supports up to four telephone sets. The

interface to the host computer is done through the PCI Bus running at 33 MHz.

o IP/ NTU-LTU card. This is a NTU-LTU card HDSL2 system, responsible of

connecting the Local Área Network to the Central Office via an HDSL2 connection

framed in a Tl format. Up to 24 calis can be handled by the card. Data and voice

channels can be managed simultaneously. The interface to the host computer is

done through the PCI Bus running at 33 MHz.

o IP/TTU G. 723.1 Compression card. This card is added to the gateway system. It is

responsible of compressing and decompressing the voice information to be

transmitted to or received from the IP network. The card is based in a DSP to

carryout these tasks. The card supports up to 10 simultaneous phone calis. The

interface to the host computer is made through the PCI Bus running at 33 MHz.

o H.323 Administrator. It is a core of programs (user definition, graphical
interfaces, cali establishment, cali in progress monitoring, cali end and other special
services), which make possible the telephone service over the data network.

o Relational datábase. Upon the identification of the user to be cali or the

identification of the phone number of the incoming cali, the system will display in

screen the available information about the person calling or the one to be called.
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5. IP/ NTU-LTU Card HDSL2 System

5.7. Introduction

As it was pointed out in the previous chapter, the IP/ NTU-LTU card HDSL2 system

called Huandan card is a PCI add-in card having the task of connecting the Local Área

Network to the Central Office via a Tl format through the HDSL2 system. It is used in

two different configurations: H2TU-C for downstream and H2TU-R for upstream

transmissions (Figure 5-1).

This chapter presents the Huandan card in a brief way. A complete explanation is

given in chapter 6.
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Figure 5-1 Campus Interconnection

5.2. BriefFunctional Description ofthe Huandan card

The Huandan card provides up to 24 synchronous 64-kbps digital channels. These

channels can be used to transport voice, data or both (voice and data).

5.2.7. H2TU-C Functioning

At the CO, in downstream transmission, the H2TU-C card receives a Tl waveform via

a Tl interface. Then, the received Tl frame format is formatted into a HDSL2 frame

format in order to be transmitted to the H2TU-R card via the HDSL2 loop.

Reception is the reverse operation.
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5.2.2. H2TU-R Functioning

At the remote site, in upstream transmission, 24 data packets are received from the

LAN. Then, the information of the 24 data packets is located into the 24 serial channels of

Tl frames (the channel allocation is explained in the subsection 6.5.6.3 of the chapter 6).

Then, the Tl frame is formatted into a HDSL2 frame format. Finally, the HDSL2 frame is

transmitted to the H2TU-C card via the HDSL2 loop.

As before, reception is the reverse operation.

5.3. Components ofthe H2TU card

Figure 5-2 depicts the block diagram of the Huandan card.
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Figure 5-2 BlockDiagram ofthe Huandan card

Protection Circuitry
It protects the system when high current and high voltage conditions are present on the

telephone line.

Tl LIU/FRM

The functions performed by this block are:

o Clock and data recovery

o Signaling extraction

o Time slot allocation

o Monitors the data stream for alarms

The device used is the DS2152 Tl LIU/Framer from Dallas Semiconductor.
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HDSL2 chipset
The functions performed by this block are:

o Monitors the data stream for alarms

o Maps the Tl incoming information into a HDSL2 frame format

The device used is the HDSL2 chipset (SK70740/SK70741/SK70742) from Level One.

FPGA

Provide a data transfer mechanism between the Tl Framer and the DPM and the control

registers of the Huandan card. Also, it is used to demultiplex the address/data bus of the

microcontroller. The device used to this purpose is the FPGA EPM9320ARC208-10 from

ALTERA.

DPM

In the remote site, one dual-port memory array is used to temporally store the data

packets from or to the Local Data Network (LAN). The DPM serves as a rate adapter
FIFO. The device used is the IDT7133SA20 from IDT.

uController

Configure and monitor all devices on the board. The microcontroller device used is the

AT90S8515 from ATMEL

PCI Interface

It is used to interchange data and control signáis between the Huandan card and the LAN

via the host computer. The PCI9030 from PLX Technology is the PCI Bus interface

device used.
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6. Huandan Card Technical Design Specifícation

6.1. Introduction

This document describes the hardware design specification of the Tl H2TU card

named Huandan. Huandan is a PC add-in card that will be used in the transmission of

data and voice between a Telephone Central Office (CO) and a Local Área Network

(LAN). One twisted pair of cooper line will be used as the transmission médium. The

modulation technique will be PAM.

6.7.7. Purpose

The purpose of this specification is to introduce the basic elements present in Huandan

design.

This document describes aspects such as the devices integrating the card, their

functions, their programming and interconnections, including both data and control

signáis.

6.7.2. Audience

This document is written for engineers as well as for people involved in

telecommunications systems, digital and analog telephony. All required information to

perform future product improvements is also provided by this document.

6.2. Reference Documents

6.2.1. Documentationfor requirements or compliance

6.2.1.1. Interface Standards

PCI Local Bus Specification Revisión 2.1. June 1995

ANSÍ T1E1.4/99-006 Issue I

ANSÍ Tl.403 1995

ITU G.703 1991

ITU G.704 1995

6.2.2. Documentation for reference

6.2.2.1. Vendor specifications
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• Level One Data Sheets. August 1999 Rev. 2.0
HDSL2 chip set

www.levell.com

• Dallas Semiconductor Data Sheets

DS2152 Enhanced Tl Single-Chip Transceiver

www.dalsemi.com

• Fairchild Data Sheets. March 1999

NM93CS46 ÍK-Bits Serial EEPROM

• Atmel AVR Enhanced RISC Microcontroller Data Book Preliminary,

May 1997

AT90S8515 AVR 8-bit microcontroller

• PLX Technologies PCI9030 Data Book. Versión 1 .0. April 2000

PCI9030 PCI SMARTarget™ I/O Accelerator

6.2.2.2. Additional Reference

• PCI Hardware and Software. Architecture and Design. Third Edition
Edward Solari and George Willse

• HDSL2 Application Note 1 10. July 1999. Rev. 2. 1

System Design and Chip Set Overview

www.levell.com

• HDSL2 Application Note 79. October 1998. Rev. 1 .0

MDSL/HDSL Line Protection Circuits

www.levell.com

• FPGA Technical Design Specification
Huandan Card

6.3. Terminology

HDSL2 : High bit rate Digital Subscríber Line 2nd Generation
H2TU-C : HDSL2 Terminal Unit - Central Office

H2TU-R : HDSL2 Terminal Unit - Remote

FPGA : Field Prograrnmable Gate Array
PCM : Pulse Code Modulation

LAN : Local Área Network
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LSB : Less Significant Bit

MSB : Most Significant Bit

PRM : Performance Report Messages

6.4. Design Overview

The Huandan card is a PC add-in card that will interface the Central Office with a data

network system. It can be used in two different configuration: H2TU-C and H2TU-R for

downstream or upstream transmission, respectively (See Figure 6-1).
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Figure 6-1 Campus Interconnection

6.4.1. Functional and Performance Features

Major blocks included into Huandan card architecture are a HDSL2 chip set, a Tl

Single-Chip Transceiver, a microcontroller, a PCI interface chip, a Field Prograrnmable
Gate Array FPGA and a dual-port memory.

The Huandan card can be assembled in any of two possible configurations, according
with the site where it will be employed: H2TU-C and H2TU-R. The first one is used at

the remote site and the second one at the Central Office. Figures 6-3 and 6-2 show both

architectures.

Three physical interfaces exist on the Huandan card: Tl, HDSL2 and PCI. In upstream

direction, the gateway data to be transmitted is received through the PCI bus, and then it

is formatted and transmitted to the CO via the HDSL2 interface.
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At the CO, the Tl information is recovered and delivered to the CO via the Tl

interface. In this particular case of the H2TU-C card, the PCI interface is only used for

monitoring and controlling the card functions.

Downstream transmission is the reverse operation.

The functions of the card are supported by an FPGA chip, which performs the

following functions: Serial to Parallel and Parallel to Serial data conversión, address and

data bus demultiplexing, dual-port memory control signds, memory size assignation to

each channel, card control signal generation and card status information.

6.4.1.1. Control andMonitoring

Huandan card control is carryout by the onboard microcontroller and a software device

driver running on the Host PC.

HDSL2LINE

INTERFACE

Local Bus

Microcontroller Bus

Serial Data Stream

¡ Physical Interfaces

PCI Bus

Figure 6-2 H2TU-R CardArchitecture
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6.5. Hardware design

Huandan card is composed by seven blocks, which are explained below.

6.5.7. Huandan Overview

HDSL2 Chip Set

A Level One HDSL2 chip set is used in Huandan card design. It maps the Tl incoming
information into a HDSL2 frame format that will be transmitted over the HDSL2 loop.
On H2TU-C application, the card interfaces the HDSL2 data system with the CO's Tl

line. On H2TU-R application, the chip set interfaces the HDSL2 loop with the data

network system via the PCI bus.

Tl Single-Chip Transceiver

The Tl Single-chip transceiver DS2152 from Dallas Semiconductor is a device that

contains the Tl framer and the LIU interface.

In upstream transmission the data received from the PCI interface is formatted in

Tl/ESF format by the framer in the device and then passed to the HDSL2 chip set.
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In downstream transmission, the information is received from the CO via the Tl

interface. In this case we use the LIU and the framer on the device.

Dual-PortMemory
In H2TU-R mode, one dual-port memory is used to temporally store the data packets

from or to the network. On downstream direction, the recovered information from the

network is stored into the dual-port memory. The information arrives at a constant rate

from the network. The dual-port memory serves as a rate adaptor FIFO.

Field Prograrnmable Gate Array FPGA

The FPGA includes: the control register of the Huandan card, the registers to perform the

data transfer between the Tl Framer and the two-port memory block, the data transfer

between the microcontroller and the PCI bus and, the Data Adapter mechanism employed

to interchange the information between the Tl framer and two-port memory. For a better

description, see the FPGA Technical Design Specification.

PCI Interface Chip
Data and control signáis are interchanged between the Huandan card and the host

computer through the PCI bus interface PCI 9030.

Microcontroller

The microcontroller component is used to configure and monitor the Tl transceiver and

the HDSL2 chip set features.

6.5.2. HDSL2 Chip Set

The Level One HDSL2 chip set employed in Huandan card design consists of three

chips: a FEC/Framer, a PAM Transceiver and a Analog Front End (see Figure 6-4). The

features and functions provided by each chip in the design are given in this section. A

detailed HDSL2 chip set description may be obtained on Level One HDSL2 chip set data

sheet.

The HDSL2 chip set will provide the following features in the Huandan card:

Synchronous, full dúplex transmission over a single twisted pair

Delivers 5 dB of SNR margin with IO"7 BER over standard CSA loops

Frame mapping
Forward Error Correction (FEC)

Clock generation

Timing recovery

PAM modulation/demodulation

Signal shapping

Meets requirements for ANSÍ T1E1.4/99-006 Issue 1
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Conforms to Overlapped PAM Transmission with interlocking Spectra (OPTIS) power

spectral density témplate

Prograrnmable rate selection supports data rates from 144 to 2064 kbps
Self-controlled activation minimizes the load on the system processor

Prograrnmable for either remote or central office applications
Entire chip set operates from a single crystal oscillator

Adaptive equalizers and echo canceller maintain excellent transmission performance
with changing noise and line characteristics

Power spectral density controlled to coexist with pre-existing services in a multi-pair
bundle.
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Figure 6-4 HDSL2 Block Diagram

6.5.2.1. FEC/Framer SK70742

The HDSL2 chip set framer is the SK70742 device, it formats the Tl incoming
information into a HDSL2 frame format. It combines the HDSL2 Frame Mapping and

Forward Error Correction (FEC) functions.

The SK70742 features are the following:

HDSL2 Frame Mapping and Forward Error Correction

Meets requirements for ANSÍ Tl El.44/99-006 Issue 1

Supports data rates from 144 to 2064 kbps

Operates from a single 3.3 V supply
5 Volt tolerant input pins
Data buffering and rate adaptation between the Tl and HDSL2 line rate

Less than 300 mW power consumption at 1 .544 Mbps data rate

Framer bypass mode and prograrnmable FEC support non-standard applications
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• 512 state TCM encoder and Viterbi decoder provides over 5 dB of coding gain
• Utilizes reference clock from SK70741 (no require additional crystals or VCOs)
• Prograrnmable for either central office (H2TU-C) or remote (H2TU-R) applications
• Parallel 8-bit microcontroller interface allows rapid set-up, acquisition and status

monitoring
• 64-Pin QFP package

The SK70742 may be configured to support the operating modes listed below, each of

them is selected by programming SK70742 internal registers.

N x 64 + 8 kbps (TI) Framed Mode Signáis (N= 24)
N x 64 kbps FramedMode Signáis (N= 2,3,...,32)
Framer Bypass Mode Signáis

In our design, the SK70742 device will be used on the first operating mode.

6.5.2.1.1. Data Flow

The SK70742 digital data interface consists of three input and three output signáis
whose functionality depends on the programmed operating mode.

The SK70742 is configured for N x 64 + 8 kbps payload with 8 kbps of HDSL2

framing and overhead. The SK70742 is inter-connected to the Tl single-chip transceiver.

In the transmit direction, NRZ data and a 1.544 MHz clock from the DS2152 chip is

provided on the SK70742 TSER and TCLK inputs. TSER is internally latched on the

falling edges of TCLK. On H2TU-R application, NRZ data and clock are taken from the

DS2152 TPOSO and TCLKO termináis. On H2TU-C application, data and clock signáis
are taken from the DS2152 RPOSO and RCLKO termináis. SK70742 TFSYNC input is

grounded.

In the receive direction, the SK70742 provides a 1.544 MHz clock (RCLK) and a serial

NRZ data signal (RSER), both signáis are fed to the DS2152 device. RSER data is

clocked out on the rising edges of RCLK and externally sampled on the falling edges. On

H2TU-R application, the DS2152 receives data signal on its RPOSI RNEGI termináis

(both termináis are tied together in this case) and the clock signal on its RCLKI terminal.

On H2TU-C application, the DS2152 receives data signal on its TPOSI and TNEGI

termináis (both termináis are tied together in this case) and the clock signal on its TCLKI

terminal. SK70742 RFSYNC pin will be left unconnected.

Figures 6-5 and 6-6 show SK70742 - DS2152 data flow for each Huandan card

configuration.
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6.5.2.1.2. SK70742 Framer/Mapper

The SK70742 framer/mapper is programmable to support two payload types. In this

design the SK70742 framer/mapper is programmed for handling a payload of N x 64 + 8

kbps with 8 kbps of HDSL2 framing & overhead to support Tl HDSL2 transport (N=24).

In the configuration mentioned above, the SK70742 maps the DS1 payload (24 DSO

channels and the 8 kbps of DS1 framing) into the 1.552 Mbps HDSL2 frame format,

which nominally is 6 msec length and consists of 4 payload blocks and 48 overhead bits.

The SK70742 HDSL2 frame structure and format for Tl payload is presented on Figure
6-7 and table 6. 1 respectively.
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Tab le 6.1 HDSL2 Frame Format

Frame Bit # HOH Bit # Ñame Description

1-10 1-10 Swl-10 Sync word, 10 bits

11-2326 - Bl Payload Block 1

2327 11 crcl CRC-6 bit 1 for previous frame

2328 12 crc2 CRC-6 bit 2 for previous frame

2329 13 sbidl Stuff Bit Identification 1

2330 14 Losd DS1 loss of signal detect

2331-2338 15-12 eoc01-eoc08 EOCbitl-EOCbit8

2339-4654 - B2 Payload Block 2

4655 23 crc3 CRC-6 bit 3 for previous frame

4656 24 crc4 CRC-6 bit 4 for previous frame

4657 25 Uib Unspecified indicator bit

4658 26 Sega Segment Anomaly
4659-4666 27-34 eoc9-eocl6 EOC bit 9 through EOC bit 16

4667-6982 - B3 Payload Block 3

6983 35 crc5 CRC-6 bit 5 for previous frame

6984 36 crc6 CRC-6 bit 6 for previous frame

6985 37 sbid2 StuffBit Identification 2

6986 38 Segd Segment defect

6987-6994 39-46 eocl7-eoc24 EOC bit 17 through EOC bit 24

6995-9310 - B4 Payload Block 4

9311 47 sbl stuff bit 1

9312 48 sb2 stuff bit 2

9313 49 sb3 stuff bit 3

9314 50 sb4 stuff bit 4
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6.5.2.1.3. SK70741 Interface

Data between the SK70742 and SK70741 devices is passed serially via the FEC_TX

and FEC_RX lines. Bit transiere are synchronized on the rising edge of the FCLK. This

clock rate is 1 1 times the bit rate.

FCE# line provides an enable signal to indícate that the data on the FEC_TX and

FEC_RX lines is valid. FCE# is asserted for 16 consecutive FCLK cycles and stays high
for another 17, until the end of the HDSL symbol.

Data transfers are 16 bits length and move across the interface LSB first and MSB last;

see Figure 6-8.

FEC_TX

FCLK

SK70742

FCE#

FEC_RX

FECJTX

FCLK

SK70741
FCE#

FEC RX

_»
"1

■^

Figure 6-8 SK70741 Interface

6.5.2.1.4. SK70742 Loopbacks

The SK70742 allows to perform two loopbacks to test the functioning of its internal

blocks and the functioning of the local loop (HDSL2 loop): Remote and local loopbacks
are availables. Both will be requested through the HCMDR located in the FPGA (they are

controlled through the HRFTTCR register of the SK70742 chip). Below, these loopbacks
are described.

6.5.2.1.4.1. SK70742 Remote Loopback (RLBJ42)

In the remote loopback the data received from the CO (via the H2TU-C card) at the

H2TU-R card is transmited back to the CO. The data is returned back from the SK70742.

Data is also transmitted to the network through the H2TU-R card. The RLB_742 will be

requested from the CO using EOC bits. Figure 6-9 shows this loopback.
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Figure 6-9 SK70742 Remote Loopback

6.5.2.1.4.2.SK70742 Local Loopback (LLBJ742)

This Loopback will be performed in both Huandan card configurations (H2TU-C and

H2TU-R). When it is performed at the H2TU-R card, the data from the LAN is returned

back to the LAN. When performed at the H2TU-C card, data from the CO is transmitted

back to the CO (Tl format). In both cases, the data is returned back before it will be

modified by the SK70742. Nevertheless, in both Huandan card configurations, data is

transmitted toward the far-end as in normal transmission. Figures 6-10 and 6-11 depict
the LLB_742.

<

LAN

*

H2TU-R

V

1
»

H2TU-C

^O
Figure 6-10 LLBJ42 at the H2TU-R

•4

LAN

H2TU-R

4

H2TU-C

"J 'í-x>
Figure 6-11 LLBJ742 at the H2TU-C
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Both Huandan card configurations will manage its own LLB_742 mode by itself.

6.5.2.7.5. SK70742 Error Count and EOCRegisters

Two sets of four registers will be implemented in an external memory in order to

record the CRC errors and loss of sync events. The boundaries for these registers will be

1 -second, 1-min, 1-hr and 24-hr. Each of them will be automatically updated on their

respective boundary.

An entire EOC message will be stored in a 24-bit register, which will be implemented
in an external memory as well.

The Huandan card user can request the information in all these register by means of the

Huandan Command Register that is located in the FPGA device. The information will be

provided to the Huandan card user via the Huandan Data Transfer Register (it is located

in the FPGA as well). A clear explanation about this procedure is available at the FPGA

Technical Design Specification document. It is important to note that both registers can

only be accessed via the PCI9030.

6.5.2.2. SK70741 PAM Transceiver

The SK70741 transceiver provides the following features to this design:

Meets requirements for ANSÍ T1E1.4/99-006 Issue 1

Complete PAM Modulator/Demodulator

Internal activation controller

Supports data rates from 144 to 2064 kbps

Operates from a single 3.3 V supply

Prograrnmable baud rates

Adaptive equalization ensures robust performance in the presence of static RFI and

channel distortion

High-resolution Delta-Sigma D/A modulator

Utilizes reference clock from SK70740 AFE

Prograrnmable for either central office (H2TU-C) or remote (H2TU-R) applications
Parallel 8-bit microprocessor interface allows rapid setup, acquisition and status

monitoring
Serial interface provides control bus form SK70740 AFE

64-pin QFP package
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6.5.2.2.1. Data Flow

In the transmit direction, data from the SK70742 is precoded by the SK70741, then the

signal is shaped to obtain an special power spectral density (PSD). After that, the signal is

modulated to produce a pulse width modulated (PWM) stream, which is passed to the

SK70740 chip via the DAC <3:0>.

The PWM data stream from SK70740 device is received on the ADC <5:0> bus in the

receive direction. The data signal is recovered from the PWM signal, it is equalized and

then passed to the SK70742 device. Data flow can be seen at Figure 6-12.

6.5.2.2.2. Clock Generation

The SK70741 transceiver operates from a single crystal reference on the SK70740. The

SK70741 generates the baud clock to provide timing references for the SK70742 and it

allows the system to opérate the converters with a fixed sampling rate. Data rate is

prograrnmable via the rate selection registers.

The crystal at the H2TU-C is the master reference for symbol timing. H2TU-R uses a

local oscillator as a reference during activation, until it locks to the H2TU-C symbol
clock. Then, H2TU-R synchronizes to the recovered symbol clock.

DAC<3:0:

REF_CLK

SK70741
ACE#

RSDO

RSDl

ADC<5:0>

DAC<3:0>

REF_CLK

ACE*
SK70740

RSDO

RSDI

ADC<5:0>

_

Figure 6-12 SK70741 Data Flow

6.5.2.2.3. Serial Control Interface

The SK70741 access the SK70740 registers via a serial control interface that consists

of four signal pins: ACE#, RSDI, RSDO and REFCLK. The ACE# line is asserted low to

actívate the interface. RSDO line is used to write the status and control data to the

SK70740, while RSDI line is used to receive data. Data moves across the interface in 16-

bit blocks and is synchronized with the rising edge of REFCLK line. Data is written MSB

fist, with a 7-bit address followed by an 8-bit data word. See Figure 6-12.
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6.5.2.2.4. Power Down Mode

This mode is selected when PDNB bit = 0, SK70741 reactivation occurs when the

PDNB bit = 1 and the RSTB bit is toggled to reset the PLL.

A device reset is performed by either toggling RST bit or pulsing RST pin low.

6.5.2.2.5. SK70741 Error Count Registers

Three sets of four registers will be implemented in a memory managed by the

microcontroller in order to record the error conditions present in the SK70741. Error

conditions such as, SNR state and frame sync error, Activation failed flag and the

TIP/RING reversal conditions. As the same way of the SK70742, the boundaries for these

registers will be 1 -second, 1-min, 1-hr and 24-hr. Each register will be automatically

updated on its corresponding boundary (añer that the data will be lost).

The Huandan card user follows the same procedure as such followed in the SK70742

error count registers.

6.5.2.3. SK70740Analog Front End (AFE)

The SK70740 AFE device interfaces the SK70741 device to the line driver and the

passive interface network. See Figure 6-4. The SK70740 device is used for either

downstream or upstream transmission, the same is true for the SK70741 and SK7072

devices.

The SK70740 AFE device generates the signáis to drive the line driver device. In the

other direction this device recuperates a mix of two signáis; the signal received from the

far end and the signal just transmitted.

The features provides by SK70740 AFE are listed follow:

Integrated filters reduce external analog circuitry
Internal voltage and current references

Receiver AGC stage

Prograrnmable data rates

Operates from a single crystal reference

High resolution, Delta-Sigma A/D converter

Matched components maintain high channel linearity
Serial data interface for status and control functions

Prograrnmable for either H2TU-C or H2TU-R applications

64-pin QFP package
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6.5.2.3.1. Data Flow

The functionally of the device is separated in two channels: transmit and receive. In the

transmit direction, the SK7074O receives a PWM data stream from the transceiver

(SK70741) via the four bit interface port, DAC<3:0>. The SK70740 shapes the signal

spectrum by filtering the PWM data, then the signal spectrum is transmitted to the

HDSL2 loop via TTIP and TRING pins.

In the receive direction the signal from the HDSL2 loop is received on RTIP and

RRING pins. The SK70740 removes the transmitted signal from the received one, that is

passed to the SK70741 across a 6-bit interface.

Figure 6-13 shows the data flow.

DAC<3:0> TTIP

REF CLK
™NG

ACE#
SK70740

RSDO

RSDI RTIP

ADC<5:0>
RRING

une"*

DRIVER

REF_CLK

SK70741
ACE#

RSDO

y
■A fe HDSL2LINE

*^> C INTERFACE

PASSIVE

INTERFACE

NETWORK

RSDl

ADC<5:0>

Figure 6-13 SK70740 Data Flow

6.5.2.3.2. Serial Interface

From the programming point of view, the SK70740 operates as a slave of the SK70741
device. All SK70740 programming is done via the SK70741. Configuration, status and

control signáis are passed between the two devices through the three wire serial data

interface: ACE#, RSDO and REFCLK. This data interface is activated by setting ACE#

to low state. An
'

1
'

on r/w# bit of the RSDO line is for read operations and a '0' for write

operations. Data is valid on the rising edge of REFCLK; see Figure 6-13.

6.5.2.3.3. Reference Clock

The SK70740 operates with a 21.5 MHz crystal. The SK70740 provides a timing
reference (SK70740 local clock divided by 2) via the REFCLK to the SK70741. The

SK70741 recovers the network clock using digital processing.
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We use the suggested 21.5 MHz crystal appearing in the Product Application Note

UO.

6.5.2.3.4. Line Interface

Figure 6-14 shows the Hybrid Network connected to the SK70740.This interface

allows the HDSL2 chip set to be connected to local loop via the twisted pair line. The
first-order passive filter at RTIP/RRING inputs removes over 6 db of transmitted echo

from the receive input. Two termination resistors at TTIP/TRING outputs are used in

series with the transformer to properly match the 135 Q, twisted pair line impedance. The
first-order passive filter between SK70740 and the external line driver minimizes out-of-

band noise in the transmit spectrum.

6.5.2.3.5. Loopbacks

Two loopback functions are provided for diagnostic and debugging purposes: Analog
External Loopback (740_AEL) and Analog Internal Loopback (740_AIL). They are

controlled through the HRFTTCR register of the chip.

In the first configuration, the data from transmitted outputs (TTIP/TRING) is

transmitted back to the receiver inputs (RTIP/RRING). Nevertheless, the signal is

transmitted to the HDSL2 line as normal transmission. This loopback function will be

performed in both Huandan card applications (H2TU-C and H2TU-R), each application
will manage its own 740_AEL mode by itself. A loopback request will be made by

writing the corresponding command word in the HCMDR.

In the second configuration, the output of the switched capacitor filter is connected

back to the input of the AGC stage (both switched capacitor filter and the AGC stage are

included into SK70740). In this way, the data from the SK70741 chip is transmitted back

to it (the signal is isolated from the line at the receive side). Each Huandan card

configuration will perform and manage its own 740_AIL condition by itself. An 740_AIL

request will be made by writing the corresponding command word in the HCMDR.

TTIP

TRING

SK70740

AFE

RTIP

RRING

-**-

W\N-

Figure 6-14 Line Interface Network
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6.5.3. Tl Single-Chip Transceiver

The Tl single-chip transceiver DS2152 from Dallas Semiconductor employed in this

design will performs two basic functions on Huandan card application: To interface

Huandan card to the CO Tl line at H2TU-C application card and to format an incoming
PCM data stream in a Tl frame format at H2TU-R application card. The device consists

of two major blocks (see Figures 6-2 and 6-3): a Tl Line Interface Unit and a Tl Framer.

The features provided by this device to the design are listed below:

Line interface can handle both long and short haul trunks

32-bit or 128-bit crystal-less jitter attenuator

Frames to D4, ESF and SLC-96R formats

Dual onboard two-frame elastic store slip buffers that can connect to asynchronous

backplanes up to 8.192 MHz.

8-bit parallel control port that can be used directly on either multiplexed or non-

multiplexed buses (Intel orMotorola)

Extracts and inserts robbed-bit signaling
Detects and generates yellow (RAÍ) and blue (AIS) alarms

Prograrnmable output clocks for Fractional Tl

Fully independent transmit and receive functionality

Integral HDLC controller with 16-byte buffers for the FDL

Generates and detects in-band loop codes from 1 to 8 bits in length including CSU loop
codes

Contains ANSÍ l's density monitor and enforcer

Large path and line error counters including BPV, CV, CRC6 and framing bit errors

Pin compatible with DS2154 El Enhanced Single-Chip Transceiver

5V supply; low power CMOS

100-pin 14 mm2 body LQFP package

6.5.3.7. Data Flow

In H2TU-R application card the Tl framer block is the solé used feature. When

transmitting from a LAN to the HDSL2 loop, this device will allocate the incoming data

and signaling streams into a Tl frame format. The data adapters will provide the data and

signaling streams on TSER and TSIG pins respectively, both signáis are sampled on the

falling edge of the 1.544 MHz transmit clock on TCLK pin. The resultant Tl and the

corresponding clock are then passed to the HDSL2 framer device through TPOSO and

TCLKO outputs respectively (Figure 6-3).

In the other direction, the device will get the payload in the incoming Tl frame. From

it, the data and signaling corresponding to every channel will be extracted. The HDSL2

framer will provide the Tl formatted signal to the Tl framer on RPOSI and RNEGI pins
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(RPOSI and RNEGI pins are connected together in this design, because the HDSL2

framer provides a NRZ signal) and a 1.544 MHz clock signal on RCLKI pin. The data

and signaling for every channel will be passed to the data adapters via RSER and RSIG

pins respectively, both signáis will be sampled on the rising edges of RCLK (if elastic

store function is disabled).

Otherwise, in H2TU-C applications only the Line Interface Unit on the Tl transceiver

is the solé feature used to interface Huandan card with the CO. When transmitting from

the HDSL2 loop to the Tl loop, the HDSL2 framer provides the Tl formatted signáis on

TPOSI and TNEGI pins (both pins are tied together in this case because the HDSL2

framer provides a NRZ signal). A 1.544 MHz clock signal is provided on TCLKI pin.

Then, the Tl signal is passed to CO via the TTIP and TRING pins. In the other direction,

the Tl signal from the CO will be received on RTIP and RRING pins. The Tl LIU

produces a bipolar signal on RPOSO y RNEGO pins. Both signáis are ORed to produce a

NRZ signal. This signal is passed to the HDSL2 framer. Also, the 1.544 MHz recovered

clock signal is passed to the HDSL2 framer via RCLKO pin.

6.5.3.2. Loopbacks

In order to verify the functioning on several points of both transmit and receive paths,

the DS2152 offers a set of four loopbacks. A brief description of each loopback is given

below. Any loopback condition will be requested by writing the respective command

word in the HCMDR. The command word could only be written via the PCI9030. See the

FPGA Technical Design Specification document to make clear a loopback request.

6.5.3.2.1. Payload Loopback (T1_PLB)

When the payload loopback is enabled, the DS2152 will loop the 192 bits of payload

data from receive section back to the transmit section. FPS framing pattem, CRC6

calculation, and the FDL bits are not looped back; they are reinserted by the DS2152. In

this situation, the following will occur:

1. The data is transmitted from the H2TU-R with the recovered clock (this clock is

recovered from the CO) via RCLK instead of TCLK.

2. At H2TU-R card, the data is transmitted to the data network as it would normally

3. At H2TU-R card, the data from the data network is ignored

4. The TCLCK signal becomes synchronous with RCLK instead ofTCLK

A T1_PLB condition will only be requested (originated) by the H2TU-C card.
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Figure 6-15 DS2152 Payload Loopback (T1_PLB)

6.5.3.2.2. Framer Loopback (Tl_FLB)

Framer Loopback is useful in testing and debugging applications. In this loopback, the

DS2152 will loop data from transmit side back to the receive side. When FLB is enabled,

the following occur:

1 . The data from the data network is transmitted back to it via the receive side

2. An unframed all ls code is transmitted to the H2TU-C (via TPOSO and TNEGO)
3. Data received from the H2TU-C (via RPOSI and RNEGI) is ignored
4. All receive side signáis will take on timing synchronous with TCLK instead of

RCLKI

4

LAN

»

H2TU-R

r*\
«4** \

M J
O** j

áj
►

H2TU-C

I Kx)
Figure 6-16 DS2152 Framer Loopback (T1_FLB)

6.5.3.2.3. Local Loopback (T1_LLB)

The data from the H2TU-R is returned back to it by replacing the data that is being
received at RTIP and RRING pins. Also, the data from the H2TU-R is transmitted to the

H2TU-C as normal transmission. In this case is recommended that the jitter attenuator be

placed on the transmit side during this loopback. See Figure 6-17.
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Figure 6-17 DS2152 Local Loopback (T1_LLB)

6.5.3.2.4. Remote Loopback (T1_RLB)

In a remote loopback case, the data coming from the CO via the H2TU-C (data is

received at RPOSI and RNEGI pins) will be transmitted back (before it would be

modified by the Tl framer) to the CO through the TPOSO and TNEGO pins. Besides,

this data will continué passing to the data network through H2TU-R card as it would

normally.
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Figure 6-18 DS2152 Local Loopback (T1JJLB)

6.5.3.3. Status and Control Registers

6.5.3.3.1. Status and Information Registers

The information on the current real time status is recorded in a set of nine registers:
Status Registers 1 and 2 (SR1, SR2), Receive Information Registers 1 to 3 (RIR1/2/3) and

four registers for the onboard HDLC and BOC controller for the FDL.

All bits in SR1/2 and RIR1/2/3 registers opérate in a latched mode. Latched mode

means that when an event or an alarm occurs the respective bit is set (1) in any of the

registers, the bit will remain set until the user reads it. There are bits in the four FDL

status registers that are not latched.
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The SR1/2 and FDL registers have the ability to initiate a hardware interrupt via the

INT# output terminal. The alarm caused interrupts will forcé the INT# pin low whenever

the alarm changes state. The event caused interrupts will forcé the INT# pin low when the

event occurs. INT# pin will be allowed to retum high whenever the user reads either the

alarm or event bit that caused the interrupt to occur.

Every one of the alarms and events in the SR1/2 and FDLS can be masked from the

interrupt pin via the Interrupt Mask Registers IMR1/2 and FIMR.

6.5.3.3.2. Error Count Registers

The line code violations, excessive Os, CRC6 code word violations, framing bit errors,
and number of multiframes that the device is out off synchrony is recorded in a set of

three counters. Each of them is automatically updated on either 1 -second boundaries or

every 42 ms, after these times data is lost. The timer in the status register 2 determines the
time boundary (SR2.5 bit). Counters will satúrate at their respective máximum counts and

they will not rollover.

In this design, these registers are configured to record the line code violations, CRC6

code word violations and multiframes out of synchrony occurred during 1 -second period.
After this time, the content of the registers will be read by the microcontroller. The

microcontroller will record all this information by periods of 1 -second, 1-min, 1-hr and

24-hrs. Furthermore, the Huandan card user will be permitted to extract such information

by writing the respective command word in the HCMDR (this registers is only written by
means of the Local Bus of the PCI9030). See the FPGA Technical Design Specification
document so as to make clear the using of the HCMDR.

6.5.3.4. DSOMonitoring Function

One DSO 64 kbps channel in transmit direction and one DSO channel in receive

direction can be monitored at the same time by the DS2152. The channel to be monitored

is determined by the properly setting at the five LSBs in the CCR5 (transmit direction)
and CCR6 (receive direction) registers. The bits should be programmed with the decimal

decode of the appropriate Tl channel.

6.5.3.5. Signaling Operation

The transceiver contains provisions for both: processor based signaling bit access and

hardware signaling based access. The DS2152 can be used to transmit in a transparent

way (those channels transporting only data). In the following subsections, a brief

explanation of each signaling access types is given. In this design, the processor based

signaling will be used for voice channels.
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6.5.3.5.1. Processor Based Signaling

Robbed-bit signaling bits embedded in the Tl signal can be extracted from the received

signal. Robbed-bit signaling can be inserted into the Tl transmit signal. There are 12

registers for receiving side (RSI to RSI2) and 12 for the transmitting side (TS1 to TS12)

to read and write the signaling bits. Each receive/transmit signaling register contains the

robbed-bit signaling from/for eight DSO channels.

The signaling bits transfer between the transceiver register and the LAN is achieved by

using the Data Trasnfer Registers 1 and 2 located in the FPGA device.

Whenever the LAN requires to write signaling bits into the TS's registers the following

procedure will be executed:

• The LAN will write (via the PCI9030) the respective 8-bit command word in the upper

byte of the HDTR2 and the signaling bits in the 3 lowest bytes of the HDTR2

• The HDTR2_READY bit (bit 3) of the HSR will be set

• The FPGA will cause an interrupt to the microcontroller

• The microcontroller will read the HSR with the purpose of identifying the bit that

caused the interrupt
• The microcontroller will read out the HDTR2's contain (the HDTR2_READY bit is

cleared when the microcontroller reads the HDTR2)

• Then, the signaling bits will be written to the TS' s registers by the microcontroller

When the LAN requires to read out the signaling bits from the RS's registers, the

following procedure is executed:

• The LAN will write (via the PCI9030) the respective 8-bit command word in the upper

byte of the HDTR2

• The HDTR2_READY bit (bit 3) of the HSR will be set

• The FPGA will cause an interruption to the microcontroller

• The microcontroller will read the HSR with the purpose of identifying the bit that

caused the interruption step
• The microcontroller will read out the HDTR2's contain (the HDTR2_READY bit is

cleared when the microcontroller reads the HDTR2)

• The microcontroller will extract the signaling bits from the RS's registers

• The microcontroller will write the respective 8-bit command word in the upper byte of

the HDTR1 and the signaling bits in the 3 lowest bytes of the HDTR1

• The HDTR1_READY bit (bit 7) of the HSR will be set

• The FPGA will cause an interruption to the PCI bus (via the PCI9030)

• The PCI bus will read (via the PCI9030) the HSR in order to identify the bit that caused

the interruption step
• The PCI bus will read out (via the PCI9030) the HDTRl's contain (the

HDTR1_READY bit is cleared when the PCI bus reads the HDTR1)

• Then, the signaling bits will be passed to the LAN (via the PCI9030)
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6.5.3.5.2. Hardware Based Signaling

6.5.3.5.2.1. Receive Side

In the receive side, there are two operating modes for the signaling buffer: signaling
extraction and signaling reinsertion. The first mode involves the pulling of the signaling
bits from the received data stream; these bits are buffered over a four multiframe buffer.

Then, signaling bits are output through the RSIG pin in a serial PCM way (on a channel

by channel basis). In the second mode, the user controls channels which have signaling
reinsertion performed on a channel-by-channel basis.

6.5.3.5.2.2. Transmit Side

The DS2152 takes the signaling data on TSIG pin, and then, this signaling is inserted

in the PCM format at the TSER pin. The user controls the channels that have signaling
data from the TSIG pin inserted into them on a channel-by-channel basis.

6.5.3.5.3. Transmit Transparency

Transparency can be invoked on a channel by channel basis by properly setting the

three transmit transparency registers (TTR1, TTR2 and TTR3). Each of the bits in the

TTR's represent a DSO channel in the Tl frame. Whenever these bits are set to a 1, the

corresponding channel is transparent, consequently, no robbed-bit signaling will be

inserted ñor will the channel have bit 7 stuffing performed.

Such as it was said above, a transmit transparency mode will be set for those channels

that will be used to transmit data.

The TTR's programming will be left to the Huandan card user.

6.5.3.6. Facility Data Link FDL

The DS2152 provides Legacy functionality and a HDLC and BOC controller to handle

the FDL (Facility Data Link). This design uses the HDLC/BOC controller.

The HDLC and BOC controller have two 16-byte data buffers (one for transmit

direction and one for receive direction) to store a full PRM message (to transmit or to

receive) without host intervention. The HDLC controller performs the following
functions:

• Performs all the necessary overhead for generating and receiving PRM (Performance

ReportMessages)
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• Generates and detects flags automatically
• Generates and checks the CRC check sum

• Generates and detects abort sequences

• Stuffs and destuffs Os

• Byte-aligns to the FDL data stream

In this design, the HDLC and BOC controller will be used. The Huandan card user will

be allowed to know the content of these buffers. When the user wants to extract this

information, it will write the corresponding command word in the HDTR2 (the HDTR2

can only be written through the local bus of the PCI9030). The FPGA Technical Design

Specification provides a more clear explanation about how to use the HDTR2.

6.5.3.7. Elastic Stores Operation

The DS2152 contains dual two-frame elastic stores, one for receive direction and

another for transmit direction. They have two main purposes: Rate convertion, from the

Tl rate to El rate (or a múltiple of El rate) and, to absorb the differences in frequency
and phase between the Tl signal and an asynchronous backplane clock. Both elastic

stores contain fully controlled slip capability (it is necessary for the second purpose). Also

both elastic stores are fully independent and without restrictions to the sourcing of the

various clock that are applied to them. Each elastic store can be enabled whether the other

elastic store is enabled or disabled. Also, each elastic store can interface to either a 1.544

MHz or 2.048 MHz backplanes.

Elastic stores are disabled in this design.

6.5.3.8. Line Interface Function

The Tl Line Interface Unit contains three sections:

1 . The receiver which handless clock and data recovery

2. The transmitter which wave shapes and drives the Tl line

3. The jitter attenuator

The Line Interface Control Register (LICR) controls the three sections. This function is

used only in H2TU-C applications.

6.5.3.8.1. Receive Clock andData Recovery

The DS2152 LIU interfaces with the Tl line through a 1:1 transformer.
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The Tl LIU contains a digital clock recovery system. It recovers the clock and data

from the Tl signal (AMI/B8ZS waveform) on the RTIP and RRING inputs. The

recovered clock will be sourced to the SK70742 chip via the RCLKO pin.

6.5.3.8.2. Transmit Wave shaping and Line Driving

The transmitter of the Tl LIU will interface with to the Tl line via a 1:1.15 step up

transformer. The transmitter will créate the waveforms to transmit onto the Tl line. The

waveforms meet the ANSÍ, AT&T, and ITU specifications.

6.5.3.8.3. Jitter Attenuator

The on-board jitter attenuator circuitry adjusts either the recovered clock from the

clock/data recovery block or the clock applied at the TCLKI pin. So, the jitter will créate
a smooth jitter free clock that will be used to clock data out of the jitter attenuator FIFO.

In Huandan system the jitter attenuator will be placed in the receive path for a normal

operation (it will be placed in the transmit side only during a T1_LLB condition). So, its

enabling and placement must be indicated in the LICR register.

6.5.4. AT90S8515 AVR 8-bitMicrocontroller

The AT90S8515 microcontroller from Atmel is employed in this design to configure
and monitor the Tl transceiver and the HDSL2 chip set. It will provide the following
features in Huandan card design:

• 8 K Bytes Flash Memory for program code

• 8 bit and 16 bit Timer/Counters

• 5 1 2 Bytes SRAM for internal data memory

• 32 Prograrnmable I/O lines

• I/O Ports with altérnate functions to access external devices

• Control signáis to access external devices

• External and Internal Interrupt Sources

6.5.4.1. Microcontroller External Access

The microcontroller has 16 address lines. It can address up to 64 K Bytes of data

memory (internal and external). In the range OOOh to 25Fh is placed the internal data

memory (the lower 608 data memory locations). The external data memory begins in the

address 260h.
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The microcontroller will access some devices (such as the DS2152, the HDSL2 chip
set and the FPGA) employed in the Huandan card. To do that, the board device registers
are mapped to the microcontroller external data memory locations between 260h and

500h (673 bytes). Accesses consist on single readings and writings. The RD# and WR#

pins provide the control signáis to read and write. These signáis are asserted whenever a

reading or writing access to external memory is performed.

The microcontroller will require an 8-bits data bus and an 11 -bits address bus to

perform memory accesses.

6.5.4.2. HDSL2 - Processor Interface

6.5.4.2.1. SK70742 - Processor Interface

Figure 6-19 shows the AT90S8515 SK70742 Interface. The SK70742 will be

configured in Intel mode.
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Figure 6-19 Processor- SK70742 Interface

6.5.4.2.2. SK70741 - Processor Interface

SK70741 - Processor Interface is shown on Figure 6-20. The SK70741 will be

configured in Intel mode.
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Figure 6-20 SK70741 -AT90S8515 interface

6.5.4.3. Tl Transceiver - Processor Interface

Tl Transceiver - Processor Interface is shown on Figure 6-21.
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6.5.4.4. Clocks

The AT90S8515 microcontroller operates from a system clock. It can be generated

from an external clock crystal. No internal clock división is required.
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In our case, one 8 MHz quartz crystal will be used on the XTAL1 and XTAL2 pins as

the external master clock.

No wait cycles will be required to perform accesses to any external device.

6.5.4.5. Interrupts and Reset Handling

6.5.4.5.1. Interrupts

The AT90S8515 supports external and internal interrupt sources. Every interrupt has

assigned one program vector in the program memory space. In addition, one enable bit is

assigned to every interrupt too. Each interrupt is enabled by activating its respective
enable bit and by setting the I-bit in the status register (SREG).

In this design both external interrupt requests INTO and INT1 are employed. The

interrupt vector assigned to them are allocated in the addresses $000 lh and $0002h

respectively.

INTO will serve all interrupt requests from the HDSL2 chipset (both SK70742 and

SK70741 interrupt requests will be attend by INTO). On the other hand, INT1 will attend

interrupt requests from the DS2152 and the FPGA.

The external interrupts are triggered by the INTO and INT1 pins. In Huandan design,
both of them will be trigger by a low level and they will remain set as long as the pin will

be hold low. Interrupts enabling required in this design are pointed out in subsection

6.6.4.2.

6.5.4.5.2. Reset

The AT90S8515 will be reset whenever one ofthe following cases occurs:

• The entire system is power up

• A low level is applied by the FPGA on the lrst# pin for more than 50 ns

• TheWatchdog timer period expires and the Watchdog is enabled

After a reset event, all I/O registers are set to their initial valúes, and the program starts

execution from address $0000h. In this address is allocated the reset interrupt vector,
which consists in a relative jump instruction to the reset handling routine
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6.5.4.6. Timers

Two general purposes Timer/Counter are provided by the AT90S8515, one 8-bit T/C

and one 16-bit T/C. Both will be available for firmware requirements.

In addition, the AT90S8515 provides one Watchdog timer that is clocked from a

sepárate 1 MHz on chip oscillator. The Watchdog has eight different clock cycle periods
to determine the reset period. This reset period will be handled by the running software in

theAT90S8515.

6.5.4.7. Parallel I/O

The microcontroller has 32 prograrnmable I/O lines. They are divided in the A, B, C

and D I/O ports. Also, all four ports have altérnate functions related to various special
features of the AT90S85 15.

In this design the port B will not be used. The ports A and C will be set to their

altérnate functions (this function is set whenever a external access is performed). On the

other hand, the port D will be set as both, I/O ports and to its altérnate function (this last,

is made whenever an external SRAM access is performed).

The microcontroller I/O line assignment and respective functions are shown in figure
6-22.
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Port A: PA7 PA6 PA5 PA4 PA3 PA2 PA1 PAO

Pins function A/D7 A/D6 A/D5 A/D4 A/D3 A/D2 A/Dl A/DO

PA7: PAO AD[7:0] Multiplexed Data/Address bus to access external memory locations

PortB: PB7 PB6 PB5 PB4 PB3 PB2 PB1 PBO

Pins function X X X X X X X X

PB7: PBO Not used

PortC: PC7 PC6 PC5 PC4 PC3 PC2 PCI PCO

Pins function X X X X X A10 A9 A8

PC7: PC3 Not used

PC2: PCO MSB's of the 1 1-bits address bus

PortD: PD7 PD6 PD5 PD4 PD3 PD2 PD1 PDO

Pins function RD# WR# X X INT1 INTO X X

PD7 RD#, Read Control Signal for external memory accesses

PD6 WR#,Write Control Signal for external memory accesses

PD5:PD4 Not used

PD3 INT1, External Interrupt to serve the interrupt requests made by the DS21S2 and

the FPGA

PD2 INTO, External Interrupt to serve the interrupt requests made by the HDSL2 chipset
PDlrPDO Not used

Figure 6-22Microcontroller I/O line assignment andfunction

6.5.4.8. Additional Features

Several features are provided by the AT90S8515 AVR microcontroller, some of them,

such as SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface), the UART, the Analog Comparator, the Dual

PWM and the EEPROM will not be used in the design. They will be disabled.

6.5.5. PCI 9030. PCI SMARTarget I/OAccelerator

The PCI 9030, PCI SMARTarget I/O accelerator device from PLX Technology will

allow the information (data and control signáis) interchange between the Huandan card

and the host computer. Network access will be reached through the Network card

installed on the host computer. This chip will transíate the complex PCI bus protocol to a

simple way to access the PCI bus.

This device will offer the following features to this design:

• PCI Local Bus Specification v2.2 compliant 32 bit

• PCI Bus PowerManagement Interface Specification v 1 . 1 compliant
• PCI Target Prograrnmable BurstManagement
• Supports burst access from the PCI Bus to both Memory mapping and I/O mapping
• PCI bus transfers up to 132 MB/sec

• Multiplexed or no multiplexed 8,16 or 32 bit local buses

• Provides up to five local address spaces
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Provides up to four independent local chip selects

Endian byte ordering

Interrupt generator/controller
Flexible local bus runs up to 60 MHz

Local bus runs asynchronously to the PCI bus

Prograrnmable Local bus wait states

Two prograrnmable Local to PCI interrupts
Contains an optional serial EEPROM interface to load its configuration information

3.3V

6.5.5.1. Data Flow

At Figure 6-23 can be observed the information flow between the network system and

Huandan card through the PCI 9030 device.

The PCI bus will access the FPGA (via the PCI9030 device) in order to establish the

functioning mode of the FPGA, to obtain the FPGA's status information and to

interchange performance information (about the Tl and the HDSL2 links) and signaling
bits with the microcontroller.

In H2TU-R application the host processor in the PC will access the Huandan dual-port

memory through the PCI 9030. The host processor will read the information (voice and

data) coming from the HDSL2 loop and it will write the information obtained from the

network system.

i
1

Local Bus

PCI Bus

Transfer Registeis

Control Register

Status Register

Data Adapter
2-Port

Memoiy
PCI 9030

■^

■fc

PCI

Address Decoder W

FPGA

Figure 6-23 PCI 9030 Data Flow
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6.5.5.2. Mapping andAccessing

The FPGA internal registers and the dual-port locations will be mapped to the firsts

three PCI 9030 memory spaces. The chip selects CSO, CSI and CS2 will be used to

enable the memory spaces: CSO for the FPGA registers. CSI and CS2 for the dual-port

memory locations. Both FPGA and dual-port memory maps are detailed in the next

section.

Only 32-bit burst accesses will be performed to access the dual-port memories and

only 32-bit single accesses will be performed to access the FPGA.

6.5.5.3. Local Bus Configuration

Device local bus will be configured to opérate in a non-multiplexed mode. The 32 data

lines and the lower 13 address lines are used.

The device will be configured to opérate in Little Endian format where data is

longword aligned to the lowermost byte lañe. That means Data [7:0] to the Byte 0, Data

[15:8] to the Byte 1, Data [23:16] to the Byte 2 and Data [31:24] to the Byte 3.

6.5.5.4. PCI Bus Access to Infernal Registers

The PCI bus will access the PCI9030 configuration registers by a way of a

configuration type 0 cycle. LongWord (32-bit word) accesses will be performed.

The PCI9030 local registers will be accessed by a way of memory cycles with the PCI

bus address matching the base address specified in the PCI Base Address 0 for PCI 9030

Memory-mapped Configuration Registers. In this case, only burst accesses will be

performed.

6.5.5.5. Clocks

The PCI bus interface runs synchronously at the 33 MHz PCI clock. On other hand, the

local bus interface runs from a 60 MHz local bus clock, this clock runs asynchronously to

the PCI clock. In addition, a PCI buffered clock is provided by this device. The buffered

clock will be used in Huandan design in order to clock the accesses to both the FPGA and

the Dual port memory.

The wait states required to access the FPGA and the Dual port memory are mentioned

in section 6.6.
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6.5.5.6. Local Bus Interrupts

A PCI interrupt will be made by asserting the PCI interrupt output pin INTA#. This pin

is asserted by using the two Local interrupt sources provided by the PCI9030: LINTil and

LINTÍ2.

Only the local interrupt input LINTil will be used in this design to genérate an

interruption to the PCI bus. It will be asserted (T) by the FPGA whenever any of the two

dual-port memory blocks becomes full or whenever the microcontroller has signaling bits

or performance information to tranfer to the Network. In order to know the event that

produced the interruption, the PCI9030 will perform a reading to the Huandan card status

register (HSR) located in the FPGA.

6.5.5.7. EEPROM Interface

The PCI9030 configuration information will be stored in the FM93CS56L 2 K bit

serial EEPROM memory.

The PCI9030 chip will read the EEPROM memory through its EEPROM interface.

After a reset event occurs, the PCI9030 will read the EEPROM. Then, the PCI9030

configuration registers will be loaded with the information in the EEPROM.

6.5.5.8. Reset

When either the PCI bus RST# input of the PCI9030 device is asserted or the software

reset bit in the Miscellaneous Control Register is set, the device will be reset and the local

reset output signal LRESET# will be asserted.

If a PCI9030 reset is produced by setting the software reset bit, then the PCI and local

configuration registers contents will not be altered.

The PCI9030 reset condition will remain set until the PCI host clears the software reset

bit.

6.5.6. Dual-Port SRAMMemory

In the H2TU-R application card the information in destination to the HDSL2 loop and

those in destination to the network system will be temporarily stored in four 2K x 16

dual-port memories. IDT 7133SA20 is the dual-port memory that will be used.
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6.5.6.1. Dual - PortMemory Accessing

The dual-port memories will be accessed by the FPGA in one side and by the PCI bus

(through the PCI9030) in the other one. They will perform 8-bit and 32-bit accesses

respectively.

The FPGA will access two of the four memories to write the information coming from
the HDSL2 loop and the other two to read the information from the network system. To

perform the 8-bit accesses on the 16-bits bus, the FPGA will control the read/write enable

signáis for the lower and upper byte and the chip enable signáis for each dual-port
memory.

On the other hand, the PCI9030 will access two of the four memories to read the

information from the HDSL2 loop (the information was previously written by the FPGA),
and the other two to write the information from the network system (this information will

be subsequently read by the FPGA). Two of the four dual-port memories will be mapped
in the Local Address Space 1 and the others will be mapped in the Local Address Space 2

of the PCI9030. In this way, the PCI9030 will be allowed to access them.
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Figure 6-24 Accessing the Dual-PortMemory

6.5.6.2. Dual-PortMemoryMap

The four dual port memories will be viewed as two memory banks (two memories per

bank), one for writings (memory bank 1) and another for readings (memory bank 2). At

the same time, each memory bank will be divided in two blocks of 24 spaces. The size of

the memory spaces can be programmed to one of four available sizes (corresponding to

the size of the packets to be handled): a) 32-bytes, b) 48-bytes, c) 64-bytes or d) 128-

bytes. The 64-bytes size is the default. The programming will be made by using the bits

MEM_SZ1 and MEM_SZ0 (bits 1 and 0) of the Huandan Control Register (HCR)
located in the FPGA).
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The assignment per block in the memory bank 1 is done in the following way: the

channel 0 writes its information to the space 0, the channel 1 writes its information to the

space 1, the channel 2 writes its information to the space 2, and so on.

The assignment in the memoiy bank 2 is done in the same way as the memory
bank 1.

The PCI reads the data from the memory bank 1 (where the FPGA writes them) and

writes the data to the memory bank 2 (where the FPGA reads them). Figure 6-25 outlines

the dual-portmemory map.

With this memory map the following advantages will be obtained:

1 . Have more time to transfer the information between the memory and the PC

2. The FPGA will not overwrite the memory locations even no read by the PC

3. The FPGA will perform read and write accesses to the dual-port memories

simultaneously

The Block_Full bit (bit 0) in the Huandan card status register (HSR) will be set

whenever a memory block becomes full, the Block2 and Blockl bits (bits 2 and 1) in the

HSR indícate the memory block that has been filled. In addition, an interrupt to the PC

will be generated. The PC will read the HSR to know the memory block location to be

accessed. The information from the HDSL2 loop will be written in the other memory

block location so as to avoid an overwriting.
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Figure 6-25 Dual - PortMemoryMap

6.5.6.3. Byte Allocation

Both, the bank 1 and the bank 2 will be accessed simultaneously by the FPGA. The

sequence for writing data to the dual-port memory from the FPGA (the 64-bytes size of

the memory spaces is been considered to give this explanation) is the following:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

The channel_i is received on the 'data adapter' register on the FPGA

An Upper Byte write cycle to address block l_i + j/4 in the left memory of the

memory bank 1 is generated on the FPGA to store channeM. 'j' indicates the

number of the Tl frame that is being received.

Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for i = 0,1,2,3, ...,23. Once the procedure is completed
for i = 23, 'i' is reset and 'j' is incremented by one

The channeM is received on the 'data adapter' register on the FPGA

A Lower Byte write cycle to address blockl_i + j/4 in the left memory of the

memory bank 1 is generated on the FPGA to store channeM

Steps 4 and 5 are repeated for i = 0,1,2,3, ...,23. Once the procedure is completed
for i = 23, 'i' is reset and 'j' is incremented by one

Steps 1 to 6 are repeated for the right memory of the memory bankl

This process is repeated for j = 0,1,2,3,4,. .,63. Once the process is completed for j
= 63, the bit Block_l in the HSR is set to '1' and the FPGA asserts an interruption
to the PCI Bus. This setting indicates that block_l in bank 1 is ready for PCI Bus

reading.
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9. Procedures 1 to 6 are repeated for Block_2 in bank 1. Addresses 'blockl' are

replaced by 'block2'. At the end of the procedure the Block_Full bit in the HSR is

set to
'

1
'

and an interruption to the PCI Bus is asserted.

After the PCI Bus reads a block, such block is reset to '0'.

The sequence performed by the FPGA for reading data from the dual-port memory is the

following:

1. An Upper byte read cycle to address blockl_i + j/4 in the left memory of the

memory bank 2 is generated on the FPGA to read a byte. 'j' indicates the number

of the Tl frame that is being received.

2. The 'data adapter' on the FPGA injects the read byte to the channeM

3 . Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for i = 0, 1 ,2, ... ,23 . Once the procedure is completed for

i = 23, 'i' is reset and 'j' is incremented by one

4. A Lower Byte read cycle to address space l_i + j/4 in the left memory of the

memory bank 2 is generated on the FPGA to read channeM

5. The 'data adapter' on the FPGA injects the read byte to the channeM

6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated for i = 0,1,2,3,. ..,23. Once the procedure is completed
for i = 23, 'i' is reset and 'j' is incremented by one

7. Steps 1 to 6 are repeated for the right memory of the memory bank 2

8. This process is repeated for j = 0,1,2,3,4,. .,63. Once the process is completed for j
= 63, Block_l is set to '1' and the FPGA asserts an interruption to the PCI Bus.

This setting indicates that block_l in bank 2 is ready for PCI Bus writing.
9. Procedures 1 to 6 are repeated for Block_2 in bank 1. Addresses 'blockl' are

replaced by 'block2'. At the end of the procedure the Block_Full bit is set to '1'

and an interruption to the PCI Bus is asserted.

After the FPGA reads a complete block, such block is reset to '0'

6.5.7. Power Supply

Two voltage levéis are required: +5 V and +3.3 V on the card. Both are available on

the PCI connector

6.5.7.1. Power Consumption ofHuandan Card

Table 6.2 points out the power consumption of the main devices integrating the card.

The valúes were gathered from their respective data sheets.

According with information in the table, the power consumption of the card will be

cióse to 6 Watts.
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Table 6.2 Huandan Card Máximum Power Consumption
Device Supply Voltage

(V)

Operating
Current (mA)

Individual

Power (mW)

Number of

devices in

Huandan card

Total Power

(mW)

SK70740

HDSL2 Analog
Front End

+ 5

(+3.3)

98

(11*5)

49

(37.95)

1 49

(37.95)

SK70741

HDSL2PAM

Transceiver

+ 3.3 470 1551 1 1551

SK70742

HDSL2

FEC/Framer

+ 3.3 60 198 1 198

DS2152 + 5 75 375 1 375

AT90S8515-4JC + 3 (4MHz) 3 9 1 9

IDT7133SA20 + 5 310 1550 2 3100

PCI9030 + 3.3 150 495 1 495

Pa9030Conf.

EEPROM

+ 3.3 1 3 1 3

FPGA

6.6. Devices Programming

The programming and register settings of the main devices integrating Huandan card

are given in this section. Also, the VO and memory maps of some devices that perform
external access to either memory or to internal registers of other devices are detailed here.

Only the register that affect the hardware design of the Huandan card will be cited in

this document.

Some conventions taken in this document for referring bit valúes are:

The mark "~" will be used to indícate that the bit valué depends of the software

designer.
The mark "X" will be used to indícate that the bit valué is a 'don't care valué'

6.6.7. AT90S8515Memory Map

The microcontroller memory architecture follows a Harvard model. It consists on

sepárate memories for program and data. Both program and data memory maps can be

seen on Figure 6-18.

Program memory consists on a 4K x 16 flash memory. The interrupt vector table is

stored at the beginning of this memory.

Data memory is divided on four memory spaces. The first one is a 32-bytes memory
space used for the internal general purpose registers; the second one, consists on 64-bytes

4_______
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for the I/O registers. The third and forth memory spaces are assigned for the internal (512

bytes) and external (64 Kbytes) SRAM memory respectively.

6.6.1.1. Microcontroller ExternalMemoryMap

As it was mentioned above, the microcontroller will control three devices in Huandan

card design: the SK70741, the SK70742 and the DS2152. The internal registers of those

devices will be mapped to the microcontroller external data memory space. Through this

mapping, the AT90S8515 will control such devices.

As well, it has being said that the microcontroller will access some internal registers of

the FPGA. So, in order to make this possible, those registers will also be mapped to the

external data memory space of the microcontroller. On Figure 6-26 is shown the external

memory map for the AT90S8515.

ProgramMemor
, DataMemoiy

Program

Memory

(4k x 16)

$000
32Gen. Purpose

SOUUü

$001F
$0020

$005F
$0060

64 1/0 Registers

SFFF Internal SRAM

(512 X 8)

$025F
$0260

External SRAM

(64K x 8)

SFFFF

Figure 6-26 MicrocontrollerMemory Maps
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External Data Memory

$260

$300
SK70741

(M Iwaiisinsl $331

$380
SK70742

(97 locatioas) $3E0

$400

DS2I52

(144 locations)
$48F

$S04
FPGA

(12 locations)
$50F

$FFFF

Figure 6-27Microcontroller External

Memory Map

6.6.2. HDSL2 Chip Set

To achieve the appropriate functioning of the HDSL2 device in this design, the chip set

must be programmed. This programming process will be made in the internal registers
of the SK70741 and the SK70742 devices. Both devices have an 8-bit parallel interface to

allow the accesses to their internal registers.

The programming and register configuration in both SK70741 and SK70742 devices

are detailed in the following subsections.

6.6.2.7. SK70741

This device has 50 system registers to control its functioning. Seven registers are

reserved and a writing operation to them must not be performed.

After a reset event occurs, all register will be initialized to their default valué (the
default valué for the reserved registers is 00). During Huandan card working mode, the

registers settings will be changed according to the functions to be performed by the

SK70741.

In the following subsections, a brief description about the purpose of each register and

an individual bit description are provided. In addition, the location, default valué and

basic programming for this design are given too.
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6.6.2.1.1. Control Registers

MAINO: Main Control Register 0

The MAINO register controls the functions that determine the SK70741 working mode,

such as application and timing mode (both functions depend on Huandan card

application), loopback operation, etc.

Register 1 Main Control Register 0 (MAINO)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Set to valué Setting indicates

7 RSTJL Reset bit RAV - Set to '0' to reset all transceiver blocks

6 ACTREQ Activation request
bit

RAV Set to T to allow the SK70741 self

activation

5 C_or_R Operation Mode RAV 0 H2TU-R mode

4 0 Reserved

3 XTM Timing mode RAV 0 H2TU-R mode

2:0 SM <2:0> Serial Loopback
Mode

RAV — Set to 000 for Normal Operation

Register address : 300h

Register default valué : OOh

MAIN1: Main Control Register 1

This register controls the operating mode of both Forward Error Correction blocks

(FEC). The bits 7, 6, 1, and 0 control the receive FEC block and the bit 5 the transmit

FEC block symbol mapper.

legister 2 Main Control Register 1 (MAIN1)
Bit Ñame Description RAV Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:6 FEC_CTL FEC Control bits R/W ~

Map directly to the 2 LSB's of the

FEC RX data stream

5 SYM_MAP Symbol mapping RAV 1 Symbol mapping enabled

4,2 - - - 0 Reserved. Must be set to 0

3 - - - 1 Reserved. Must be set to 1

1:0 SLI Slicer control RAV See valúes in table ?

Register address : 301h

Register default valué : OOh
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MAIN2: Main Control Register 2

Register 3 Main Control Register 2 (MAIN2)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:2 - - - 0 Reserved. Must be set to 0

1 PRAM^EXE Parameters

Execute

R/W 0 Executes DSP parameters from ROM

0 RST.ACT Reset activation

controller

RAV Set to T to reset activation controller

Register address : 33 lh

Register default valué : Olh

AFE_CTL: Analog Front End (AFE) Registers

The SK70741 acts as the controller for the SK70740. The control for the SK70740 is

established through the AFE_CTL registers AR1 and AR2.

A write step to the AFE_CTL register followed by a write step to the AFE_ADD (AFE

Address) register, with R/W# bit cleared ('0'), causes the data to be transmitted to the

SK70740 device.

Register 4 AFE Control Register 1 (AR1)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7 RESET Reset R/W Resets all registers and A/D integrators
when is set to 1

6 PWDN Power down R/W Power down the transmitter and receiver

sections of the SK70741 when is set to 1

5 ALOOPTX Analog Loopback
Transmit

RAV Enable analog loopback from

ITIP/TRING pins when is set to 1

4 ALOOPSC Analog Loopback
ftomSCF

RAV Enable analog loopback from SCF output
when is set to 1

3 TBfflGHZ Transmit buffer in

high impedance
mode

RAV Shuts down the transmit buffer on the

valué 1

2 TBLDHIMP Transmit buffer load

is high impedance

RAV [f its valúes is '1', reduces transmit buffet

power consumption significantly while

maintaining linearity
1 HTUR Sets the transmit

filter for either

upstream or

downstream

transmission

RAV 1

upstream operation (H2TU-R)

0 T1E1SEL Selects switch

capacitor filter

configuration for Tl

or 2064 kbps

operation

RAV 0 n operation

Register address : 30Ah

Register default valué : FFh
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PLL_CTL: PLL Control Register

The bits of this register control the functions of the Digital Timing Recovery PLL.

Register 5 PLL Control Register (PLL_CTL)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7 Reserved R/W 0 -

6 PDNB RAV - Power down when its valué is '0'

5 RSTB RAV ~ Reset when is low

4 - Reserved RAV 0

3:2 PLLO RAV 00 Internal master clock = 4x REFCLK

(other valúes are reserved modes)

1:0 - Reserved RAV 00

Register address : 330h

Register default valué : OOh

6.6.2.1.2. Interrupt Registers

An internal interrupt condition is indicated when the respective bit in the Interrupt
State Register (INT_ST) is set to 1 and the corresponding mask bit is set to 0 (unmasked).

Setting the mask bits prevents the corresponding interrupt bit from affecting the INT_L

output. Writing a logic 0 to one bit in the INT_ST register, the respective interrupt bit is

cleared.

The default valué and particular bit description and settings for each interrupt register
are following detailed.

Their operating mode valúes depend if a interrupt condition is present and if the

corresponding mask bit is active.

Register 6 InterruptMask Register (INT_MSK)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:5 - - - 1 Reserved. Must be set to 1

4 VAL Transceiver

Operational

R/W Indicates an interrupt masked condition

when is setto '1'

3 - - 1 Reserved. Must be set to 1

2 FAIL Failed flag RAV ~ Indicates an interrupt masked condition
when is setto '1'

1:0 - - 1 Reserved. Must be set to 1

Register address : 30Ch

Register default valué : FFh

Register 7 Interrupt State Register (] NT_ST)
Bit Ñame Description RAV Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:5 - - - 1 Reserved. Must be set to 1
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Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

4 VAL Transceiver

Operational

R/W Indicates an active state when is set to

T

3 - - - 1 Reserved. Must be set to 1

2 FAIL Failed flag RAV - When its valué is '1' indicates

activation failed flag
1:0 - - 1 Reserved. Must be set to 1

Register address : 30Dh

Register default valué : OOh

6.6.2.1.3. Rate Selection Registers

There are three register to select the SK70741 data rates: RATE_SEL0, RATE_SEL1

and RATE_SEL2. A 24-bit word is written to these registers in order to set the line rate.

In this design these registers will be programmed for a 1.536 Mbps payload rate (Tl

payload rate). The rate selection registers programming is shown below.

Register 8 Rate Select 0 Register (RATE_SEL0)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:0 D<7:0> Bits <23:16> of the fixed point as

specified in Table 6.3

RAV C5h

Register address : 318h

Register default valué : AAh

Register 9 Rate Select 1 Register (RATE_SEL 0
Bit Ñame Description RAV Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:0 D<7:0> Bits <15:8> of the fixed point as

specified in Table 6.3

R/W lDh

Register address

Register default valué

:319h

:AAh

legister 10 Rate Select 2 Register (RATE_SEL2)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

70 D<7:0> Bits <7:0> of the fixed point as

specified in Table 6.3

R/W B4h

Register address : 1Ah

Register default valué : ABh

Ta )le 6.3 Line Rate Configuration
64 kbps channels

(n)

Payload Rate

(kbps)

Line Rate (kbps) Rate SelectWord (hex)

RATE_SEL0 RATE SEL0 RATE_SEL2

2 128 144 12 4Ah 04

4 256 272 22 8B CE

6 384 400 32 CD 98

8 512 528 43 0F 62

10 640 656 53 51 2D

12 768 784 63 92 F7
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64 kbps channels

(n)

Payload Rate

(kbps)

Line Rate (kbps) Rate SelectWord (hex)

RATE SELO RATE SELO RATE_SEL2

18 1152 1168 94 58 55

24 1536 1552 C5 ID B4

1 . Crystal Reference = 21 .5 MHz

6.6.2.2. SK70742

The SK70742 has 97 internal registers. 66 of which are reserved. These reserved

registers must not be accessed during normal functioning of the device.

In the following subsections the description, default and functioning settings for the

registers are given.

6.6.2.2.1. Control Registers

FECCR: Forward Error Correction (FEC) Control Register

The FECCR register bits allow bypassing both FEC encoder and decoder. Also, using a

control bit of this register can halt the FEC operating.

Register 1 1 Forward Error Correction (FEC) Control Register (FECCR)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:2 reserved RAV 0 -

1 Fecht FEC halted RAV 0 FEC operating
0 Fecbp FEC bypass RAV 0 FEC encoder and decoder included in

the data path

Register address : 393h

Register default valué : OOh

HTFCR: Transmit Control Register

Transmit functions performed by the SK70742 are controlled via HTFCR register.

Register 12 Transmit Control Register (HTFCR)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7 rs reserved 0 -

6 htflw_res RAV The Huandan card user selects the

granularity of the TFLW register. See

page 22 from SK70742 Data Sheet.

5 h_fíf_rst Transmit FIFO

pointers reset

RAV - Reset the transmit FIFO pointers

4 h_frm_rst Transmit frame

counter reset

RAV ~ Reset the transmit frame counter at

initialization

3 dslsync_dis disabled RAV 1 Disable synchronization of the HDSL2
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Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

synchronization transmit frame alignment to the Tl

frame alignment using TFSYNC.

2 dis_frslip RAV — Enable FIFO interrupts when is low

CO")
1 disempt RAV — When its valué is '0', enable the 6 ms

transmit frame interrupt
0 syncstuff R/W -', This is bit is set to '0' to enable the

automatic stuffing bit insertion

Register address : 3A3h

Register default valué : 08h

HTFTMR: TransmitMode and HDSL2 Frame Control Register

The bits of this register control the enabling and polynomial mode (upstream or

downstream) for both scrambler and descrambler blocks. In addition, the insertion of a

pattem (all l's or all 0's) into the payload and HDSL2 overhead channels to transmit is

controlled by using three bits of this register.

Register 13 TransmitMode anc HDSL2 Frame Control Register (HTFTMR)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7 tser_nml RAV — Sends normal HDSL2 overhead data

when is setto '1'

6 descram_lt Select descrambler

polynomial sense

RAV 1 H2TU-R application

5 descram_en Descrambler

enabling

RAV - Enables the descrambler when is set to

'1'

4 scram_nt Select scrambler

polynomial sense

RAV 1 H2TU-R application

3 scram_en Scrambler enables RAV - Enables the scrambler when is set to '1'

2 frame_inh Frame sync word RAV 0 Transmits normal frame sync word

1 send_state AHÍ 'sor all

O'spattems
selection

RAV All l's is selected when is set to '1'

0 send_nml Send the selected

pattern on the

HDSL2 payload

RAV Send normal HDSL2 payload data,
overhead data and frame sync word

when is cleared '0'

Register address : 3A8h

Register default valué : OOh

HTFTCR: Transmit Test Control Register

The functions such as writings to the transmit FIFO, corrupt CRC transmission and

corrupt frame sync word transmission will be controlled by the Huandan system user.

This control will be made through the three LSBs of the HTFTCR register. The remaining
bits are reserved, so they must be set to '0'. HTFTCR register is located at the address

3A4h and its default valué is OOh.

HRFCR: Receive Control Register
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The appropriate functioning of the error counter, sync detector and stuff detector

blocks of the receive framer are controlled by using the HRFCR register bits. In addition,

the detection of whether a 64 bits all l's or all 0's pattem made by HRFSR bit 6 is

controlled by a HRFCR bit. The Huandan card user will program those bits. A '0' valué

should be maintain on the reserved bit 7. The location for HRFCR register is the address

3C0h. The default valué is OOh.

HRFTCR: Receive Test Control Register

HRFTCR register is located at the address 3Clh and its default valué is OOh. The

Huandan system user will program the bits 2 and 1 in order to enable/disable the DS1

counter and the receive FIFO normal operation. The remaining bits are reserved and will

maintain a '0' valué.

HRFNCR: NCO Control Registers

The internal digital phase lock loop (DPLL) synthesizer generates the receive clock at

the payload data rate. The PLL requires three variables to be set to the required line rate.

One of those variables is a 16-bit control word CW that is written in the HRFNCR 1 and

HRFNCR2 registers.

Register 14 NCO Control Registers MSB (HRFNCR1)

Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:0 hrfncrl [7:0] NCO control

registerMSBs

RAV lEh High byte of 16 bit signed valué;

transferred to the NCO accumulator

when high byte is written

Register address :3C6h

Register default valué : 17h

Register 15 NCO Control Registers LSB (HRFNCR2)
Bit Ñame Description RAV Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7:0 hrfncr2 [7:0] NCO control

register LSBs

RAV 5Ah Low byte of 16 bit signed valué;

transferred to the NCO accumulator

when high byte is written

Register address :3C7h

Register default valué :5Ah

TJCR: JTAG Control Register

This register will not be employed in Huandan card settings.

6.6.2.2.2. FEC Encoder/Decoder Configuration Registers.

The configuration for the FEC Encoder/Decoder of this device is made through the

Code Generator Select Register (CGSEL). One bit is used to set the FEC encoder/decoder
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loopback and the two LSBs are employed to select the code generator for encoder and

decoder by using the three Code Generators Registers CGI, CG2 and CG3. The

programming of these registers is not mentioned in this document due to it will be made

by the Huandan card user (see pages 19 and 20 from SK70742 Data Sheets). These

registers are located at the addresses 380h, 38 lh, 382h and 383h respectively. Their

default valúes are OOh, DAh, CDh and 08h respectively. The reserved bits (CGSEL [7:3]
and CGI [7:4]) must be 40' .

FECTB: FEC Trace Back Register

FECTB fectb field consists of the 5 LSBs to indícate the Viterbi Decoder trace back

depth. Máximum trace back length is 64. A lower trace back can reduce latency with a

trade-off in coding gain. This field will be programed by the system user (see page 20 of

SK70742 Data Sheets). The three MSBs are reserved and must be set to '0'. At the 384h

address is located this register and its default valué is OOh.

6.6.2.2.3. Transmit Framer Registers (HTFM)

PLRATE: Framer Payload Rate Register

Such as it was written on section 6.5.2.1, the SK70742 will be programmed to support
a N x 64 + 8 kbps payload rate (Tl transport) where N valué is 24. This programming
will be made by using PLRATE bits.

Register 16 Framer Payload Rate Register (PLRATE)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7 Rs Reserved R/W 0 -

6 tl_el Payload rate RAV 0 (N x 64 + 8) kbps payload (Tl payload)
5:0 N Number of 64 kbps

payload time slots

RAV 100100 24 time slots

Register address : 3AOh

Register default valué : 18h

6.6.2.2.4. Receive FramerRegisters

Receive FIFO Registers

The receive FIFO water level is set in the HRFWL register. RCLK frequency is

adjusted to match the receive payload data rate by reading HRFWL register content at

every 6 ms receive frame interrupt. The HRFWL programming will be made by the

Huandan system user. HRFWL location is the 3C2h address.
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HRFTTCR: Receive Timing & Loopback Register

This register allows enabling the framer/mapper, the RCLK output and several

loopbacks (framer/mapper loopback, remote loopback, clock local and data local

loopbacks).

Register 17 Receive Timing & Loopback Register (HRFTTCR)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7-6 Rs Reserved R/W -

5 Bpfrm bypass framer RAV 0 enable the framer/mapper

4 Hloop frammer loopback RAV ~ enable framer/mapper loopback

3 Rlb remote loopback .
RAV - enable remote loopback

2 llb_clk local loopback
clock

RAV ~ enable the clock local loopback

1 Lib local loopback RAV - enable the data local loopback

0 tclk_disbl Transmit clock

disabling

RAV ~ disable the RCLK output

Register address : 3C5h

Register default valué : OOh

HRFM PLL Synthesizer Registers

The interna! digital phase lock loop (DPLL) synthesizer generates the receive clock at

the payload data rate. The PLL requires three variables to be set to the required line rate.

Two of those variables are: the phase adjustment "a"variable and the NCO clock división

ratio "|3"variable. The "a" and "P" variables are set in the HRFPAJ and HRFPAC

registers respectively.

Register 18 DPLL Phase Adjustment Register (HRFPAJ)
Bit Ñame Description RAV Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7-6 Rs Reserved RAV 0 -

5-0 Hrfpaj Phase adjustment

parameter

RAV 2Ch alpha valué required for a 1552 kbps
line rate and 1544 kbps payload rate

(see table 6.4)

Register address : 3CAh

Register default valué : 2Ch

Register 19 DPLL Clock División Ratio Register (HRFPAC)
Bit Ñame Description R/W Setto

valué

Setting indicates

7-6 Rs Reserved R/W 0 -

5-0 Beta NCO clock

división ratio

RAV 15h Beta valué required for a 1552 kbps line
rate and 1544 kbps payload rate (see
table 6.4)

Register address : 3CBh

Register default valué : 15h
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Table 6.4 PLL Settings for Common Line Rates

Payload
Time Slots

HDSL2 Line

Rate (kbps)

Payload Rate

(kbps)

Phase

Adjustment
Variable (a)

NCO Clock

Divider

Variable (0)

Control

Word (MSB)
HRFNCR1

Control

Word (LSB)
HRFNCR2

12 784 768 2Ch 15h 78h 2Eh

14 912 896 2Ch 15h 67h 50h

16 1040 1024 2Ch 15h 5Ah 9Ah

18 1168 1152 2Ch 15h 50h ACh

24 1552 1536 2Ch 15h 3Ch B7h

24 1552 1544 2Ch 15h lEh 5Ah

32 2064 2048 2Ch 15h 20h A9h

6.6.3. DS2152 Tl Transceiver

6.6.3.1. Control Registers

RCR2: Receive Control Register 2

Through this register, the RSYNC pin will be configured as an output with frame

boundaries. That will be made by clearing the bits RSIO (3) and RSM (4). Double-wide

pulses in signaling frames will not be used, so the bit RSDW (5) will be cleared too. The

bit MOSCRF (0) will be set to T in order to the DS2152 counts the number of

multiframes out of sync. In addition, the ZBTSI will be disabled by programming the bit

RZBTSI (5) to '0'. The remaining bits programming will be left to the system user.

Register 21) Receive Control Register 2 (;rcr2)
(MSB) (LSB)
RCS RZBTSI RSDW RSM RSIO RDRYM FSBE MOSCRF

RAV R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV R/W RAV

~ 0 0 0 0 - - 1

Register address : 42Ch

Register default valué : OOh

TCR1: Transmit Control Register 1

The Tl framer transmit side of the DS2152 chip will be configured to use its internal

sources for the F bits and the CRC6 bits. Also the internal HDLC/BOC controller will be

configured to source FDL bits. Such configuration is made by setting the bits TFPT (6)
and TCPT (5) to '0' and the bit TFDLS (2) to

'

1
'

.

Whenever the TCLK clock stops, the 1.544 MHz clock will be taken from RCLKO.

That will be indicated by setting the bit LOTCMC (7) to *V The remaining bits will be

configured by the Huandan system user.
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Register 21 Transmit Control Register 1 (TCRn

(MSB) (LSB)
LOTCMC TFPT TCPT TSSE GB7S TFDLS TBL TYEL

RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV R/W

1 0 0 - - 1 - ~

Register address : 435h

Register default valué: 84h

TCR2: Transmit Control Register 2

Through this register the TSYNC pin will be configured as an input with frame

boundaries. That will be made by clearing the bits TSIO (2) and TSM (3). In consequence
of the TSIO bit programming, the bit TSDW (4) will be cleared too. As well, the ZBTSI

will be disabled by programming the bit TZBTSI (5) to '0'. The remaining bits

programming will be left to the system user.

Register 22 Transmit Control Register 2 (TCR2)
(MSB) (LSB)

TEST1 TESTO TZBTSI TSDW TSM TSIO TD4YM TB7ZS

RAV R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV R/W RAV

~ - 0 0 - 0 - -

Register address : 436h

Register default valué: OOh

CCR1 : Common control Register 1

The Tl framer general functions are controlled by the CCR1 register. In this design
transmit and receive elastic stores will be bypassed by writing a '0' in the TESE and

RESÉ bits. Also, a 1 .544 MHz clock will be sourced to both transmit and receive sides.

That is achieved by writing a '0' in TSCLKM and RSCLKM bits. The framer NRZ

output data is obtained by setting the ODF bit to '1'. Huandan system user will configure
the remaining bits.

Register 23 Common Control Re_;ister 1 (CCR1)
(MSB) (LSB)
TESE ODF RSAO TSCLKM RSCLKM RESÉ PLB FLB

R/W RAV RAV R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV

0 1 - 0 0 0 - -

Register address :437h

CCR2: Common Control Register 2

As it was mentioned in subsection 6.5.3.6, this design will use the HDLC/BOC

Controller to handle the Facility Data Link (FDL). The selection of HDLC controller is

achieved by programming the CCR2 register. The TFDL, TSLC96, RFDL and RSLC96

bits will be programmed to '0' in order to use the internal HDLC/BOC controller to

support FDL. Also, through the bits TFM and RFM, the DS2152 will be set to opérate in

ESF mode. The system user will program the remaining bits.
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Register 24 Common Control Register 2 (CCR2)

(MSB) (LSB)

TFM TB8ZS TSLC96 TFDL RFM RB8ZS RSLC96 RFDL

R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV R/W RAV

1 - 0 0 1 ~ 0 0

Register address :438h

CCR3: Common Control Register 3

By setting the bit 2 (ECUS) of this register the error counters will be programmed to be

updated once a second. The system user will program the remaining bits.

Register 25 Common Control Register 3 (CCR3)

(MSB) (LSB)

ESMDM ESR RLOSF RSMS PDE ECUS TLOOP -

R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV R

~ - - - - 0 - 0

Register address :430h

CCR4: Common Control Register 4

The RCHBLK and TCHBLK will not be used, then, they will be disabled by writing a

'0' in the bits 6 and 1 of this register. Signaling bits will not be re-inserted into the data

stream present at RSER pin. So, RSRE bit will be set to '0' In the same way, signaling

will not be inserted into the data stream present at TSER pin. So, THSE bit will be

clearing (set to '0'). The remaining bits will be program by the system user.

Register 26 Common Control tegister ¿. (CCR4)

(MSB) (LSB)

RSRE RPCSI RFSA1 RFE RFF THSE TPCSI TIRFS

R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV R/W RAV RAV

0 0 ~ - - 0 0 -

Register address :411h

LICR: Line Interface Control Register

As it was said before, in Huandan system the jitter attenuator will be placed in the

receive path. So, it will be enabled by clearing the DJA bit. Its placement will be made by

clearing the JAS bit. Remaining LICR bits will be programmed by Huandan system user.

Register 27 Line Interface Control Register (LICR)

(MSB) (LSB)

L2 Ll LO EGL IAS IABDS DJA TPD

R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV

- - ~ - 0 - 0 -

Register address :47Ch
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6.6.3.2. InterruptMask Registers

IMR2: InterruptMask Register 2

The interrupts for the Legacy FDL will be disabled in Huandan design. Disabling will

be made in order to allow the appropriately HDLC/BOC Controller functioning. So, the

bits 4, 3, 2 and 1 (RFDL, TFDL, RMTCH and RAF) of the IMR2 register will be set to

'0' The configuration for the remaining bits will be made by the Huandan system user.

Register 28 InterruptMask Register 2 (IMR2)

(MSB) (LSB)

RMF TMF SEC RFDL TFDL RMTCH RAF RSC

RAV R/W R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV

- - - 0 0 0 0 -

Register address :46Fh

6.6.3.3. HDLC/BOCRegister Description

FDLC: FDL Control Register

The enabling for both the 0 stuffer and the CRC generator will be made trough FDLC

register. Then, the two LSBs will be cleared (set to '0').

•tegister 29 FDL Control Register (FDLC)

(MSB) (LSB)

JRBR RHR TFS THR TABT TEOM TZSD TCRCF

R/W RAV R/W RAV RAV R/W R/W R/W

- ~ - - - - 0 0

Register address

TBOC: Transmit BOC Register

;400h

The bit 6 of this register will be set to T in order to enable de HDLC and BOC

controller. The configuration for the remaining bits will leave to the Huandan system

user.

Register 30 Transmit BOC Register CrBOC)

(MSB) (LSB)

SBOC HBEN BOC5 BOC4 BOC3 BOC2 BOCl BOC0

R/W RAV R/W R/W RAV RAV R/W R/W

- 1 - - - - ~ -

Register address :407h
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6.6.4. AT90S8515 AVR Microcontroller

The internal registers of the microcontroller have to be programmed. Programming

enables the properly microcontroller functioning in the operation mode required in

Huandan card.

6.6.4.1. Control Registers

MCUCR: MCU Control Register

The microcontroller system configuration is controlled via the MCUCR register.

MCUCR is located in the I/O space of the microcontroller data memory. This register

handless several microcontroller functions that will be used in Huandan card. Due that, it

should be initialized by the first instructions after a reset event.

The microcontroller will control some devices in Huandan card, in order to get this; the

internal register of those devices will be mapped to the external data memory space on the

microcontroller. By setting the bit SER (set to T) external accesses will be enabled.

When an external access will be made, no wait state will be required, so, the SRW bit will

be set to '0'. The Sleep modes will not be used in this design, due that, a '0' will be

written in the SE bit (the valué of the SM bit does not care). The external interrupts INT1

and INTO will be triggered by a low level, then, a '0' will be written in the four LSB's of

theMCUCR register.

(MSB)

?
-"

(LSB)

SER SRW SE SM ISC11 ISC10 ISC01 ISC00

R/W RAV R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV

1 0 0 X 0 0 0 0

Register address : 35h (55h)

Timer/Counters Control Registers

Both Timer/Counter provided by the microcontroller (8-bit TC and 16-bit TC) can be

programmed to select one of six clock sources (internal source, external source and four

different pre-scaled selections). In this design, the internal source clock will be

programmed for both 8-bit TC and 16-bit TC.

TCCR1A: Timer/Counterl Control Register A

TCCR1A register controls the output compare functions of the Timer/Counterl A and

the Timer/Counterl B through its four MSBs. In this design those functions will not be

used (the OCIA and OC1B pins will be disconnected), so, the COM1X1 and COM1X0

bits will be programmed to '0' The PWM feature will not be employed in Huandan

system; then, the PWMl's bits must be set to '0'. The bits 3 and 2 are reserved, so, they

always read zero.
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Register 32 Timer/Counterl Control Register A (TCCR1A)

(MSB) (LSB)

C0M1A1 COM1A0 COM1B1 COM1B0 -
- PWM11 PWM10

RAV RAV RAV RAV R R RAV RAV

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Register address : 2Fh(4Fh)

TCCR1B: Timer/Counterl Control Register B

The CSIXs bits are combined to select the Timer/Counterl pre-scaling source. Their

valúes depend on the firmware application. The capture mode of this Timer/Counter will

not be used in this design. Due that, it will be disabled by clearing ('0') the ICNC1 bit

(the ICES1 bit valué does not care).

Register 33 Timer/Counter L Control Register B (TCCR1B)

(MSB) (LSB)

ICNC1 ICES1 - - CTC1 CS12 CS11 CS10

R/W RAV R R RAV RAV RAV RAV

0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0

Register address 2Eh (4Eh)

Watchdog Timer Register

This register controls the Watchdog Timer. Setting the WDE bit enables watchdog. A

disabling is made with using both WDE and WDTOE bits, checks disabling procedure in

the Watchdog Timer section of the AVRMicrocontroller data book.

The WDP's bits determine the Watchdog time period. This period will be set according
with the firmware requirements in Huandan system.

The Watchdog Timer clock source is a 1 MHz on-chip oscillator. It is independent of

the master clock.

The bits 5 to 7 are reserved. They will always read as 0.

Register 34Watchdog Timer Register (WTR)
(MSB) (LSB)

- - - WDTOE WDE WDP2 WDP1 WDPO

R R R R/W RAV R/W RAV R/W

0 0 0 0 1 - - -

Register address 21h (41h)

6.6.4.2. Interrupts

Before a interrupt enabling description will be given, it is important to remember that

any interrupt enabling will be possible only if the I-bit in the SREG register is set (' 1').
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6.6.4.2.1. External Interrupts

Such as it was mentioned in previous subsections, both external interrupt requests

provided by the microcontroller, INTO and INT1, will be used in this design.

There are two 8-bit register in the AT90S8515 that control the external interruptions;

GIMSK (General InterruptMask Register) and GIFR (General Interrupt Flag Register).

GIMSK: General Interrupt Mask register

The external pin interrupt INT1 will be enabled when the INT1 bit is set and the I-bit

in SREG is set. In the same way, the external pin interrupt INTO will be enabled when the

INTO bit is set and the I-bit in SREG is set. The remaining bits are reserved, then, they

will always read as 0.

Register 35 General Interrupt Mask register(GIMSK)

(MSB) (LSB)

INT1 INTO - - - - - -

R/W R/W R R R R R R

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Register address : 3Bh (5Bh)

6.6.4.2.2. Internal Interrupts

In this design, only those internal interruptions required by the firmware applications

(interruptions produced by the Timer/counters) will be used.

The same way as external interruptions, there are two 8-bit registers that allow the

internal interruptions enabling; TIMSK (Timer/Counter Interrupt Mask Register) and

TIFR (Timer/counter Interrupt Flag Register). See AT90S8515 data sheets for a detailed

description of these registers.

6.6.4.3. Stack PointerRegisters

A data SRAM memory space will be reserved to the stack área. The program must

define stack área before any subroutine calis are executed or interrupts are enabled.

A 16-bit register named Stack Pointer SP is used by the microcontroller to point to the

stack área where the subroutine and interrupts stacks are located.

Stack área will be defined at the end of the internal SRAM. The addresses range

assigned to it will be defined by the software.
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Register 36 Stack ]Pointer Registers [SPR)
(MSB) (LSB)

SP15 SP14 SP13 SP12 SP11 SP10 SP9 SP8

SP7 SP6 SP5 SP4 SP3 SP2 SP1 SPO

R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV R/W RAV

R/W RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV

Register address : 3Eh (5Eh) and 3Dh (5Dh)

6.6.4.4. Parallel UO

The operation mode of the I/O ports in the card will be programmed in their respective

registers. The programming of the I/O ports that will be used (Port A, Port C and Port D)

is described in this section.

6.6.4.4.1. Port A

The port A will be programmed to be the multiplexed low order address/data bus

during accesses to the external devices. In this mode, Port A has internal pull-ups.

The port A will be configured for external access by setting the SRE bit in the MCUCR

register.

Three I/O memory addresses locations are allocated for the port A: the Data Register

(PORTA) in the address $1B ($3B), the Data Direction Register (DDRA) in the address

$1A ($3A) and the Port A Input Pins (PINA) in the address $19($39). The first two

registers are read/write, but the last one is read only.

Since the eight bits of the port A will work as I/O pins when the multiplexed bus mode

is enabled, The DDRA register of the port A will be overridden by the altérnate settings.

6.6.4.4.2. Port B

Three I/O memory addresses locations are allocated for the port B: the Data Register

(PORTB) in the address $18 ($38), the Data Direction Register (DDRB) in the address

$17 ($37) and the Port B Input Pins (PINB) in the address $16($36). The first two

registers are read/write, but the last one is read only.

Port B will not be used in this design. Then, it will be configured as an output bus by

setting the register DDRB to $FFh.
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6.6.4.4.3. Port C

As it was pointed out in section 6.5.4.7, the Port C will provide the three most

significant bits of the 1 1-bit address bus. Only the three lower bits of it this port will be

used.

Three I/O memory addresses locations are allocated for the port C: the Data Register

(PORTC) in the address $15 ($35), the Data Direction Register (DDRC) in the address

$14 ($34) and the Port C Input Pins (PINC) in the address $13($33). The first two

registers are read/write, but the last one is read only.

The configuration and programming of the DDRC register is not shown, because it is

overridden when the port is programmed (through the MCUCR register) to provide the

high order address byte.

6.6.4.4.4. Port D

In the same way of the other I/O ports, three I/O memory addresses locations are

allocated for the port D: the Data Register (PORTD) in the address $12 ($32), the Data

Direction Register (DDRD) in the address $11 ($31) and the Port D Input Pins (PIND) in

the address $10($30). The first two registers are read/write, but the last one is read only.

Only three bits of the port D will be used to control the accesses to the external

devices. The bits 7 and 6 will use to genérate automatically the RD# and WR# strobes

signáis when the microcontroller performs accesses to the external devices. In addition,

the bit 0 will be used to indícate to the FPGA whenever an access to the external devices

is required.
The three registers belonging to the Port D are shown below.

Bit

Register 37 PORTD, DDRD and PIND Registers
76543210

$12 ($32) [PORTD7 | PORTD6 | PORTD5 | PORTD4 | PORTD3 | PORTD2 | PORTD 1 |PORTD0|

Read/Write R/W R/W RAV R/W RAV RAV RAV R/W

Initial

Valué
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

$11 ($31) [ DDD7 | DDD6 | DDD5 | DDD4 | DDD3 | DDD2 | DDD1 | DDDO |
Read/Write RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV RAV R/W

Initial

Valué
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

$10 ($30) [ PIND7 | PIND6 | PIND5 | PIND4 | PIND3 | PIND2 | PIND1 | PINDÓ |
Read/Write R R R R R R R R

Initial

Valué
Hi-Z Hi-Z Hi-Z Hi-Z Hi-Z Hi-Z Hi-Z Hi-Z
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The direction of the pin is selected by the DDDn bit in the DDRD register. When

DDDn bit is set (one), PDn is configured as an output pin. Otherwise, PDn is configured
as an input pin when DDDn is cleared (zero).

In table 6.5 are shown the meaning of the I/O Port D bits.

Table 6.5 I/O Port D Pins Meaning
Pin

Number

Configuration Valué read or written indicates

PD7 Output RD# strobe signal for accessing external devices

PD6 Output WR# strobe signal for accessing external devices

PD5: PD1 Not used -

PDO Output Indicates to the FPGA whenever an external devices

access is required

6.6.5. PCI 9030. PCI SMARTarget I/O Accelerator

In order to describe how the PCI9030 chip performs the functions described previously

(section 6.5.5) its internal registers must be properly programmed. The programming is

given along this section. Only the registers whose programmed valué affects the functions

performed by the PCI9030 during Huandan card design will be defined. The remaining

registers will be left to their default valué because either they will not be used or they will

be configured by the BIOS system.

There are four configuration registers sets included in the PCI9030 device: the PCI

Configuration Register, the PCI Local Configuration Registers, Chip Select Registers and

Runtime Registers.

6.6.5.1. PCI Configuration Registers

These registers are used by the System BIOS in order to uniquely identify the device.

In addition, through them, the System BIOS is allowed to control the device. The

programming of these registers that will be made in this design is indicated below.

6.6.5.1.1. PCI Identification Registers

The Vendor and Device ID (PCIIDR), Subsystem Vendor ID (PCISVID) and

Subsystem Device ID (PCISID) registers are respectively located at the addresses OOh,
2Ch and 2Eh of the PCI Configuration Register space. The PCIIDR is a 32-bit register
that identifies the particular device and its manufacturer. The PCI Special Interest Group
(PCI-SIG) provides the Vendor ID valué. Device ID is allocated by the Vendor.
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Both 16-bits PCISVID and PCISID registers allow distinguishing between vendors of

the PCI interface chip and the manufacturer of the add-in card using the PCI chip.

All three registers will be initialized with their default valúes through the EEPROM.

These valúes can be seen in the PCI 9030 Data Book.

6.6.5.1.2. PCI Command Register

The command register PCICR controls the responses of the device to PCI accesses.

Only the PCI bus can write to this register. BIOS System will initialize the PCICR. The

valúes set by the BIOS System will be conserved, although they will able to be read and

changed (if needed) by the device driver of Huandan card system.

Register 38 PCI Command Register (PCICR)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 I/O Space BIOS System RAV 0 Disables the device responses to

VO space accesses

0

1 Memory Space BIOS System RAV 1 Allows the device to respond to

memory space accesses

0

2 Master Enable - R 0 Not supported 0

3 Special Cycle - R 0 Not supported 0

4 Memory
Write/Invalidate

R 0 Not supported 0

5 VGA Palette

Snoop

R 0 Not supported 0

6 Parity Error

Response

BIOS System RAV 1 Parity checking is enabled 0

7 Wait Cycle
Control

R 0 Hardcoded to 0 0

8 SERR# Enable. BIOS System RAV 1 Enables the SERR# driver 0

9 Fast Back-to-Back

Enable

R 0 Hardcoded to 0 0

15:10 Reserved - R 0 Reserved Oh

Register address 04h

6.6.5.1.3. PCI Status Register

The status information for PCI Bus related events are recorded in this register. A bit in

this register will be reset by writing a T to it. Also, through this register, the New

Capability Functions provided by the PCI9030 will be disabled. This will be made by

programming the bit 4 to '0'.

Register 39 PCI Status Register (PCISR)
Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

3:0 Reserved R Oh Reserved Oh

4 New Capability EEPROM R 0 New Capabilities Functions will 0
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Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Set to

Valué
Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

Functions

Support

not be used

6:5 Reserved - R Oh Reserved Oh

7 Fast Back-to-

Back Capable

R 1 Hardcoded to 1 1

8 Master Data

Parity Error

Detected

R 0 Not supported 0

10:9 DEVSEL#

Timing

R 01 Hardcoded to 01 01

11 Target Abort BIOS System RAV 1 The PCI9030 signaled a Target
Abort (it is cleared by writing a 1)

0

12 Received Target
Abort

R 0 Not supported 0

13 ReceivedMaster

Abort

R 0 Not supported 0

14 Signaled System
Error

BIOS System RAV The PCI 9030 reports a system

error on SERR# (this bit is cleared

by writing al)

0

15 Detected Parity
Error

BIOS System RAV The PCI9030 detects a PCI Bus

parity error (this bit is cleared by

writing a 1)

0

Register address : 06h

6.6.5.1.4. PCI Class Code Register

This is a 24-bit read-only register used by the System BIOS to identify the generic
function of the device. It is broken into three byte-size fields where, the upper field

defines the type of function performed by the device; the middle field defines more

specifically this function and the lower field defines the specific register-level

programming interface. In this case this register will be programmed by the EEPROM

with the after reset valúes.

Register 40 PCI Class Code Register (PCICCR)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

7:0 Register Level

Programming
Interface. None

defined

EEPROM R Oh There are no register level

programming defined

Oh

15:8 Subclass Code EEPROM R 80h Other bridge device 80h

23:16 Base Class Code EEPROM R 06h Bridge device 06h

Register address : 09h - OBh
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6.6.5.1.5. PCI Expansión ROM Base

This register will be read by the BIOS System to identify whether an expansión ROM

exists. This design will not have expansión ROM. This will be indicated by programming
thebitOto'O'

Register 41 PCI Expansión ROM Base Register (PCIERBAR)
Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Address Decode

Enable

EEPROM RAV 0 There is no expansión ROM 0

10:1 Reserved - R Oh Reserved Oh

31:11 Expansión ROM

Base Address

EEPROM RAV Oh Not used Oh

Register address :30h

6.6.5.1.6. PCI Interrupt Registers

There are two registers in the PCI Configuration Space to manage the PCI interrupt

pins: The PCI Interrupt Line Register and the PCI Interrupt Pin Register. Both registers
are described and shown below.

The interrupt pins in use by the device are indicated through the PCIIPR (PCI Interrupt
Pin Register). It is read-only register; this means that the System BIOS will exclusively

perform reading accesses to it. Writing to it will only be performed by the EEPROM. The

System BIOS will read this register to identify the interrupt pins used by the PCI9030

chip.

In this design the INTA# interrupt pin will be selected; this selection will be made by

writing a 'lh' valué in the PCUPR. When the System BIOS will read the PCIIPR, it will

assign an interrupt request line (IRQ line) to INTA#. The System BIOS will write the

valué that identifies the assigned IRQ line in the PCI Interrupt Line Register (PCIILR).
PCIILR is written only by the System BIOS (the EPPROM will not write to it).

Register 42 PCI Interru pt
Pin Register (PCIIPR)

Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

7:0 Interrupt Pin

Register

EEPROM R lh The device support the Interrupt

pin INTA#

lh

Register address :3Dh

Register 43 PCI Interrupt Line Register (PCIILR)
Field Description Programmed by RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

7:0 Interrupt Line

Routing Valué
System BIOS R/W This valué depends of the System

BIOS

Oh

Register address :3Ch
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6.6.5.1.7. Remaining PCI Configuration Space Registers

The remaining registers of the PCI configuration space will be left with theirs after

reset valúes. The System BIOS will perform writings to these registers according with

the available system resources that will be required by it. The structures for these registers
can be seen in the PCI9030 data sheets.

6.6.5.2. Runtime Registers

6.6.5.2.1. PCI Target Response, Serial EEPROM, and Initialization Control Register

The PCI9030 chip provides a Serial EEPROM Control Register (CNTRL) through
which the EEPROM memory can be programmed. By using the bits of this register the

general functions of the PCI9030 can be enabled. This register is accessible through both

from the EEPROM and from the System BIOS. In this case it will be programmed via the

EEPROM. The System BIOS will access this register only when a different valué will be

required.

In order to program the CNTRL register, the following considerations will be taken.

• Only memory accesses will be used to access the Local Configuration Registers
• No effects on pending reads will be observed when a cycle write occurs

• A disconnection event will be performed whenever the PCI9030 Write FIFO becomes

full

• Writings will occur while a reading is pending
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Register 44 PCI Target Response, Serial EEPROM, and Initialization Control Register

(CNTRL)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

5:0 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved Oh

6 PCI TargetWrite

FIFO Full

Condition

EEPROM RAV When is set to T guarantees one

location remaining empty for the

PCI Target Read address to be

accepted by the PCI9030 when

the PCI TargetWrite FIFO is full

0

7 Local Arbiter

LGNT Signal
Select Enable

EEPROM RAV X There is not any external Local

Bus Master

0

8 READY#

Timeout Enable

EPPROM RAV 0 READY# Timeout is disabled 0

9 READY#

Timeout-Select

EEPROM RAV X Not used in the card 0

11:10 PCI TargetWrite

Delay

EEPROM RAV 00 No delay in PCI TargetWrites 00

13:12 PQ

Configuration
Base Address

Register
(PCIBAR)

Enables

EEPROM RAV 01 Enables PCIBAR0 (memory

access)

00

14 Delayed Read

Mode

EEPROM RAV When
'

1
'

the PCI9030 operates in

Delayed Transaction Mode for

PCI target reads

0

15 PQ Read with

Write Flush

Mode

EEPROM RAV When '0' submits a request to not

effect pending reads when a write

cycle occurs

0

16 PCI Read no

Flush Mode

EEPROM RAV When '0' submits a request to

flush the read FIFO if the PCI

Read Cycle completes

0

17 PCI Read no

WriteMode

EEPROM RAV — When '0' allows writes to occur

while a read is pending

0

18 PCI TargetWrite

Mode

EEPROM RAV Set to '1' the device disconnects

when the PCI TargetWrite FIFO

is full

0

22:19 PCI Target Retry

Delay Clocks

EEPROM RAV — Set to '0' for no delay on retry Fh

23 PCI Target
LOCK# Enable

EEPROM RAV — It is set to '0' to Disable PCI

Target locked sequences

0

28:24 Used to program

EEPROM

— (see PCI9030 data book) 0

29 Reload

Configuration

Registers

EEPROM RAV Writing a '0', no reloading of the

configuration registers from the

EEPROM is required

0

30 PCI Adapter
Software Reset

EEPROM RAV — If is set to 1 a software reset is

performed.

0

31 Disconnect with

Flush Read FIFO

EEPROM RAV — If '0', Disconnects without flushing the

Read FIFO

0

Register address : 50h
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6.6.5.2.2. Serial EEPROMRegister

Through this register an indication of the protected área in the Serial EEPROM will be

made. The addresses below the address 0110000 are read-only addresses. This register

will be programmed with its default valué.

Register 45 Seria EEPROM Write-Protected Address Boundary (PROT_AREA)

Field Description Programmed
by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué after

reset

6:0 Serial EEPROM EEPROM RAV 0110000 The addresses below this

boundary are read-only

0110000

15:7 Reserved - R 0 Reserved 0

Register address :4Eh

6.6.5.2.3. Interrupt Register

Two local interrupt pins are provided by the PCI9030 device: LINTil and LINTÍ2.

Both can be used to cause a PCI interrupt request. Each interrupt pin has a particular
enable bit. Also, each pin can be programmed to a different polarity, level or edge trigger.

The enabling and control of each of these interrupt pins is made through INTCSR, which

is shown in the following table. This register also provides the status of each interrupt

source.

In this design, only LINTil will be used. It will be asserted by the FPGA in order to

genérate an interrupt request. LINTil will be program to be active high. The selection

and configuration of LINTil will be made in INTCSR through the EEPROM. The PCI

bus will access the INTCSR register if other different valué is required.

Disabling the bit 0 (interrupt enable bit) or clearing the cause of the interrupt can clear

LINTil.

Register 46 Interrupt Contro 1/Status Register (INTCSR)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Local Interrupt 1

Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 LINTil Enabled Oh

1 Local Interrupt 1

Polarity

EEPROM RAV 1 LINTil active high 0

2 Local Interrupt 1

Status

EEPROM R - It will be set to '1' to indícate an

interrupt happened

0

3 Local Interrupt 2

Enable

EPPROM RAV 0 LINTÍ2 disabled 0

4 Local Interrupt 2

Polarity

EEPROM RAV X Not used 0

5 Local Interrupt 2

Status

EEPROM R X Not used 0

6 PCI Interrupt
Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 PCI Interrupt (INTA#) enabled 0
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Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

7 Software

Interrupt

EEPROM RAV - This bit will be asserted to '1' to

genérate a software interrupt

0

8 Local Interrupt 1

Select Enable

EEPROM RAV 0 High level triggerable interrupt 0

9 Local Interrupt 2

Select Enable

EEPROM RAV X Not used 0

10 Local Edge

Triggerable

Interrupt Clear

EEPROM RAV This bit clears LINTil when a '1'

is written to it

0

11 Local Edge

Triggerable

Interrupt Clear

EEPROM RAV X Not used 0

15:12 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved Oh

Register address : 4Ch

6.6.5.2.4. General Purpose I/O

Register 47 General Purpose I/O Control Register (GPIOC)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 GPIO0 or

WAITo#P_n

Select

EEPROM R/W 1 Indicates pin is WAITo# 0

1 GPIOO Direction EEPROM RAV 1 WAITo# is an output 0

2 GPIOOData EEPROM RAV - A valué of '1' causes the pin to go

high

0

3 GPIOl or

LLOCKo#Pin

Select

EPPROM RAV 1 Indicates pin is LLOCKo# 0

4 GPIOl Direction EEPROM RAV 1 LLOCKo# is an output 0

5 GPIOl Data EEPROM RAV — A valué of
'

1
'

causes the pin to go

high

0

6 GPI02orCS2#

Pin Select

EEPROM RAV 1 Indicates pin is CS2# 0

7 GPI02 Direction EEPROM RAV 1 CS2# is an output 0

8 GPI02 Data EEPROM RAV — A valué of '1* causes the pin to go
high

0

9 GPI03orCS3#

Pin Select

EEPROM RAV 1 Indicates pin is CS3# 0

10 GPI03 Direction EEPROM RAV 1 CS3# is an output 0

11 GPI03 Data EEPROM RAV ~* A valué of '1' causes the pin to

high

0

12 GPI04orLA27

Pin Select

EEPROM RAV 1 Indicates pin is LA27 0

13 GPI04 Direction EEPROM RAV 1 LA27 is an output 0

14 GPI04 Data EEPROM RAV ~ A valué of T causes the pin to go
high

0

15 GPI05orLA26 EEPROM RAV 1 Indicates pin is LA26 0
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Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué
Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

Pin Select

16 GPI05 Direction EEPROM RAV 1 LA26 is an output 0

17 GPI05 Data EEPROM RAV *~ A valué ofT causes the pin to go

high

0

18 GPI06orLA25

Pin Select

EEPROM RAV 1 Indicates pin is LA25 0

19 GPI06 Direction EEPROM RAV 1 LA25 is an output 0

20 GPI06 Data EEPROM RAV ~ A valué of '1' causes the pin to go

high

0

21 GPI07orLA24

Pin Select

EEPROM RAV 1 Indicates pin is LA24 0

22 GPI07 Direction EEPROM RAV 1 LA24 is an output 0

23 GPI07 Data EEPROM RAV *~ A valué of T causes the pin to go

high

0

24 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved 0

25 GPI08 Direction EEPROM RAV 1 Indicates the pin is an output 0

26 GPI08 Data EEPROM RAV — A valué of '1' causes the pin to go

high

0

31:27 Reserved EEPROM R Oh Reserved Oh

Register address : 54h

6.6.5.3. PCILocal Configuration Registers

A programming to the PCI Local Configuration Registers Space will be made in order

to allow the mapping of the devices attached to the Local Bus. In this design, the two

dual-port memories and the FPGA will be attached to the PCI Local Bus; due that, three

Local Address Spaces and three Chip Selects lines will be required to access the mapped
devices. The programming and the structure for the PCI Local Configuration Registers
related with the Local Address Space 0, 1 and 2 are explained along the following
subsection.

Writing a '0' in the bit 0 of the register LAS3BA will disable the Local Address Spaces
3. On the other hand, the Local Expansión ROM will be disabled by clearing (0) the bit 0

in the EROMRR (Expansión ROM Range) register. These disabling will be programmed

through the EEPROM memory.

6.6.5.3.1. Dual-PortMemory Mapping

Such as was previously pointed out, the PCI9030 will perform read accesses to one

SRAM dual-port memory (this is identified as 'Memory Bank 1') and write accesses to

the other SRAM dual-port memory (this is identified as 'Memory Bank 2' since now). In

order to achieve this, the memory banks 1 and 2 will be mapped to the Local Address

Spaces 1 and 2 (which will be enabled by the Chip Selects 1 and 2) respectively. Then, a
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set of registers related with these Local Address Spaces (and with the Chip Selects 1 and

2) has to be programmed to allow this assignment.

The related registers are located in the Local Configuration Register Space. Next, all

these registers are described.

6.6.5.3.1.1. Memory Bank 1 Mapping

The memory bank 1 will be mapped in the Local Address Space 1. So, the registers

assigned to this Local Address Space will be configured. Such registers are: the Local

Address Space 1 Range Register (LAS IRR), the Local Address Space 1 Local Base

Address (Remap) Register (LAS IBA), the Local Address Space 1 Bus Región Descriptor

Register (LAS1BRD) and the Chip Select 1 Base Address Register (CS1BASE).

Register 48 Local Address Space 1 Local Base Address (Remap) Register (LAS1BA)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Space 1 Enable EEPROM R/W 1 Enables decoding of PCI

addresses for PCI Target access to

Local Bus Space 1

0

1 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved 0

3:2 Unused EEPROM RAV XX These bits are not used because

the Local Bus Space 1 will be

mapped intoMemory Space

00

27:4 Remap PCI

Address to Local

Address space 1

into Local

Address Space

EEPROM RW 040000h Remap PCI address to Local

Address Space 1

Oh

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 These bits are not exists in the

PCI9O30 device

Oh

Register address : 18h

The memory addresses for the memory bank 1 will be decoded in the base address

040000h. Due that the memory bank 1 will be mapped into Memory space, the bits 2 and

3 will not be used. This register will be programmed via the EEPROM but, whenever a

different valué on the writable fields will be required, the System BIOS will access the

register.

Register 49 Local Address Space 1 Range Register (LAS IRR)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Memory Space
Indicator

EEPROM RAV 0 Indicates Local Address Space 1

maps into PCI Memory space

0

2:1 Mapping
Location

EEPROM RAV 00 Lócate anywhere in 32-bit PCI

Address Space

00

3 Pre-fetch reading

support

EEPROM RAV 0 No pre-fetchable reading will

performed

0

27:4 Decode range EEPROM RAV FFF800h Only the address lines 27: 15 are Oh
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Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué
Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

used in address decoding

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 These bits must be set to '0' Oh

Register address : 04h

The range for the Local Bus Space 1 will be set to match the size of the memory bank

1; this means that the range will be set to 8K bytes. The address lines required for

decoding a PCI access to Local Bus Space 1 are specified through the bits 27 to 4 of this

register.

This register will be programmed by the EEPROM. The System BIOS will access the

writable fields only when a different valué will be required.

Register 50 Local Address Space 1 Bus Región Descriptor Register (LAS IBRD)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Memory Space 1

Burst Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 Burst capability enabled 0

1 Memory Space 1

READY# Input
Enable

EEPROM RAV 0 Uses the internal Wait State

Generator

0

2 Memory Space 1

BTERM# Input
Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 BTERM# Input enabled 0

4:3 Pre-fetch Count EEPROM RAV 10 Pre-fetch eight Lwords Oh

5 Pre-fetch Counter

Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 Pre-fetch counter enabled Oh

10:6 NRADWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 read address to data wait state Oh

12:1 NRDDWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 read data to data wait states Oh

14:13 NXDAWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 data to address wait states on

reading/writing

Oh

19:15 NWADWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 write address to data wait state Oh

21:20 NWDD Wait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 write data to data wait states Oh

23:22 Memory Space 1

Local Bus Width

EEPROM RAV 10 32-bit bus width selected 10

24 Byte Ordering EEPROM RAV 0 Little Endian Byte Ordering 0

25 Big Endian Byte
Lañe Mode

EEPROM RAV 0 Use byte lañes [15:0] for a 16-bit

Local bus

0

27:26 Read Strobe

Delay

EEPROM RAV 00 Immediately RD strobe is asserted 00

29:28 Write Strobe

Delay

EEPROM RAV 00 Immediately WR strobe is

asserted

00

31:30 Write Cycle Hold EEPROM RAV 00 Not needed for additional wait

states

00

Register address : 2Ch
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In this register the bus width will be set to 32-bit with Little Endian Byte sorting and

lower word lañes. No wait states will be generated and the write. The bursting capability,
the BTERM# input will be enabled and the Pre-fetch counter will be enabled.

This register will be programmed through the EEPROM and will be accessed by the

PCI bus only when a different valué will be required.

Register 51 Chip Select 1 Base Address (CS1BASE)

Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Chip Select 1

Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 Enables chip select 1 0

27:1 Local Base

Address ofChip
Select 1

EEPROM RAV 0041000h Define the Address Base

0040000h and the range for the

CSI memory space

Oh

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved Oh

Register address 40h

By using the CSIBASE register, the CS1# pin on the PCI9030 can be controlled. CS1#

is active if the enable bit (bit 0) is set. The following 27 bits are used to specify the range

and base address of where the CS1# pin is asserted. The range will be set to 8K bytes (2K

Lwords) that correspond to the memory bank 1 size, so, the bit 13 will be asserted (set to

T). The base address of the chip select 1 will be such that match the base address

specified in the LAS IBA register.

6.6.5.3.1.2.Memory Bank 2 Mapping

The memory bank 2 will be mapped in the Local Address Space 2. So, the registers

assigned to this Local Address Space will be configured. Such registers are: the Local

Address Space 2 Range Register (LAS2RR), the Local Address Space 2 Local Base

Address (Remap) Register (LAS2BA), the Local Address Space 2 Bus Región Descriptor

Register (LAS2BRD) and the Chip Select 2 Base Address Register (CS2BASE).

Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Space 2 Enable EEPROM RAV 1 Enables decoding of PCI

addresses for PCI Target access to

Local Bus Space 2

0

1 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved 0

3:2 Unused EEPROM RAV XX These bits are not used because

the Local Bus Space 2 will be

mapped intoMemory Space

00

27:4 Remap PCI

Address to Local

Address space 2

into Local

Address Space

EEPROM RW 050000h Remap PCI address to Local

Address Space 2

Oh

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 These bits are not exists in the Oh
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Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué
Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

PCI9030 device

Register address : ICh

The memory addresses for the memory bank 2 will be decoded in the base address

050000h. Due that the memory bank 2 will be mapped into Memory space, the bits 2 and

3 will not be used. This register will be programmed via the EEPROM but, whenever a

different valué on the writable fields will be required, the System BIOS will access the

register.

Register 53 Local Address Space 2 Range Register (LAS2RR)

Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Memory Space
Indicator

EEPROM R/W 0 Indicates Local Address Space 2

maps into PCI Memory space

0

2:1 Mapping
Location

EEPROM RAV 00 Lócate anywhere in 32-bit PCI

Address Space

00

3 Pre-fetch reading

support

EEPROM RAV 0 No pre-fetchable reading will

performed

0

27:4 Decode range EEPROM RAV FFF800h Only the address lines 27:15 are

used in address decoding

Oh

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 These bits must be set to '0' Oh

Register address : 08h

The range for the Local Bus Space 2 will be set to match the size of the memory bank

2; this means that the range will be set to 8K bytes. The address lines required for

decoding a PCI access to Local Bus Space 2 are specified through the bits 27 to 4 of this

register.

This register will be programmed by the EEPROM. The System BIOS will access the

writable fields only when a different valué will be required.

Register 54 Local Address Space 2 Bus Región Descriptor Register (LAS2BRD)
Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Memory Space 2

Burst Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 Burst capability enabled 0

1 Memory Space 2

READY# Input
Enable

EEPROM RAV 0 Uses the internal Wait State

Generator

0

2 Memory Space 2

BTERM# Input
Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 BTERM# Input enabled 0

4:3 Pre-fetch Count EEPROM RAV 10 Pre-fetch eight Lwords Oh

5 Pre-fetch Counter

Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 Pre-fetch counter enabled Oh

10:6 NRAD Wait EEPROM RAV Oh 0 read address to data wait state Oh
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Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

States

12:1 NRDDWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 read data to data wait states Oh

14:13 NXDAWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 data to address wait states on

reading/writing

Oh

19:15 NW/U)Wait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 write address to data wait state Oh

21:20 NWDDWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 write data to data wait states Oh

23:22 Memory Space 2

Local BusWidth

EEPROM RAV 10 32-bit bus width selected 10

24 Byte Ordering EEPROM RAV 0 Little Endian Byte Ordering 0

25 Big Endian Byte
Lañe Mode

EEPROM RAV 0 Use byte lañes [15:0] for a 16-bit

Local bus

0

27:26 Read Strobe

Delay

EEPROM RAV 00 Immediately RD strobe is asserted 00

29:28 Write Strobe

Delay

EEPROM RAV 00 Immediately WR strobe is

asserted

00

31:30 Write Cycle Hold EEPROM RAV 00 Not needed for additional wait

states

00

Register address :30h

In this register the bus width will be set to 32-bit with Little Endian Byte sorting and

lower word lañes. No wait states will be generated in the writing cycles. The bursting

capability, the BTERM# input will be enabled and the Pre-fetch counter will be enabled.

This register will be programmed through the EEPROM and it will be accessed by the

PCI bus only when a different valué will be required.

Register 55 Chip Select 2 ]Base Address (CS2BASE)
Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

.
reset

0 Chip Select 2

Enable

EEPROM R/W 1 Enables chip select 2 0

27:1 Local Base

Address ofChip
Select 2

EEPROM RAV 0051000h Define the Address Base

0050000h and the range for the

CS2 memory space

Oh

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved Oh

Register address :44h

By using the CS2BASE register, the CS2# pin on the PCI9030 can be controlled. CS2#

is active if the enable bit (bit 0) is set. The following 27 bits are used to specify the range

and base address of where the CS2# pin is asserted. The range will be set to 8K bytes (2K

Lwords) that correspond to the memory bank 2 size, so, the bit 13 will be asserted (set to

T). The base address of the chip select 2 will be such that match the base address

specified in the LAS2BA register.
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6.6.5.3.2. FPGA Mapping

The PCI9030 will perform accesses to the FPGA too. Then, the internal registers of the

FPGA will be mapped to the Local Address Space 0 that will be enabled by the Chip
Select 0. This assignment will be allowed by programming the registers related with both

the Local Address Space 0 and the Chip Select 0.

The related registers are located in the Local Configuration Register Space and are the

following: the Local Address Space 0 Range Register (LASORR), the Local Address

Space 0 Local Base Address (Remap) Register (LASOBA), the Local Address Space 0

Bus Región Descriptor Register (LASOBRD) and the Chip Select 0 Base Address

Register (CSOBASE). Next, all these registers are described.

Register 56 Local Address Space 0 Local Base Address (Remap) Register (LASOBA)
Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Space 0 Enable EEPROM RAV 1 Enables decoding of PCI

addresses for PCI Target access to

Local Bus Space 0

1

1 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved 0

3:2 Unused EEPROM RAV XX This bits are not used because the

Local Bus Space 0 will be

mapped into Memory Space

00

27:4 Remap PCI

Address to Local

Address space 0

into Local

Address Space

EEPROM RAV OOOlOOh Remap PCI address to Local

Address Space 0

Oh

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved Oh

Register address : 14h

The memory addresses will be decoded in the base address OOOlOOh. Given that the

internal registers of the FPGA will be mapped into Memory space, the bits 2 and 3 will

not be used. This register will be programmed via the EEPROM but, whenever a different

valué on the writable fields is required, the System BIOS will access the register.

Register 57 Local Address Space 0 Range Register (LASORR)
Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Set to Valué Setting indicates Valué after

reset

0 Memory Space
Indicator

EEPROM RAV 0 Indicates Local Address Space 0

maps into PCI Memory space

0

2:1 Mapping
Location

EEPROM RAV 00 Lócate anywhere in 32-bit PCI

Address Space

00

3 Pre-fetch reading

support

EEPROM RAV 0 No pre-fetchable reading will be

performed

0

27:4 Decode range EEPROM RAV bhttWfrh Address lines 27:4 are used in

address decoding

FFOOOOh

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved Oh

Register address : OOh
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The range for the Local Bus Space 0 will be set to 16 bytes (4 Lwords). The address

lines required for decoding a PCI access to Local Bus Space 0 are specified through the

bits 27 to 4 of this register.

This register will be programmed by the EEPROM. The System BIOS will access the

writable fields only when a different valué will be required.

Register 58 Local Address Space 0 Bus Región Descriptor Register (LASOBRD 'i

Field Description Programmed

by

R/W Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Memory Space 0

Burst Enable

EEPROM RAV 0 Burst capability disabled 0

1 Memory Space 0

READY# Input
Enable

EEPROM RAV 0 Uses the internal Wait State

Generator

0

2 Memory Space 0

BTERM# Input
Enable

EEPROM RAV 0 BTERM# Input disabled 0

4:3 Pre-fetch Count EEPROM RAV 00 Do not pre-fetch Oh

5 Pre-fetch Counter

Enable

EEPROM RAV 0 Pre-fetch counter disabled Oh

10:6 NRADWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 read address to data wait state Oh

12:1 NRDDWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 read data to data wait states Oh

14:13 NXDAWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 data to address wait states on

reading/writing

Oh

19:15 NWADWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 write address to data wait state Oh

21:20 NWDDWait

States

EEPROM RAV Oh 0 write data to data wait states Oh

23:22 Memory Space 0

Local Bus Width

EEPROM RAV lOh 32-bit bus width selected 10

24 Byte Ordering EEPROM RAV 1 Big Endian Byte Ordering 0

25 Big Endian Byte
LañeMode

EEPROM RAV 0 Use byte lañes [15:0] for a 16-bit

Local Bus

0

27:26 Read Strobe

Delay

EEPROM RAV 00 Immediately RD strobe is asserted 00

29:28 Write Strobe

Delay

EEPROM RAV 00 ImmediatelyWR strobe is

asserted

00

31:30 Write Cycle Hold EEPROM RAV 00 Not needed for additional wait

states

00

Register address : 28h

Through this register the following consideration to access the Memory Space 0 will be

made:

• The bus width will be set to 32-bit with Big Endian Byte sorting and lower word lañes
• No wait states will be generated
• The bursting capability will be disabled
• The BTERM# input will be disabled
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The Pre-fetch counter will be disabled

This register will be programmed through the EEPROM and will be accessed by the

PCI bus only when a different valué will be required.

CSOBASE: Chip Select 0 Base Address

Register 59 Chip Select 0 Base Address (CSOBASE)
Field Description Programmed

by

RAV Setto

Valué

Setting indicates Valué

after

reset

0 Chip Select 0

Enable

EEPROM RAV 1 Enables chip select 0 0

27:1 Local Base

Address ofChip
Select 1

EEPROM RAV 0000108h Address Base and range for the

CSO memory space

Oh

31:28 Reserved EEPROM R 0 Reserved Oh

Register address :3Ch

By using the CSOBASE register, the CS0# pin on the PCI9030 can be controlled. CS0#

is active if the enable bit (bit 0) is set. The following 27 bits are used to specify the range

and base address of where the CS0# pin is asserted. The range will be set to 16 bytes (4

Lwords) that correspond to the number of internal registers in the FPGA. The base

address of the chip select 0 will be such that match the base address specified in the

LASOBA register.

6.6.6. System Support Devices

6.6.6.1. FPGA

The Huandan system structure contemplates to use a FPGA like a support device. The

FPGA will provide a set of register that will be used to monitoring and controlling the

card in a whole way.

A profound explanation of the using of the FPGA in the card is given in the "FPGA

Technical Design Specification"

In this section only a light description of the 32-bit FPGA control register is given.
These registers must be initialized after the card is powered-up. They will be reached

from the OOh offset.
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6.7. External Interface Specifications

Huandan card includes two physical external interfaces. The first one is a RJ48 keyed

connector, which will be used to connect the card with the Tl Loop. The second one

consists of one RJ48 unkeyed connector that will connect the card with the HDSL2 loop.

Each external interface will be described in the subsequent subsections.

6.7.7. RJ48 Keyed Connector

One RJ48 keyed connector will be only used in the H2TU-C card to connect the card

with the Tl loop.

The pin assignment for this connector is depicted in the table 6.6.

!able 6.6 RJ48 Keyed Pin Assignments

Signal Signal Ref. Pin

Number

TTIP

DS2152

TTTP2152 5

TRING

DS2152

TRING2152 4

RTIP

DS2152

RTIP2152 2

RRING

DS2152

RRING2152 1

6.7.2. RJ48 Unkeyed Connector

A RJ48 Unkeyed connector will be used to connect the Huandan card with the HDSL2

Loop. This connector will be used in both H2TU-C and H2TU-R. The table 6.7 depicts
the pin assignment for the RJ48 Unkeyed connector.

Table 6.7 RJ48 Unkeyed Pin Assignment

Signal Signal Ref. Pin

Number

TxTIP

SK70740

TxTIP740 4

TxRING

SK70740

TxRING740 5
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1. FPGA Technical Design Specification

7.1. Introduction

7.1.1. Scope

Huandan card is a PC add-in card that transmits 24 digital channels (a Tl payload) of

voice and data between a Telephone Central Office (CO) and a Local Área Network

(LAN). The card offers a synchronous full-duplex T-l payload transmission over a single

twisted-pair loop. Into Huandan card, it is contemplated to use a FPGA device in order to

provide a whole support to the card.

This document is the high-level design specification of the FPGA used in the Huandan

Card. It is intended to specify the functional and performance characteristics of the design

as it relates to the complete Huandan system requirements. Also, the document is

intended to communicate the characteristics of the interfaces (external and internal) that

are necessary to interface the FPGA device to the remainder of the card.

7.7.2. Purpose

The intention of this document is to be the design guide of the FPGA. In general, the

document seeks to:

o Specify and restrict the aspects concerning with the functionality and performance
of the FPGA design so as to meet the hardware TDS requirements

o Communicate the design characteristics of all interfaces (internal and external) of

consequence to customers of the design, or to engineers who will design for those

interfaces.

7.7.3. General Description

Such as it was pointed out before, it is desired to implement a design that allows

transmitting a Tl payload between the CO and a LAN. The resultant design is the PC

add-in card named Huandan. The FPGA is the core of the Huandan system, given it

allows the appropriated functioning of the card. Henee, it is very important to implement

correctly the FPGA functions. These, depend on the requirements that the system has to

meet with.

According with the Huandan card requirements, it is required that the FPGA perform
the functions listed next:

o In H2TU-R mode, the FPGA supports the bi-directional transferring of the

information between the Tl chip framer and the array of dual-port memories
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■Performs the rate adaption through the framer serial PCM bus

■Read/Write (R/W) and Chip Select (CS) signáis generation for the dual port

memories

o Control the information exchange between the Huandan Card and the Network

administrator

o Generates the Read/Write (R/W) and Chip Select (CS) signáis for all other

devices on the card

All these functions can be seen in Figure 7-1 and are described in detail in subsequent
sections.

I Local Bus

[] Microcontroller Bus

PCMBik*

1 PCI Bus

1

Tl Single

Chip
Transceiver

DS215

Sk70742

FEC/Framer

»
SK70741

PAM

Transceiver

SK70740

AFE

«—
4 1

L_ HDSL2 Chip

IL í

t
Transfer

Microcontroller

Control

Status Register

Rate Adapter i

2-Port

Memory
i

PCI 9030

Address 1
PCI Bus

FPGA i

Figure 7-1 Huandan Card System Diagram

7.1.4. Audience

This document is written for hardware and firmware engineers, operations personnel,
technical writers, and customer service. The needs of these different customers may vary

in the type and detail of information and its presentation. Efforts are made to

accommodate these different viewpoints in this document. This specification includes

some technical low-level details of the system implementation.
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7.1.5. Terminology

HDLS2 High bit rate Digital Subscríber Line 2nd Generation

H2TU HDSL2 Terminal Unit

H2TU-C HDSL2 Terminal Unit - Central Office

H2TU-R HDSL2 Terminal Unit - Remote

DD Device Driver

FPGA Field Prograrnmable Gate Array
LAN Local Área Network

LSB Less Significant Bit

MSB Most Significant Bit

CS Chip Select Signal
PRM Performance Report Message
DPM Dual PortMemory

7.2. Reference Documents

7.2.1. Documentationfor Reference

Information supplied in the following documents or publications was used in the

preparation of this specification.

7.2.1.1. Vendor Specifications

o Level One Data Sheets, August 1999 Rev. 2.0

HDSL2 chip set

www.levell.com

o Dallas Semiconductor Data Sheets

DS2152 Enhanced Tl Single-Chip Transceiver

www.dalsemi.com

o Fairchild Data Sheets. March 1999

NM93CS46 lK-bits Serial EEPROM

o Atmel AVR Enhanced RISC Microcontroller Data Book Preliminary

May 1997

AT90S8515 AVR 8-bit Microcontroller

o PLX Technologies PCI9030 Data Book. Versión 1 .0. April 2000

PCI9030 PCI SMARTarget™ I/O Accelerator

o Xilinx, The Prograrnmable Logic Data Book, 1999
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7.2.1.2. Additional Reference

o PCI Local Bus Specification Revisión 2.1. June 1995

o H2TU Card Technical Design Specification

o FXS/IP Nayarit Board Technical Design Specification. Issue 1.1

Juan Gabriel Fuentes Nolasco. CINVESTAV-CTS

o Especificación Técnica de Diseño de la Tarjeta de Interfaz PCI-PSTN Sonora.

Versión 1.1

Jorge Luis Giottonini Badilla. CINVESTAV-CTS

7.3. Pin Out

7.3.1. FPGA Pin Ust

Table 7.1 Pin List

Group Pin# Symbol Type Ñame

PCI Target
Interface

ldata[31:0] I/O Local Data Bus [31:0]

laddress [5: 2] Local Address Bus Bit [3: 0]

local BE [3: 0]_1 Local Byte Enable [3: 0]

lcsO 1 Local Chip Selecto

lrst 1 Local Reset

ladsj Local Address Strobe

lblastj Local Burst Last

wr/rp_l Local Write/Read

lrd_l Local Read Strobe

lwr 1 Local Write Strobe

lclk (33MHz) Local clock, up to 33MHz

lintil 0 Local Interrupt Input 1

Dual PortMemory

lrd O Local read

lroe 1 0 Local output enable

dpmbl_data_[15: 0] 0 DPM block 1 data bus [7: 0]

dpm_address [10: 0] o DPM address bus [10:0]

dpmbl_e[l:2]_l 0 DPM block 1 Chip Enable [1:2]

dpmb2_e [1: 2]J o DPM block 2 Chip Enable [1:2]

dpmbl_wlb _1 0 DPM block 1 lower byte

dpmbl_wub_l o DPM block 1 upper byte

dpmb2_oe_l o DPM block 2 output enable

dpmb2_rlb 0 DPM block 2 lower byte

dpmb2_rub o DPM block 2 upper byte

dpmb2_data_[15: 0] I DPM block 2 data bus [7: 0]

Microcontroller

Interface
ale_8515 I

Address Latch Enable from the

Microcontroller

a_8515_[15:8] I
Address Bus from the

Microcontroller

rd_8515_l I
Read strobe signal from the

microcontroller
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Group Pin# Symbol Type Ñame

wr_8515_l I
write strobe signal from the

microcontroller

intl_8515_l 0
Interrupt signal intl to the

microcontroller

a_low_8515_[7: 0] 0
Low Address Bus from the

Microcontroller

a_d_8515 [7: 0] I/O
Address/Data Bus from the

microcontroller [7: 0]

Tl Transceiver

rsync_2152 Receive Sync from the Tl Framer

rchclk_2152
Receive channel clock from the Tl

Framer

rser_2152
Receive Serial Data from the Tl

Framer

rposo_2152
Receive positive data from the Tl

Framer

rnego_2152
Receive negative data from the Tl

Framer

tl rclk Receive Clock from the Tl Framer

cs 2152 1 0 Chip Select to the Tl Framer

tser 2152 0 Transmit Serial Data to the Tl Framer

HDSL2 Chip Set

cs 741 1 o Chip Select to the SK70741

cs_742_l 0 Chip Select to the SK70742

tser 742 o Transmit Serial Data to the SK70742

Miscellaneous

m8 clk I 8 MHz clock signal

huandan_cfg I

Huandan Card Configuration
'1' for H2TU-R mode

'0' for H2TU-C mode

Din

Done

7.4. Design Overview

7.4.1. The H2TU Card Huandan

The Huandan card will provide an interface between a Tl dedicated line (in the CO)

and a data network system. The card can be used in two different configurations: H2TU-C

or H2TU-R for downstream or upstream transmission respectively .

The Huandan card will perform the voice and data transferring between a Tl line and a

PC placed into a data network in a bi-directional way.

The controlling and monitoring of the whole card are provided by the microcontroller

together with the PC. The communication between both devices is established by using

the control and state registers implemented in the FPGA.

xpecification
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7.5. Functional Description

This section describes the functionality of the FPGA into the Huandan card design.
Several functional modules will be constructed in the FPGA. Figure 7-2 shows the

modular design of the FPGA. A ALTERA FPGA will be used to implement this design.

tutanda .
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Figure 7-2 FPGA BlockDiagram

7.5.1. ModularDescription

The major blocks of the FPGA are briefly described throughout this section. A wide

explanation is given in forward sections.

1) NRZ Converter

H2TU-C

o It generates a NRZ signal from the positive and negative bipolar signáis of the Tl

LIU. The NRZ signal is provided to the SK70742.
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2) Rate Adapter
H2TU-R

o It is used to convert the serial format of the data coming from the HDSL2 Loop
into a parallel format. As well, it is used to convert the parallel data format of the

data stored in the Two-Port memory into a serial data format.

3) Control Unit

H2TU-R

o Generates the signáis used to control the rate adapter, the DPM add_dec and the

DPM control blocks

4) DPM Address Decoder (DPM add_dec)
H2TU-R

o Provide one 11 -bit wide address bus to access the two dual-port memory banks

from the FPGA.

5) DPM control

H2TU-R

o Provide the required control signáis to access the two dual-port memory banks

from the FPGA (chip enable, read, write and output enable signáis)

6) DPM data

H2TU-R

o Provide two 8-bit wide data bus for data transferring between the FPGA and the

Dual-Port Memories (one data bus per memory bank).

7) Local Bus Address Decoder (Local Bus add_dec)
H2TU-C and H2TU-R

o Decode the address lines from the PCI Bus interface. In this way, the Network

administrator accesses the internal registers of the FPGA.

8) Local Bus Interrupt Generator (Local Bus int_gen)
H2TU-C and H2TU-R

o Provide the interrupt signal to the Network administrator (via the PCI9030).

9) Local Bus data

H2TU-C and H2TU-R

o Provide a 32-bit wide data bus to allow to the Network administrator the

accessing to the internal registers of the FPGA

10) Latch

H2TU-C and H2TU-R

o Demultiplex the address/data bus of the microcontroller
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1 1)Microcontroller Address Decoder (iC add_dec)

H2TU-C and H2TU-R

o Provide the chip select signal that allow to the microcontroller to access the

DS2152, the SK70741, the SK70742 devices and the internal registers of the FPGA

12)Microcontroller Interrupt Generator QC int_gen)
H2TU-C and H2TU-R

o Provide the interrupt signal to the microcontroller

13) Internal Registers
H2TU-CandH2TU-R

o Huandan Control Register. This is a 32-bit register that will be used to establish

an entire control to the FPGA. It will only be accessed by the Network

administrator (via the PCI9030). Its structure and bits meaning are detailed in

section 7.7.

o Huandan Status Register. This is a 32-bit register where is stored the general state

of the card. Both, the microcontroller and the PCI 9030 will perform read accesses

to this register. In section 7.7 are described the architecture and meaning of this

register.
o Huandan Data Transfer Registers 1 and 2. These are two 32 bit registers, which

are used to transfer performance information related with both the HDSL2 and the

Tl link. The register 1 will be written only by Network administrator and read by
the microcontroller. On the other hand, the register 2 will be written only by

microcontroller and read by the Network administrator. These registers are

explained in more detail in section 7.7.

7.6. FPGA Architecture

A block diagram of the FPGA is shown in Figure 7-3 and it will be described in depth

throughout this section.

The design is based on two main components: A Control Module and a Data Path. The

last one component allows data transferring between the Tl Transceiver and the Dual-

PortMemories.

The blocks that take part on the Data Path will be explained trough this section.

Nevertheless, all those blocks that take part on the Control Module are going to be

expounded in the next section.
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Figure 7-3 Block diagram ofthe FPGA
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7.6.1. Control Unit andData Path

From DPMBank2 From DS21S2

dpmb2_da__ [7:0] raer_2152

tljdk

in nync 21S2

a
taich*_2t52

I
~

From PCI9030

taU

FSM_En

FTl.Rclk

Ft*.y**c

Frchclk
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FCh_M

FFrm_M

»-« Rst

FSP_Shift

FPS_Shift

FW_St-U1.

FW_End
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FFr_E

FFr_R

FCh_E

FCh.R

FBIk_Num

PCIJnl

To DPMBankl

dpmbl_dala (7*0]
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ToDPMBank2
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Figure 7-4 Control Unit andData Path forData Transfering
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7.6.1.1. RateAdapter

This module is composed of two 8-bits shift registers. One of them is a serial-in /

parallel-out and the other is a parallel-in / serial-out. Both registers are explained below.

7.6.1.1.1. Serial-In /Parallel-Out Register (SIPO)

This register is an 8-bit serial-in/parallel-out shift right register. It is used to format

eight serial bits into eight parallel bits. The serial bits belong to one channel of the Tl

data (the Tl data is received from the Tl Transceiver chip). Figure 7-5 shows the SIPO

register and the Figure 7-6 shows the time diagram of it.

SPJn -

SP Shift

IRst

Isp Out|7 0|

Clk
D

TI

Figure 7-5 Serial-In /Parallel-Out

Register

rser_2152 j~

fsp_shift

clk

¡rst

<_pmbl_data X X X X X

Figure 7-6 Time Diagram ofthe SIPO Register

The signáis of this register are:

SPJn: Input signal. One serial bit is loaded in every rising edge of the clock signal
(1.544 MHz) while the shift signal is held high. This signal is provided to the SIPO by the

Tl Transceiver Interface (through the rser_2152 pin).

SP_Shift: Input signal. This signal enables the shifting into the SIPO when it is high. It
is provided by the Control Unit.

SP_Out [7:0]: 8-bit parallel output. It is tied to the 8-bit data bus of the memory bank

1 via the dpmbl_data [7: 0] pins.

Clk: An 1.544 MHz clock is applied in this signal via the tl_rclk pin.

Rst: Active low pulse used to initialize the SIPO register. It is sourced by the PCI9030

via the lrst pin.
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7.6.1.1.2. Parallel-ln/Serial-Out Register (PISO)

This register is an 8-bit parallel-in/serial-out shift left register. It is used to format eight

parallel bits into eight serial bits. The parallel bits are taken from one dual-port memory
location of the memory bank 2. Figure 7-7 shows this register and the Figure 7-8 shows

its time diagram.

PS_

l's

PS

l lk

Figure 7-8 Parallel-ln /Serial-Out

Register

MJ" l 1 l I 1 -J JC

ps_stoft

ps_rst
" '" " ~

ps_out
'

n r i r

Figure 7-9 Time Diagram ofthe PISO Register

The signáis of this register are:

PS_In [7:0]: Input signal. One 8-bit parallel data from the bank 2 of the dual-port

memory is loaded to the PISO via this signal when the PS_Load signal is high. This

signal is tied to the dpmb2_data [7: 0] pins.

PSJLoad: Input signal. The 8-bits parallel data present in the input signal PS_In is

loaded to the register when this signal is high. The PS_Load signal is provided by the

Memory Read Control block.

PS_Shift: Input signal. This signal enables the shifting into the PISO when it is high. It

is provided by the Control Unit.

SP_Out: Serial output. It is tied to the Tl Transceiver interface via the tser_2152 pin.

Clk: An 1.544MHz clock is applied in this signal via the tljrclk pin.

Rst: Active low pulse used to initialize the PISO register. It is supplied by the PCI9030
via the lrst pin.
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7.6.1.2. Dual-PortMemory Interface

The architecture of the module that interfaces with the dual-port memory is described

in this section. This module consists of two main components: The DPM Controller and

the DPM Address Generator. The first one provides the required control signáis to access

both memory banks. While the second one, provides the addresses to all memory

locations.

7.6.1.2.1. DPM Controller

7.6.1.2.1.1. Memory Write Control

This block generates the control signáis to perform a writing to the memory bank 1.

See Figures 7-9 and 7-10.
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Figure 7-10Memory Write Control
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Figure 7-11 Time Diagram for the Memory Write Control Block
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The signáis of this block are:

W_Start : A high pulse in this signal indicates that a write cycle to the memory bank 1

will be performed. This signal is sourced by the Control Unit.

Frm_Numl : It is the bit 1 of the Frame Counter block. It is used to select either the

left ('0') or the right (' 1 ') dual-port memory of the DPM array of the memory bank 1 .

Frm_NumO : It is the lowest significant bit of the Frame Counter block. It is used to

select either the low ('0') or the upper (' 1 ') byte of the memories of the memory bank 1 .

Clk: 8 MHz clock signal used to perform the accesses to the memory bank 1.

Rst: Pulse low to initialize this block

W_End : A high pulse in this signal indicates when the Memory Write Control block

finishes a writing access to the memory bank 1. This is tied to the Control Unit.

WCE1# : A low pulse in this signal will enable the left dual-port memory of the

memory bank 1 to execute a writing to it. WCE1# is tied to the pin dpmbl_el_l.

WCE2# : A low pulse in this signal will enable the right dual-port memory of the

memory bank 1 to execute a writing to it. WCE2# is tied to the pin dpmbl_e2_l.

WLM : Write enable signal to the low byte of the memory bank 1. It is an active low

signal. This signal is provided to the lower byte enable signal of both dual-port memories

of the memory bank 1 via the pin dpmbl_wlb_l.

WUB#: Write enable signal to the high byte of the memory bank 1. It is an active low

signal. This signal is provided to the upper byte enable signal of both dual-port memories

of the memory bank 1 via the pin dpmbl_wub_l.

Memory Write Control Functionality

The Memory Write Control block functionality is described in this subsection. The

description will be made by means of the next state table (see table 7.3). The actions are

described in the present state.

The table 7.2 shows the signáis generated by the memory write control in every state.
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Table 7.2 Generated Signáis by the Memory Write Control Block

Active Signáis Active

Valué

States

WCE1# 0 leftjow, left_up

WCE2# 0 right_low, right_up
WLB# 0 leftjow, rightjow

WUB# 0 left_up, right_up

W_End 1 Finish

Table 7.3Next State Table to the Memory Write Control Block

Present

State

Condition Next State Action

Ñame Valué

Idle
w_start,

frm_nura[l: 0]

oxx idle WhenW_Start signal becomes 1 indicates

that a writing cycle to either the upper or

lower byte location of either the left or right

memory has started. ftm_num [1] is used to

select the memory while ftm_num [0] is

used to select the byte location

100 left_up
101 leftjow

110 right_up

111 rightjow

left_up w_start
0 left_up If w_start is T the writing cycle to the upper

byte of the left memory is performed1 finish

leftjow w_start
0 left low If w_start is T the writing cycle to the low

byte of the left memory is performed1 finish

right_up w_start
0 right_up If w_start is '1' the writing cycle to the upper

byte of the rightmemory is performed1 finish

rightJow w_start
0 rightjow If w_start is T the writing cycle to the low

byte of the right memory is performed1 finish

finish m8_clk_count

<5 finish When the internal counter 'm8_clk_count'

counts five indicates that the writing cycle
has finishes and the memory write control

becomes idle

= 5 Idle
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State Diagram ofthe Memory Write Control

Figure 7-12 State Diagram oftheMemory Write Control

The FSM of the Memory Write Control consists on six states. The idle state will be

held while either the rst or the w_start inputs are low. When rst and w_start inputs are

high the FSM checks for the state of the Frm_Num [1:0] inputs. If Frm_Num [1:0] are

"00" the FSM go to the left_up state. If Frm_Num [1:0] are "01" the FSM go to the

leftjow state. If Frm_Num [1:0] are "10" the FSM go to the right_up state. If Frm_Num

[1:0] are "11" the FSM go to the rightjow state.

In the left_up state the dpmbl_elJ and the dpmbl_wubj output pins (via the WCE1#

and the WUB# outputs respectively) are pulled low. In this way, the data present in the

output pins dpmbl_data [7:0] is written in the upper byte of the left memory (of the

memory bank 1) in the address given by the output pins dpm_address [10:0]. If w_start

continuous being high, the FSM go to the finish state in the next rising edge of the 8 MHz

clock signal provided in the clk input.

A similar operation like that performed in the left_up state is done by the FSM when it

is in either of the following three states: leftjow, right_up or rightjow state. The unique

difference in the procedure is that a different byte and memory are accessed (the lower

byte of the left memory in the leftjow state, the upper byte of the right memory in the

right_up state and, the lower byte of the right memory in the rightjow state).

The FSM is held in the finish state until the internal counter (m8_clk_counter) counts

five clock periods. Once the counter gets that counting, the w_end ouput is set high in

order to indícate to the control unit that a writing access to the DPM bank 1 has finished.

Also, the FSM of the Write Control Unit go to the idle state when the five counting is

achieved.
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7.6.1.2.1.2. Memory Read Control

This block generates the control signáis to perform a reading to the memory bank 2.

See Figures 7-12 and 7-13.
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Figure 7-14 Time Diagram for the Memory Read Control Block

The signáis of this block are:

RjStart : A high pulse in this signal indicates that a read cycle to the memory bank 2

will be performed. This signal is sourced by the Control Unit.

Frm_Numl : It is the bit 1 of the Frame Counter block. It is used to select either the

left ('0') or the right (' 1 ') dual-port memory of the DPM array of the memory bank 2.

Frm_NumO : It is the lowest significant bit of the Frame Counter block. It is used to

select either the low ('0') or the upper (T) byte of the memories at the memory bank 2.
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Clk: 8 MHz clock signal used to perform the read accesses to the memory bank 2.

Rst: Pulse low to initialize this block

R_End : A high pulse in this signal indicates when the Memory Read Control block

finishes a read access to the memory bank 2. This is tied to the Control Unit.

RCE1# : A low pulse in this signal will enable the left dual-port memory of the

memory bank 2 to execute a reading from it. RCE1# is tied to the pin dpmb2_elJ.

RCE2# : A low pulse in this signal will enable the right dual-port memory of the

memory bank 2 to execute a reading from it. RCE2# is tied to the pin dpmb2_e2J.

ROE# : Output enable signal to the memory bank 2. It is an active low signal. This

signal is tied to the output enable signal of both dual-port memories of the memory bank

2 via the pin dpmb2_oeJ.

RLB# : Read enable signal to the low byte of the memory bank 2. It is an active high

signal. This signal is provided to the lower byte enable signal of both dual-port memories

of the memory bank 2 via the pin dpmb2_rlb.

RUB#: Read enable signal to the high byte of the memory bank 2. It is an active high

signal. This signal is provided to the upper byte enable signal of both dual-port memories

of the memory bank 2 via the pin dpmb2_rub.

PS_L: This signal handles the load signal of the PISO register. A parallel data read

from the memory bank 2 is loaded in the PISO on the next rising edge of the 1.544MHz

clock signal whenever PS_L signal is high. PS_L is sourced to the PISO block.

Memory Read Control Functionality

The Memory Read Control block functionality is described in this subsection. The

description will be made by means of the next state table (see table 7.5). The actions are

described in the present state.

The table 7.4 shows the signáis generated by the memory read control in every state.

Table 7.4 Memory Read Control Output Signáis and Their Originator States

Active Signáis Active

Valué

States

RCE1# 0 left_up, leftjow

RCE2# 0 right_up, rightjow
ROE# 0 left_up, leftjow, right_up rightjow
RLB 1 leftjow, rightjow
RUB 1 left_up, right_up
R End 1 finish

PS_L 1 finish
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Table 7.5 State-Action Table of the Memory Read Control
Present

State

Condition
Next State Action

Ñame Valué

idle
r_start

frm_num [1:0]

oxx idle When RJStart signal becomes 1 indicates

that a reading cycle to either the upper or

lower byte location of either the left or right

memory has started. frmjnum [1] is used to

select the memory while frin_num [0] is

used to select the byte location

100 left_up

101 leftjow

110 right_up

111 rightjow

left_up m8_clk_count2

<2 left_up A reading cycle from the upper byte of the

left memory is performed while the count of

the m8_clk_counter2 is less than 2
= 2 finish

leftjow m8_clk_count2

<2 leftjow A reading cycle from the lower byte of the

left memory is performed while the count of

the m8_clk_counter2 is less than 2
= 2 finish

right_up m8_clk_count2

<2 right_up A reading cycle from the upper byte of the

right memory is performed while the count

of the m8_clk_counter2 is less than 2
= 2 finish

rightjow m8_clk_count2

<2 rightjow A reading cycle from the lower byte of the

right memory is performed while the count

of the m8_clk_counter2 is less than 2
= 2 finish

finish m8_clk_count

<3 finish Once the counter m8_clk_count counts 3

the memory read control finishes a reading

cycle and it becomes idle3 idle

State Diagram ofthe Memory Read Control

Figure 7-15 State Diagram ofthe Memory Read Control
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The FSM of the Memory Read Control depicted in Figure 7-15 consists on six states.

The idle state will be held while either the rst or the r_start inputs are low. When rst and

r_start inputs are both high the FSM checks for the state of the Frm_Num [1:0] inputs. If

Frm_Num [1:0] are "00" the FSM go to the left_up state. If Frm_Num [1:0] are "01" the

FSM go to the leftjow state. If Frm_Num [1:0] are "10" the FSM go to the right_up
state. If Frm_Num [1:0] are "11" the FSM go to the rightjow state.

In the leftjip state the dpmb2_elJ and the dpmb2_oeJ output pins (via the RCE1#

and the ROE# outputs respectively) are pulled low and the dpmb2_rub output pin and (via

the RUB output) and the output psj are set high. In this way, the data contained in the

upper byte of the left memory (of the memory bank 2) in the address given by the output

pins dpm_address [10:0] is loaded to the PISO register via the input pins dpmb2_data

[7:0]. If internal counter (m8_clk_counter) counts two clock periods of the 8 MHz clock

signal provided in the clk input, the FSM go to the finish state.

A similar operation like that performed in the left_up state is done by the FSM when it

is in either of the following three states: leftjow, right_up or rightjow state. The unique
difference in the procedure is that a different byte and memory are accessed (the lower

byte of the left memory in the leftjow state, the upper byte of the right memory in the

right_up state and, the lower byte of the right memory in the rightjow state).

The FSM is held in the finish state until the internal counter (m8_clk_counter) counts

three clock periods. Once the counter gets that counting, the r_end ouput is set high in

order to indícate to the control unit that a reading access to the DPM bank 2 has finished.

Also, the FSM go to the idle state when the three counting is achieved.

7.6.1.2.2. DPMAddress Generator

This module provides the addresses to access the dual-port memories. With the

purpose of genérate the addresses, this module is divided in several blocks, which are

described in the following subsections.

7.6.1.2.2.1. Frame Counter

This is a 7-bits up counter. It indicates the number of the Tl data that is being

processed (processing refers to both directions: transmit and receive). This block is shown

in Figure 7-15. The máximum counting of the frame counter may be either, 32, 48, 64 or

128 TI data. The network administrator specifies the máximum counting by using the bits

2 and 1 of the HCR (see table 7.9). A time diagram of this block is shown in Figure 7-16.

Figur^^M^rame^Coun^r
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Figure 7-17 Time Diagram of the Frame Counter Block

The signáis of this block are:

Fr_size [1:0]: These bits are used to set the máximum counting of the frame counter.

The valué of these bits is read from the bits 2 and 1 of the HCR (see table 7.9). The

máximum counting is set after a reset event to the frame counter occurs.

Fr_E : Enable signal. It enables the counting when it is high. This signal is generated

by the Control Unit.

Fr_R: A high pulse in this signal will reset the counter. This signal is tied to the

Control Unit.

Frm_Num [6:0] : It is a 7-bit output signal. It indicates the number of the Tl frame

that is being processed. The two lowest significant bits are sourced to the two blocks of

the DPM Controller. The 5 most significant bits are sourced to the DPM Address Decoder

block.

Fr_flag: One high pulse in this signal indicates when the frame counter achieves its

máximum counting. This signal is provided to the Control Unit.

Clk: 1.544 MHz clock signal

7.6.1.2.2.2. Channel Counter

This is a 5-bits up counter. It indicates the channel number of the Tl data that is being
accessed (the accessing refers to both directions: the transmit and receive direction).

Figure 7-17 shows this block. A time diagram for this block is shown in Figure 7-18.

Figure 7-18 Channel Counter
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Figure 7-19 Time Diagram for the Channel Counter Block

The signáis of this block are:

Ch_E : Enable signal. It enables the counting when it is high. This signal is generated

by the Control Unit.

Ch_ R: A high pulse in this signal will reset the counter. This signal is provided by the

Control Unit.

Clk: 1.544 MHz clock signal

Chan_Num [4:0]: It is a 5-bit output signal. It indicates the number of the channel that

is being accessed. This signal is sourced to DPM Address Decoder block.

Chjlag: An '1' in this signal indicates when the channel counter achieves its

máximum counting. This signal is provided to the Control Unit.

7.6.1.2.2.3. DPMAddress Decoder

All required signáis to genérate the addresses to access the dual-port memory array are

gathered in this block. Table 7.6 shows how the 1 1-bit address bus is structured.

Figure 7-20 DPMAddress

Decoder

blk num

'nrsíoser ¡(OtFOOf KOTmchan num IW5W

frm num 00000

mal. 100000000000 1(00000100000 Iboaoioóooob l

Figure 7-21 Time Diagram for the DPMAddress Decoder
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The signáis of this block are:

Blk_Num: Input signal. This bit is used to determine the memory block that will be

accessed. It gives the valué of the most significant bit of the 11 -bit address bus used to

access the dual-port memory array. This bit is provided by the Control Unit.

ChanJVum [4:0]: Input signal. This signal gives the valué of the bits [9:5] of the 11-

bit address bus used to access the dual-port memory array. This signal is provided by the

Channel Counter.

Frm_Num [6:2]: 5-bit Input signal. This signal gives the valué of the five lowest

significant bits of the 11 -bit address bus used to access the dual-port memory array. This

signal is provided by the Frame Counter.

MAB [10:0]: 11-bits address bus used to access the dual-port memory array. It is tied

to the 1 1-bit Address Bus of the DPM via the dpm_address [10: 0] pins.

Table 7.6 Structure to the 1 1-bit Address Bus of the DPM

MAB10 MAB9 MABS MAB7 MAB6 MABS MAB4 MAB3 MAB2 MAB1 MAB0

Blk_Num Chan_Num4 Chan_Num3 Chan__Nu___2 C-_an_Numl Chan__Num0 Frm_Num6 Fnm_Num5 Frm_Num4 Frm_Num3 Frm Num2

7.6.1.3. Control Unit

The purpose of this block is to synchronize the functioning of the data path. It is

implemented by means of a Finite State Machine (FSM). The behavior of the FSM is

explained via a state diagram and a next state table.

The Control Unit performs the following functions:

o maintain enabled the two shift-registers (SIPO and PISO) during all data

transferring
o enable the Write Control and Read Control blocks when a writing or reading to

the DPM's need to be performed
o enable the frame counter block when a new Tl data starts

o reset the frame counter block when an access to one block memory has finished

o enable the channel counter whenever a 8-bit channel of the Tl data starts

o reset the channel counter block when a new Tl data starts

o indícate the block memory number that is being accessed by the FPGA
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Figure 7-23 Time Diagramfor the Control Unit Block
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The signáis of this block are:

FSM_En: Input signal. When this signal together with the Frsync signal are high after

a reset event, the FSM starts working. This signal is provided via the external pin

huandan_cfg.

FTl_Rclk : 1.544 MHz. clock signal. It is received from the Tl Transceiver by means

of the tl_rclk pin.

Frsync: Input signal. The DS1 framing bit is received in this signal. This bit is

provided from the Tl Transceiver by means of the rsync_2152 pin. It is used to enable the

framer counter.

Frchclk: 64 kHz. signal. It is received from the Tl Transceiver by means of the

rchclk_2152 pin. It is used to enable the channel counter.

FFrm_M : High input pulse. It indicates whenever the Frame Counter has reached its

máximum counting. It is provided by the framer counter block.

FChJVI : High level input signal. It indicates every time the Channel Counter achieves

its máximum counting. It is provided by the channel counter block.

FRst: Pulse low to initialize the control unit. It is tied to the local reset signal of the

PCI9030 via the lrst pin.

FSPjShift : High active output. It enables the shifting inside the SIPO register.

FPS_Shift : High active output. It enables the shifting inside the PISO register.

FWJStart : High level output signal. It specifies that the FPGA will execute one

writing cycle to the memory bankj. This signal is tied to the memory write control

block.

FRjStart : High level output signal. It indicates when the FPGA will execute a

reading cycle from the memory bank_2. This signal is tied to the memory read control

block.

FFr_E : High active output. It enables the counting of the Frame Counter.

FFr_R : High active output. It resets the counting of the Frame Counter to '0'

FCh_E : High active output. It enables the counting of the Channel Counter.

FCh_R : High active output. It resets the counting of the Channel Counter to '0'
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FBlk_Num : Output signal. It points to the block memory that is being accessed. This

signal is intemally generated by the control unit. The FBlk_Num signal is provided to the

DPM addres decoder block and to the HSR register.

PCIJnt : Output signal. One high level pulse is generated after the FPGA access the

last location of the memory space assigned to the channel 23. This signal is used to

establish the valué of the state bit DPMBF (bit 0) of the HSR.

FW_End : Input signal. This signal is received from the memory write control block

when it finishes a writing access to the memory.

FR_End : Input signal. A high pulse from the memory read control block indicates

when this block finishes a reading access to the memory.

7.6.1.3.1. Control Unit Functionality

In this subsection is described the behavior of the Control Unit through a next state

table (see table 7.7). The actions are described in the present state. Also, in Table 7.8 are

shown the signáis generated by the control unit at each state.

The tables could be modified according with the results getting from the simulation

phase.

Table 7.7 Next State Table to the Control Unit

SUte
Condition Next

State
Action

Ñame Valué

Sl
FSM_En,

Frsync

XX/=11 Sl After a reset event, the FSM search for both the FSM_En and

the Frsync signáis, when both of them has a high valué the

FSM starts to work
11 S2

S2

Frchclk,

FChm_m and

FFrm_m

"100"

or

"101"

S3 A new channel starts to be processed.

110 S4 A new Tl frame starts to be processed.

111 S5 One memory bank is full.

OXX S2 One channel is being processed (transmit or receive).

S3 FW_End

0 S3 When Fw_end is T indicates that one write cycle to the bank

memory 1 and one read cycle to the bank memory 2 has been

concluded. Also it indicates that a new channel starts to be

processed. The memory write control, the memory read control

and the channel counter blocks are enabled in this state

1 S2

S4 FW_End

0 S4 When Fw_end is T indicates that one write cycle to the bank

memory 1 has been concluded. Also, it indicates that a new Tl

frame starts to be processed. The framer counter is enabled and

the channel counter is reset in this state

1 S2

S5 FW_End

0 S5 When Fw_end is '1' indicates that one write cycle to the bank

memory 1 has been concluded. Also, it indicates that one

memory block is full. The framer counter and the channel

counter are reset in this state. Also, an interrupt to the PCI9030
needs to be generated and the opposite memory block is

accessed

1 S2
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Table 7.8Generated Signáis by the Control Unit

Active Signáis
Active

Valué
States

FSP_Shift S2, S3, S4, S5

FPS_Shift S2, S3, S4, S5

FW Start S3, S4, S5

FR Start S2,S3

FCh_E S3

FCh_R S4, S5

FFr_E S4

FFr R S1.S5

FBlk Num X S1.S5

PCIJnt 1 S5

7.6.1.3.2. Finite StateMachine to the Control Unit

FW_End = 0

S5

Frchclk, FCh_ra, FFrm_m =

0,X, X

FW_I_nd = 0

S4

Frchclk, FCh_m, FFrm_m

1, 1,1

FW_End = 1

FW_End = 1

Frchclk, FCh_m, FFrm_m =

1, 1,0

Frchclk, FCh_m, FFnn_m =

1, 0, 0 orí, 0,1

FW_End = 0

Figure 7-24 Control Unit State Diagram

The FSM of the control unit block consists on five states: sl, s2, s3, s4 and s5. The

FSM will stay in the sl state while either the FRst, the FSMJai or the FRsync signal is

low. When those three signáis are high, the FSM starts working and changes to the s2

state.

When the FSM is in the s2 state, the read control block is enabled to read the data for

the first channel of one Tl data, if the signáis Frchclk, FCh_m and FFrm_m are 1, 0, X

respectively, the FSM will go to the s3 state. If the signáis Frchclk, FCh_m .and FFrm_m

are 1, 1, 0 respectively, the FSM will go to the s4 state. If the signáis Frchclk, FCh_m and
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FFrm_m are 1, 1, 1 respectively, the FSM will go to the s5 state. When the FSM go from

the sl state to the s2 state the SIPO and PISO registers are enabled ( they are enabled

during all data transferring).

When the FSM is in the s3 state the write control and read control blocks are enabled

in order to perform a write and read access to the DPM banks. In this state the FSM is

waiting for the FW_End signal. When the FWJaid signal is 1 indicates that one write

cycle to the bank memory 1 and one read cycle to the bank memory 2 has finished, then

the FSM enables the channel counter to process a new channel and retums to the s2 state

When the FSM is in the s4 state the write control block is enabled to write the data of

the last channel of one Tl data (the Tl data that was being processed) to the DPM bank 1.

In this state the FSM waits for the FW_End signal. When the FW_End signal is 1

indicates that one write cycle to the bank memory 1 has finished. Then the FSM resets the

channel counter, enables the framer counter (to process a new Tl data) and retums to the

s2 state.

When the FSM is in the s5 state, the write control block is enabled to write the data of

the last channel of the last Tl data (the last Tl data for the DPM block that is being

accessed) to the DPM bank 1. In this state the FSM waits for the FW_End signal. When

the FW_End signal is 1 indicates that one write cycle to the bank memory 1 has finished.

Then the FSM resets the channel counter and the framer counter, indicates to the HSR

that one block memory is full (via the pcijnt signal) and retums to the s2 state.

7.7. Control Module ofthe FPGA

7.7.1. Registers Map

This section provides a detailed definition of the internal registers of the FPGA.

Registers HSR, HDTR1 and HDTR2 are accessed through the Network administrator

and the microcontroller. Register HCR is accessed only by the Network administrator.

The Network administrator performs 32-bit data accesses to the registers, while the

microcontroller will only perform 8-bit data accesses (in order to achieve this, the

microcontroller uses four different addresses to access each register).

The PCI9030 interface will see allocated those registers on the base address given by

CSO. Nevertheless, the microcontroller will see them allocated on the addresses range

500hto518h.

Following is the allocation and definition for each register. The PCI9030 and the

microcontroller addresses are indicated as well.
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7.7.1.1. Huandan Control Register (HCR)

HCR is a write/read register, which is only accessed through the Network

administrator. This register is used to: program the size of the data packet buffers located

in the dual-port memories, indícate when a complete DPM block (read from or write to

the Huandan card) has been transfer between the data network and the Huandan card, to

enable an interrupt event to either the microcontroller or the Network administrator. The

Network administrator will access this register through the PCI9030. The architecture of

the HCR is shown below.

Table 7.9 HCR: Huandan Control Register 1

Bit
Type Definition

Number Id Ñame

31-16 - -
- Not used

15 DNWB2
Data Network wrote

DPM block 2
W/R

The Network administrator writes a '1' to this bit to

indícate that it finishes to write the DPM block 2.

14 DNWB1
Data Netwok wrote DPM

blockl
W/R

The Network administrator writes a
'

1' to this bit to

indícate that it finishes to write the DPM block 1

13 DNRB2
Data Network read DPM

block 2
W/R

The Network administrator writes a '1' to this bit to

indícate that it finishes to read the DPM block 2

12 DNRB1
Data Network read DPM

blockl
W/R

The Network administrator writes a '1' to this bit to

indícate that it finishes to read the DPM block 1

11 WB20E
DPM write block 2

Overflow Enable
W/R

'V enable an interrupt to the Network administrator

when the WB20 bit in the HSR and the GIE bit

in HCR are set

'0' default valué

10 WBIOE
DPM write block 1

Overflow Enable
W/R

'I" enable an interrupt to the Network administrator

when the WB10 bit in the HSR and the GIE bit

in HCR are set

'0' default valué

9 RB2UE
DPM read block 2

Underflow Enable
W/R

'

1
'

enable an interrupt to the Network administrator

when the RB2U bit in the HSR and the GIE bit

in HCR are set

'0' default valué

8 RB1UE
DPM read block 1

Underflow Enable
W/R

'1' enable an interrupt to the Network administrator

when the RB1U bit in the HSR and the GIE bit

in HCR are set

'0' default valué

7 GIE General Interrupt Enable W/R
'1' enable all interrupts
'0' disable all interrupts (default valué)

6-5 - - - Not used

4 DTR2E HDTR2 Interrupt Enable W/R

'

1
'

Genérate an interrupt to themicrocontroller when

the DTR2R bit in the HSR and the GIE bit in the

HCR are set

'0' default valué

3 DTR1E HDTR1 Interrupt Enable W/R

'1' Genérate an interrupt to the Network

administrator when the DTR1R bit in the HSR

and the GIE bit in the HCR are set

'0' default valué

2 MBSZ1 DPM buffer size 1 W/R

Establish the dimensión for the buffers of

information (voice or data) in the dual-port
memories.
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Bit
Type Definition

Number Id Ñame

1 MBSZO DPM buffer size 0 W/R

MEM.SZ1 MEM_SZ0 BUI(^sfZE
0 0 32 (default)

0 1 48

1 0 64

1 1 128

0 DPMBFE DPM block full enable W/R

T Genérate an interrupt to the Network

administrator when the

DPMBF bit in the HSR and the GIE bit in the

HCR are set

'0* default valué

7.7.7.2. Huandan Status Register (HSR)

The 32-bit Status Register stores the state of the FPGA. The accesses to it will be

performed by both, the Network administrator (through the PCI9030) and the

microcontroller. The HSR is an only-read register.

The bits 11, 10, 9, 8, 4, 3 and 0 origínate hardware interrupts (via the two interrupt

output pins intl_8515J and lintilJ of the FPGA) if the general interrupt enable bit (GIE)
and the respective interrupt enable bit in the HCR are set. When a particular event occurs,
the appropriate bit in this register is set to T and the corresponding interrupt is

generated.

Table 7.10 HSR: Huandan Status Register
Bit

Type Definition
Number Id Ñame

31-12 - - - Not used

11 WB20
DPM write block 2

overflow
R

'1' An overflow occurs in DPM write block 2

(generates an interrupt to the Network

administrator)

'0' (default valué) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator

writes one
'

1' to the bit DNRB2 in the HCR

10 WBIO
DPM write block 1

overflow
R

'1' An overflow occurs in DPM write block 1

(generates an interrupt to the Network

administrator)

'0' (default valué) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator

writes one '1' to the bit DNRB1 in the HCR

9 RB20
DPM read block 2

underflow
R

'1' An underflow occurs in DPM read block 2

(generates an interrupt to the Network

administrator)
'0' (default valué) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator writes one T to the

bit DNWB2 in the HCR

8 RBIO
DPM read block 1

underflow
R

'

1' An underflow occurs in DPM read block 1

(generates an interrupt to the Network
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Bit
Type Definition

Number Id Ñame

administrator)
'0' (default valué) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator writes one '1' to the

bitDNWBlintheHCR

7 - -
- Not used

6 DPMRB2R DPM read block 2 ready R

'

1
'

The DPM read block 2 is empty (generates an

interrupt to the Network administrator)
'0' (default valué) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator writes one '1' to the

bit DNWB2 in the HCR

5 DPMRB1R DPM read block 1 ready R

'1' The DPM read block 1 is empty (generates an

interrupt to the Network administrator)
'0' (default valué) ) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator writes one '1' to the

bitDNWBlintheHCR

4 DTR2R HDTR2 ready R

'1' : a new data is available at HDTR2 (generates
an interrupt to the microcontroller)

'0' (default valué) This bit is cleared when the

microcontroller reads the HDTR2

3 DTR1R HDTR1 ready R

'1': A new data is available at HDTR1 (one

interrupt to the Network administrator is

generated)
'0' (default valué) This bit is cleared when the

Network administrator reads the HDTR1

2 DPMWB2R
DPM write block 2

ready
R

'1' The DPM write block 2 is full (generates an

interrupt to the Network administrator)
'0' (default valué) ) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator writes one '1' to the

bit DNRB2 in the HCR

1 DPMWB1R
DPM write block 1

ready
R

'1' The DPM write block 1 is full (generates an

interrupt to the Network administrator)
'0' (default valué) ) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator writes one '1' to the

bit DNRB lin the HCR

0 DPMBF DPM block full R

'

1' one of the two blocks of the DPM is full (an

interrupt to the PCI bus is generated)
'0' (default valué) this bit is cleared when the

Network administrator writes one '1' to either

the bitDNWB2 or the bit DNWB 1 in the

HCR

7.7.1.3. Huandan Data Transfer Registers

The Network administrator monitors the performance of the communication between

the CO and the data network by means of the two Huandan Data Transfer Registers

(HDTRs). Through them, performance information about the two links: the Tl and the

HDSL2 link is transferred from the microcontroller to the Network administrator (via the

PCI9030). In addition, these registers are used to transfer the signaling information

between the microcontroller and the Network administrator. The kind of information that
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is being transferred is identified by means of 8-bit sized command words (command

words are listed in table 7.13). The command word is written in the upper byte of these

registers.

The HDTR1 is a write /read register for the microcontroller and a read only register for

the Network administrator. While the HDTR2 is a write/read register for the Network

administrator and a read only register for the microcontroller.

The HDTR2 is a request for information register. Using this register, the Network

administrator requests to the microcontroller the information related to the performance
of the communication links. Also, the Network administrator transfers signaling

information from the data network to the microcontroller through the HDTR2. On the

other hand, the microcontroller performs a writing to the HDTR1 whenever it is requested
to transfer performance or signaling information to the Network administrator. Also, the

microcontroller writes the HDTR1 to signal to the Network administrator that a critical

error such as loss of framing or loss of signal has occurred at the receive path.

Every time the PCI writes into the HDTR2 the interrupt bit 'DTR2R' in the HSR is set

up. It generates one interrupt signal to the microcontroller if the GIE and the DTR2E bits

in the HCR are set. The interrupt signal indicates to the microcontroller that there is a new

message in the HDTR2. A similar function is performed when the microcontroller writes

the HDTR1, but, in this case, one interrupt signal is generated to the Network

administrator.

Table 7.1 1 HDTR1: Huandan Data Transfer Register 1

Bit Ñame Type Definition

31-24 Cmd_bx R/W

8-bit command word: identifies the kind of information that

is being transferred to the Network administrator.

OOh (default valué) no information is being transfer. See

table 7.5

23-0 DataJ>x R/W

Bit 'x' of the data that is being transferred to the PCI bus or

signaling bit of the channel 'x' 'x' goes from 23 to 0.

OOOh default valué

Table 7.12 HD1"R2: Huandan Data Transfer Register 2

Bit Ñame Type Definition

31-24 cmdjjx R/W

8-bit command word: identifies the kind of information that

is being requested or transferred (signaling transfer) to the

microcontroller

OOh (default valué) no information is being requested or

transferred. See table 7.5

23-0 signaling_bx R/W
Signaling Bit on channel 'x', where 'x' goes from 23 to 0.

OOOh default valué
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Table 7.13 Command Words

Device Type of command Definition ID CommandWord

Defaut valué
No information requested or

tranferred
OOOOOOOO

DS2152

Loopback

Payload Loopback Tl PLB 1 11 111 11

Framer Loopback T1_FLB 1 11 111 10

Local Loopback T1_LLB 1 11 11101

Remote Loopback T1_RLB 1 11 11100

PRM Report PRM Report T1J-RM 100100 00

1-sec. Error Reports

Line Code Violation T1.LCV1 100 000 00

CRC6 Code Violations T1_CRC1 10000001

Multiframe Out of Sync Tl_MOSl 100 000 10

1-min Error Reports

Line Code Violation T1_LCV2 10000100

CRC6 Code Violations T1_CRC2 10000101

Multiframe Out of Sync Tl MOS2 100 001 10

1-hr. Error Reports

Line Code Violation T1_LCV3 100 010 00

CRC6 Code Violations T1_CRC3 100010 01

Multiframe Out of Sync Tl_MOS3 100 01010

24-hr Error Reports

Line Code Violation T1JLCV4 10001100

CRC6 Code Violations Tl CRC4 100 01101

Multiframe Out of Sync Tl_MOS4 100 011 10

Flags
Loss of Sync Tl_LOS 100100 00

Loss of receive clock Tl LORC 100100 01

Signaling

Signaling bit A Tl SIGA 10011100

Signaling bit B Tl SIGB 100 11101

Signaling bit C Tl SIGC 100111 10

Signaling bit D T1_SIGD 100111 11

SK70742

SK70742 Loopback
Remote Loopback 742 RLB 011000 00

Local Loopback 742JLLB 011000 01

EOC Report EOC Report 742_EOC 1 11 100 00

1-sec Error reports

FEC Slicer Error 742_FSE1 1 11000 00

detflag error 742_detflagl 1 1100001

Loss of framing 742_L0S1 1 11000 10

CRC Error 742 CRC1 1 11000 11

1-min Error reports

FEC Slicer Error 742 FSE2 1 1100100

detflag error 742_detflag2 1 1100101

Loss of framing 742_LOS2 1 11001 10

CRC Error 742 CRC2 1 11001 11

1-hr Error reports

FEC Slicer Error 742_FSE3 1 11010 00

detflag error 742_detflag3 1 1101001

Loss of framing 742 LOS3 1 11010 10

CRC Error 742_CRC3 1 11010 11

24-hr Error reports

FEC Slicer Error 742_FSE4 1 1101100

detflag error 742_detflag4 1 1101101

Loss of framing 742_LOS4 1 11011 10

CRC Error 742_CRC4 1 11011 11

SK70740 SK70740 Loopbacks
Analog Internal Loopback 740_AIL 0 01000 00

Analog External Loopback 740_AEL 0 01000 01

SK70741 1-sec Error reports
SNR state and frame sync

counter
741_SNR1

1 10000 00
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Activation failed flag 741_flagl 1 10000 01

HP/RING reversal condition 741.T/R1 1 10 000 10

I -min Error reports

SNR state and frame sync

counter
741.SNR2 1 10 00100

Activation failed flag 741_flag2 1 1000101

TIP/RING reversal condition 741.T/R2 1 10 001 10

1-hr Error reports

SNR state and frame sync

counter
741.SNR3 1 10 010 00

Activation failed flag 741_flag3 1 10 010 01

TIP/RING reversal condition 741JT/R3 1 10010 10

24-hr Error reports

TIP/RING reversal condition 741_SNR4 1 1001100

Activation failed flag 741_flag4 1 10 01101

TIP/RING reversal condition 741_T/R4 1 10 011 10

7.7.2. Registers Design

This section describes the design of the four internal registers of the FPGA.

7.7.2.1. Huandan Control Register (HCR)

Figure 7-24 shows the HCR block. It is a read/write register, which is only accessed by

the PCI9030.

hcrjnp(31:01

32-bits

Huandan Control

Register

.outp [31:0] hcr_outF |7: 0]

Figure 7-25 Huandan Control Register
Block

hcr_csp#

hcr_rdp#

hcr_wrp#
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hcynp — —{_ ) — —

hcr_csp [ _J

hcrjwp | ¡

hajiJp

Ifst
' ~

hcr_outp j

hcrjsutf FoiQWtO-iDODilPO

Figure 7-26 Write cycle ofthe HCR

hcrjnp ■ - ■ { y—————_____

hcr_csp
~"

| |

h_f_wrp

hcr_rdp ¡ ________T

irst

hcr_outp {
~

j

hcr_out. 1Q1O1P10 10001100

Figure 7-27 Read cycle of the HCR

The signáis of this register are:

hcrjnp [31:0]: 32-bits Input data. This input is used by the Network administrator to

perform write accesses to the register (via the PCI9030). It is tied to the 32-bits data bus

of the PCI9030 Interface via the ldata [31:0] pins.

hcr_outp [31:0]: 32-bits Output data. It is tied to the 32-bits data bus of the PCI9030

Interface via the ldata [31:0] pins.

hcr_outf [15:0] : 16-bits Output data. It is tied to the 16-bits I/O port assigned to this

register. The content of this register is always available through this port, in this way the

Control Unit access the register.

hcr_csp#: Register enable signal. It is an active low signal. It is sourced from the

address decoder block for the Local Address Bus.

hcr_rdp# : Active low input signal. The content of the entire register is available in the

output hcr_outp [31:0] when both the hcr_csp# and the hcr_rdp# signáis are active (one

'0' will be read in each of the 16 upper bits). It is tied to the local bus of the PCI9030 via

the lrdj pin.

hcr_wrp# : Active low input signal. The data present at the 16 lowest bits of the input

hcrjnp [31:0] is loaded to the register when both hcr_csp# and hcr_wrp# signáis are

active. It is tied to the local bus of the PCI9030 via the lwrj pin.
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lrst# : Active low input signal. It initializes the register to its default valué (the default

valué is specified in sub-section 7.7.1.1) when it is pulled to '0'

7.7.2.2. Huandan Status Register (HSR)

This is a read only register. It is accessed from both, the microcontroller and the

Network administrator (via the PCI9030). The block created to this register is shown in

Figure 7-27.

hsr flacm

hsr inf |6: 0|

1

32-bits

Huandan

Status

Register

hsr_csp#

hsr_rdp#
hsr csml4:l)#

hsrflagp
hsr rdm#

hs

-►■
lrst#

o*»

4 4
r_outm [7: 0] hsr_outp |31: 0]

Figure 7-28 Huandan Status Register
Block

M»2JHB

ft-ürUlao
—" -

ismjlag

btock_num

ntr.txts ooqoowoomo"

hsr_csp
'

hsr_tdp

itst

trarjlagp

h5.__culp

lur_esm Htl

Wj&tx

^^ (
_ ,

hsi outm 00001111

Figure 7-29 Read cycle of the HSR (performed by the Network

administrator)
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h*_tr2Jlag
~~ ——

-

htátrljlag

fsrnjian

block_fium
___

hc.rj.te owofloqoTOg~~~;""
•~~~••••'•"•"•

-———~~

nsr_csp

hsrjrdp

Nt
" ~

hsrjlagp

lisr_ouip

Iivjcot mi (mo fltfT

hst_rdm j |

hsrjiagm

hsr_outm —j 1 ¡OOgOOOOP ÜDOQOQ1DO

Figure 7-30 Read cycle to the HSR (performed via theMicrocontroller)

The signáis of this register are:

hsrjnf [15:0]: 16-bits Input data. These bits will indícate the current state of the

FPGA, Their valúes are originated from several modules on the FPGA (see sub-section

7.7.1.2).

hsr_outm [7:0] : 8-bits Output data. It is tied to the 8-bits data bus of the

Microcontroller Interface via the a_d_8515 [7:0] pins.

hsr_outp [31:0] : 32-bits Output data. It is tied to the 32-bits data bus of the PCI

Target Interface via the ldata [31:0] pins.

hsr_csp#: Register enable signal. It is an active low signal. It is provided by the

address decoder for the Local Address Bus.

hsr_csml# : Enable signal to the byte 1 . It is an active low signal. The valúes of the

bits 0 to 7 are available to be accessed whenever this signal is pulled low. This signal is

provided by the address decoder ofthe microcontroller' s address bus.

hsr_csm 2# : Enable signal to the byte 2. It is an active low signal. The valúes of the

bits 8 to 15 are available to be accessed whenever this signal is pulled low. This signal is

provided by the address decoder of the microcontroller' s address bus.

hsr_csm 3# : Enable signal to the byte 3. It is an active low signal. The valúes of the

bits 16 to 23 are available to be accessed whenever this signal is pulled low. This signal is

provided by the address decoder of the microcontroller' s address bus.
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hsr_csm 4# : Enable signal to the byte 4. It is an active low signal. The valúes of the

bits 24 to 31 are available to be accessed whenever this signal is pulled low. This signal is

provided by the address decoder of the microcontroller' s address bus.

hsr_rdm #: Active low input signal from the microcontroller. When this signal is active,

the content of the byte chosen by means of one of the hsr_esmX# signáis (where X =

l,..,4).is available in the output hsr_outm [7:0]. This signal is tied to the microcontroller

via the rd_8515J pin. The two upper bytes will always be read as OOh.

hsrjrdp #: Active low input signal from the local bus. The content of the entire register

is available at the output hsr_outp [31:0] when both hsr_rdp# and hsr_csp# signáis are

active. This signal is tied to the PCI9030 via the lrdj pin. The two upper bytes will

always be read as OOOOh.

hsrjiagm: Active low output signal. The bit DTR2R (bit 4) of the HSR determines

the valué of this ouput signal. It generates an interrupt to the microcontroller when it is set

to'0'

hsrjlagp: Active high output signal. This signal is set to '1' whenever one or more of

the bits 1 1, 10, 9, 8, 3, and 0 are high and it is cleared ('0') when all of them are low. This

signal generates an interrupt to the Network administrator (via the PCI9030) when it is

high.

Irst# : Active low input signal. It initializes the register to its default valué (the default

valué is specified in sub-section 7.7.1.2) when this signal is pulled to '0'.

7.7.2.3. Huandan Data TransferRegister 1 (HDTR1)

This register is used to transfer performance information about the link between the

CO and the Data Network. It is a write/read register for the microcontroller and a read

only register for the Network administrator. See Figure 7-30.

hdtrl_flag

hdtrl iran(7:0|

32-bits

Data

Transfer

Register 1

hrltrl csml4:llfc hdtrl rdp#

hdtrl wrm#
^

hdtrljt_n__É »

hdtr

■_*-

:0|

lrst#

1 1
_outm [7: 0] hdtrl_outp [31

Figure 7-31 Huandan Data Transfer

Register 1 Block
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hdtrl inm •i 1 !

hdtrl csm 1111 ~TTnw~ nuil llnn K11111

hdtr1_y»rm íf ir ~ir~ Lf

hdlr1_rdm

hdtrl wr flagm r

hdtrl outm -Trmmm ""TT'PoWW'f*'■Hrppwwmir"ixxxrxz:

ftdiri_csp

hdtn_rdp I

Irst

hdtrl outp
—~—-<

Figure 7-32 Write cycle of the HDTR1 (performed via the

Microcontroller)

hdtrl ¡nm
........

0.fíffl. 1 y lunouuot i , píoan-io I !

hdtrl csm 1111 wm mm (wt iin»

hdtrl_wn

hdtrlj-jrri

i w nagm

U U y u

hdlrl outm 1 1 ¡DPD01101

hdtr1_csp

h<*i_rdp l

Irst

rtdtn c-utp í

Figure 7-33 Read cycle of the HDTR1 (performed via the

Microcontroller)

hdtrl inm 00001111

hdtrl csm 1111

hdtr1_wrm

hdtr1_rdm

hdtrl wr flagm i

hdtrl outm 00001111

hdtrl csp I !

hdtrl rdp i I

Irst

hdtrl _outp -{01010101010101010101010101010101"

Figure 7-34 Read cycle of the HDTR1 (performed by the Network

administrator)
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The signáis of this register are:

hdtrljnm [7:0]: 8-bits Input data. It is tied to the 8-bits data bus of the

microcontroller via the a_d_8515 [7:0] pins.

hdtrl_outm [7:0]: 8-bits Output data. It is tied to the 8-bits data bus of the

microcontroller via the a_d_8515 [7:0] pins.

hdtrl_outp [31:0] : 32-bits Output data. It is tied to the 32-bits data bus of the

Network administrator (via the PCI9030) through the ldata [31:0] pins

hdtrl_csp#: Register enable signal. It is an active low signal provided by the address

decoder for the Local Address Bus.

hdtrl_csml# : Enable signal to the byte 1. It is an active low signal. An access of the

bits 0 to 7 can be performed when this signal is pulled low. This signal is provided by the

address decoder for the microcontroller address bus.

hdtrl_csm2# : Enable signal to the byte 2. It is an active low signal. An access of the

bits 8 to 15 can be performed when this signal is pulled low. This signal is provided by
the address decoder for the microcontroller address bus.

hdtrl_csm3# : Enable signal to the byte 3. It is an active low signal. An access of the

bits 16 to 23 can be performed when this signal is pulled low. This signal is provided by
the address decoder for the microcontroller address bus.

hdtrl_csm4# : Enable signal to the byte 4. It is an active low signal. An access of the

bits 24 to 31 can be performed when this signal is pulled low. This signal is provided by
the address decoder for the microcontroller address bus.

hdtrl_wrm#: Active low input signal from the microcontroller. When hdtrl_wrm#

signal is active, the data present in the input hdtrljnm [7:0] is loaded to the byte chosen

through one of the hdtrl_csmX# signal (where X = 1,..,4). This signal is tied to the

microcontroller through the wr_8515J pin.

hdtrl_rdm#: Active low input signal from the microcontroller. When hdtrl_rdm#

signal is active, the content of the byte chosen through one of the hdtrl_csmX# signal

(where X = 1,..,4) is available in the output hdtrl_outm [7:0]. This signal is tied to the

microcontroller through the rd_8515J pin.

hdtrlJlag# : Active high output signal. This signal indicates whether a writing access

to the HDTR1 was performed by the microcontroller. This signal is tied to the input line 5

of the HSR. This signal is set when the microcontroller writes the lower byte of the

HDTR1 and is cleared when the Network administrator reads the register.
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hdtrl_rdp # : Active low input signal from the PCI bus. When this signal together
with hdtrl_csp# are pulled low, the content of the entire register is available in the output

hdtrl_outp [31:0]. This signal is tied to the PCI9030 via the lrdj pin.

lrst# : Active low input signal. It initializes the register to its default valué (the default

valué is specified in sub-section 7.7.1.3) when this signal is pulled to '0'

7.7.2.4. Huandan Data Transfer Register 2 (HDTR2)

The HDTR2 is a write/read register accessed by both, the microcontroller and the

Network administrator. The HDTR2 is written/read register for the Network administrator

and a read only register for the microcontroller. Figure 7-34 illustrates the block of the

HDTR2.

hdtr2 mp[31:0]

hdtr2_csp#

hd*r2_wip#

hdtr2_rdp#

hdtr2_flag

li*st#

hdtr2_csm[4:l]#
__

32-bits

Huandan

Data

Transfer

Register 2

4—

<*—

"t—
hdlrt rdm#

hdtr_
1 1

_outp |31:0] hdtr2_outm |* :0|

Figure 7-35 Huandan Data Transfer

Register 2 Block

Figure 7-36 Write cycle of the HDTR2 (performed by the Network

administrator)
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"

hdtó.outm
—
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Figure 7-37Read cycle to the HDTR2 (performed via the

Microcontroller)

The signáis of this register are:

hdtr2_inp [31:0]: 32-bits Input data. It is tied to the 32-bits data bus of the PCI (via

the local bus) through the ldata [31:0] pins.

hdtr2_outp [31:0]: 32-bits Output data. It is tied to the 32-bits data bus of the PCI (via

the local bus) through the ldata [31:0] pins.

hdtr2_outm [7:0] : 8-bits Output data. It is tied to the 8-bits data bus of the

Microcontroller via the a_d_8515 [7:0] pins.

hdtr2_csp#: Register enable signal. It is an active low signal provided by the address

decoder for the Local Address Bus.

hdtr2_csml# : Enable signal to the byte 1. It is an active low signal. A reading of the

bits 0 to 7 can be performed when this signal is pulled low. This signal is provided by the

address decoder for the microcontroller address bus.

hdtr2_csm2# : Enable signal to the byte 2. It is an active low signal. A reading of the

bits 8 to 15 can be performed when this signal is pulled low. This signal is provided by

the address decoder for the microcontroller address bus.

hdtr2_csm3# : Enable signal to the byte 3. It is an active low signal. A reading of the

bits 16 to 23 can be performed when this signal is pulled low. This signal is provided by
the address decoder for the microcontroller address bus.

hdtr2_csm4# : Enable signal to the byte 4. It is an active low signal. A reading of the

bits 24 to 31 can be performed when this signal is pulled low. This signal is provided by

the address decoder for the microcontroller address bus.

hdtr2_wrp # : Active low input signal from the PCI bus. When this signal together
with hdtr2_csp# are pulled low, the data present at the input hdtr2Jnp [31:0] is loaded to

the register. This signal is tied to the PCI9030 via the lwrj pin.
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hdtr2_rdp # : Active low input signal from the PCI bus. When this signal together
with hdtr2_csp# are pulled low, the content of the entire register is available in the output

hdtr2_outp [31:0]. This signal is tied to the PCI9030 via the lrdj pin.

hdtr2_rdm#: Active low input signal from the microcontroller. When hdtr2_rdm#

signal is active, the content of the byte chosen through one of the hdtr2_csmX# signal

(where X = 1,..,4) is available in the output hdtr2_outm [7:0]. This signal is tied to the

microcontroller through the rd_8515J pin.

hdtr2_flag# : Active high output signal. This signal indicates whether a writing access

to the HDTR2 was performed by the Network administrator. This signal is tied to the

input line 6 of the HSR. This signal is set when the Network administrator writes the

HDTR2 and it is cleared when the microcontroller reads the register.

lrst# : Active low input signal. It initializes the register to its default valué (the default

valué is specified in sub-section 7.7.1.3) when this signal is pulled to '0'

7.7.3. 8-bit Latch

The role of this block is to demultiplex the address/data bus of the microcontroller.

a d 8515 ¡7:01
addressJ7.0I8-bit

Latch
ale 8SIS

Figure 7-38 8-bit Latch Block

a_d_8515 jMOSHH n¡QtQ101Q1 100001111

ale_fl51S j )

address 00001110 loóoonu
~~

Figure 7-39 Time diagram ofthe 8-bit Latch block

The signáis of this block are:

a_d_8515 [7:0] : 8-bits input signal. It is tied to the 8-bits address/data bus of the

microcontroller via the a_d_8515 [7:0] pins.

ale_8515 : input signal. The falling edge of this signal is used to latch the address

provided in the 8-bit data/address bus of the microcontroller. It is tied to the ALE signal
ofthe microcontroller via the ale_8515 pin.

Address [7:0] : 8-bits output signal. It provides the lower 8-bit address bus of the

microcontroller for the external devices to it (this is made via the aJow_8515 [7:0]
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output pins). Also it is provided to the address decoder for the microcontroller address

bus.

7.7.4. MicrocontrollerAddress Decoder

This module will decode the address bus lines from the microcontroller in order to

genérate the needed chip enable signáis to access the internal registers of the FPGA, the

HDSL2 chipset and the TI transceiver.

mic_decjnl7:0)
^

mcs#[140]
\xC Address

Decoder

mic_rd#

mic_wi# ^

Figure 7-40 MicrocontrollerAddress

Decoder

mic_dec_in 11001111

mic_rd

mic_wr
"~~ '

l l
* ———-

mes 111111111111111 1011111111111111 1(111111111111111

Figure 7-41 Time diagram of theMicrocontroller Address Decoder block

The signáis of this block are:

mic_dec_in [7:0] : 8-bit input signal. The address lines [10, 8, 7, 4:0] from the

microcontroller are tied to this input via the al0_8515, a8_8515 and a_d_8515 [7, 4:0]

pins.

mic_rd#: Active low input signal. It is tied to the microcontroller via rd_8515J pin.

mic_wr#: Active low input signal. It is tied to the microcontroller via wr_8515J pin.

mcs# [14:0] : 15-bits active low output signal. The enable signáis are available at

mcs#[14:0] when either mic_rd# or mic_wr# signáis are low.

All output signáis are active low. The table 7.14 shows the behavior of this decoder.

Table 7.14Microcontroller Chip Select Decoder Table

Inputs CS&

enable

register

signáis

Address

(hex)

Monitored bits

A10 A8 A7 A4 A3 A2 Al A0

300-331 0 1 0 X X X X X SK70741

380-3E0 0 1 1 X X X X X SK70742
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Inputs CS&

enable

register
signáis

Address

(hex)

Monitored bits

A10 A8 A7 A4 A3 A2 Al AO

400-48F 0 X X X X X X DS2152

504 0 0 0 1 0 0 HSR1

505 0 0 0 1 0 1 HSR2

506 0 0 0 1 1 0 HSR3

507 0 0 0 1 1 1 HSR4

508 0 0 0 0 0 HDTR2_1

509 0 0 0 0 1 HDTR2_2

50A 0 0 0 1 0 HDTR2_3

50B 0 0 0 1 1 HDTR2_4

50C 0 0 1 0 0 HDTR1_1

50D 0 0 1 0 1 HDTR1_2

50E 0 0 1 1 0 HDTR1_3

50F 0 0 1 1 1 HDTR1_4

7.7.5. Local BusAddress Decoder

This is used to enable the access to each internal registers of the FPGA. The enabling

will be made by decoding the 4-bit address lines of the PCI9030's Local Bus.

Figure 7-42 Local Bus Address

Decoder Block

pci_dec_jn (0001 )—

enable
*"

| í

pci_cs 1111 11101 (1111

Figure 7-43 Time diagram for the Local bus address decoder block

The signal of this block are:

pci_decjn [3:0] : 4-bit input signal. It is tied to the address bus of the Local bus via

the laddress [3:0] pins.

enable : Enable signal. It is an active low signal. It is sourced by chip select 0 output

signal of the Local bus via the lcsOJ pin.
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pci_cs [3:0] : 4-bit output signal. It is tied to the enable input signal of the internal

registers of the FPGA. The enable signáis are available at this signal when the enable

signal is low.

The table 7.15 shows the behavior of this address decoder.

Table 7.15 PCI9030 Address Decoder Table

Inputs Enable

register

signáis

Address

(hex)

Monitored bits

enable A3 A2 Al AO

OOh 0 0 0 0 0 HCR

Olh 0 0 1 0 0 HSR

02h 0 1 0 0 0 HDTR2

03h 0 1 1 0 0 HDTR1
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8. Huandan FPGA Test Plan

8.1. Introduction

8.1.1. Purpose

This document controls the testing of the FPGA of the Huandan card, this means:

o Specify and restrict the procedure to test the FPGA of the Huandan card

o Shows the testing strategy made to test the FPGA

8.2. Reference Documents

This sections gives to know the documents that are required to elabórate the test plan,
as the same way, the reference documents used are listed.

8.2.7. Requirement Documents

o ITGA Technical Design Specification. Versión 0.0

Elizabeth Hernández Paredes

8.2.2. Reference Documents

o PLX Technologies PCI9030 Data Book. Versión 1 .0 April 2000

PCI9030 PCI SMARTarget™ I/O Accelerator

o Atmel AVR Enhanced RISC Microcontroller Data Book Preliminary
May 1997

AT90S8515 AVR 8-bitMicrocontroller

8.3. Simulation Strategy

This section describes the strategy used in the design of the tests for the FPGA, see

Figure 8-1.

First level: Module tests: In this level are established several conditions to test each

module. Then, the test vectors that meet such conditions are defined.

Second level: Incorporation tests: Incorpórate all those modules that are used to

perform a specific task (for example, the unión of all those modules used in the data path
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and the unión of all those modules used in the control unit of the FPGA) in order to verify
the right interaction between them.

Third level: Final incorporation tests: Join the two principal modules of the FPGA

(datapath and control unit) to test the whole design. In this level the interaction between
all modules is tested. Also, the sets of test vectors for each module defined in the first

level are applied in this level. In order to realize this tests, complete sequences of data

transferring between devices and several accesses to the registers are simulated. The third
level is the exhaustive test of the FPGA design.

Once all this test levéis are realized, the compartmental performing of the FPGA of the

Huandan card will be accepted.

* 1

Module

Tests

Incorporatio
n Tests

Final

Incorporatio
n Tests

.

Acceo

t ♦ 1

Figure 8-1 Simulation Strategyfor the FPGA ofthe Huandan card

8.4. Module tests

This section describes the conditions under which each module should be tested. The

following subsections show the test conditions for each module.

8.4.1. Control Unit ofthe FPGA

8.4.1.1. FPGA Registers

8.4.1.1.1. Huandan Control Register (HCR)

o Configure the size of the DPM buffers to the following sizes: 48, 64 and 128

bytes (the 32 bytes is the defult size

o Enable the hardware interrupts
o Enable the DPM Block Full interrupt
o Enable the DPM Overflow interrupts and disable the DPM Underflow interrupts
o Disable the DPM Overflow interrupts and enable the DPM Underflow interrupts
o Enable the HDTR2 interrupt and enable the HDTR1 interrupt
o Enable the HDTR2 interrupt and disable the HDTR1 interrupt
o Disable the HDTR2 interrupt and enable the HDTR1 interrupt
o Indícate that the system administrator read the DPM block 1

o Indícate that the system administrator read the DPM block 2
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o Indícate that the system administrator wrote the DPM block 1

o Indicate that the system administrator wrote the DPM block 2

o Disable the hardware interrupts

8.4.1.1.2. Huandan Status Register (HSR)

o Indicate when the HDTR2 has one available data

o Indicate when the HDTR1 has one available data

o Indícate when any of the DPM blocks is full

o Indícate that an overflow has occurred in the DPM write block 1

o Indícate that an overflow has occurred in the DPM write block 2

o Indícate that an underflow has occurred in the DPM read block 1

o Indicate that an underflow has occurred in the DPM read block 2

o Indícate when the system administrator attend an interrupt caused by the HDTR1

o Indícate when the system administrator attend an interrupt caused when one DPM

block is full

o Indicate when the system administrator attend an interrupt caused by an overflow

event

o Indícate when the system administrator attend an interrupt caused by an

underflow event

o Indícate when the microcontroller attend an interrupt caused by the HDTR2

8.4.1.1.3. Huandan Data Transfer Register 1 (HDTR1)

o The microcontroller writes a set of eight different valúes to the HDTR1

o The microcontroller reads each of the different valúes written to the HDTR1

o The system administrator read the HDTR1 only if it receives an interrupt

8.4.1.1.4. Huandan Data TransferRegister 2 (HDTR2)

o The microcontroller writes a set of eight different valúes to the HDTR1

o The microcontroller reads each of the different valúes written to the HDTR1

o The system administrator read the HDTR1 only if it receives an interrupt

8.4.1.2. 8-bits Level Latch

o Load the address present in the address/ data bus of the microcontroller in the

falling edge of the ale# signal of the microcontroller

o Show the address loaded when either the read or write strobe signáis of the

microcontroller is active (the two signáis are active low)
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8.4.1.3. MicrocontrollerAddress Decoder

o Write several combinations of inputs
o Compare the output with the waited output (this output is specified in the table

shown in the section 7.7.4 of the chapter 7)

8.4.1.4. Local Bus Address Decoder

o Write several combinations of inputs
o Compare the output with the waited output (this output is specified in the table

shown in the section 7.7.5 of the chapter 7)

8.4.2. Data Path

8.4.2.1. Rate Adapter

8.4.2.1.1. Serial-In to Parallel-Out Register (SIPO)

o Write several sequences of serial bits

o Compare the parallel output every 64 KHz

8.4.2.1.2. Parallel-Out to Serial-In (PISO)

o Write several 8-bit words every 64 KHz

o Compare the serial output every 1 .544 MHz

8.4.2.2. Dual-PortMemory Interface

8.4.2.2.1. Memory Write Control

o Enable the memory write control every 64 KHz

o Write all the possible combinations for the inputs Frm_Num [1:0]

o Compare the outputs with the waited outputs that are specified in the table shown

in sub-section 7.6.1.2.1.1.1 ofthe FPGA Technical Design Specification

8.4.2.2.2. Memory Read Control

o Enable the memory read control every 64 KHz

o Write all the possible combinations for the inputs Frm_Num [1 :0]

o Compare the outputs with the waited outputs that are specified in the table shown

in sub-section 7.6.1.2.1.2.1 ofthe FPGA Technical Design Specification
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8.4.2.3. DPMAddress Generator

8.4.2.3.1. Frame Counter

o Enable the frame counter every 8 KHz

o Write all the possible combinations for the input fr_size [1:0]

o Reset the frame counter when it gets its máximum counting
o Reset the frame counter before it gets its máximum counting
o Reset the frame counter after it gets its máximum counting
o Verify the outputs in an automatic way

8.4.2.3.2. Channel Counter

o Enable the frame counter every 8 KHz

o Write all the possible combinations for the input fr_size [1:0]

o Reset the frame counter when it gets its máximum counting
o Reset the frame counter before it gets its máximum counting
o Reset the frame counter after it gets its máximum counting
o Verify the outputs in an automatic way

8.4.2.3.3. DPMAddress Decoder

o Write several combinations for the inputs: Blk_Num, Chan_Num[4:0] and

Frm_Num [6:2]
o Verify the outputs in an automatic way

8.4.2.4. Control Unit

o Apply one 1 .544 MHz clock

o Apply one 8 KHz signal
o Apply one 64 KHz signal
o Apply a reset event

o Verify the functioning in an automatic way

8.5. Incorporation Tests

In this section are incorporated several modules that such before described in two main

blocks. This is done in order to test the interaction between them.

These blocks are joined according with the functioning purpose of each module (data

transferring or control functions).
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8.5.1. Control Unit ofthe FPGA

This block consists of the following modules: FPGA Registers, 8-bit Level Latch,
Microcontroller Address Decoder and the Local Bus Address Decoder. These Block

controls the functioning of the whole FPGA design.

o Perform several write cycles to the HCR
o Read the HCR to compare the data written with the data read

o Peform several write cycles to the HSR

o Read the HSR (via the microcontroller and via the local bus) to compare the data
written with the data read

o Perform several write cycles to the HDTR1
o Read the HDTR1 to compare the data written with the data read (via the

microcontroller and via the local bus)
o Peform several write cycles to the HDTR2

o Read the HDTR2 to compare the data written with the data read (via the

microcontroller and via the local bus)

8.5.2. Data Path

This block consists on the following modules: Control Unit, Rate Adapter, DPM

Controller and the DPM Address Generator. All these modules allow the data transferring
between the Huandan card and the Data Network.

o Write several sequences of serial bits

o Write several 8-bit words every 64 KHz

o Apply one 1.544 MHz clock

o Apply one 8 KHz signal
o Apply one 64 KHz signal
o Apply a reset event

o Compare the parallel output every 64 KHz

o Compare the serial output every 1.544 MHz

o Compare the outputs of the memory write control with the waited outputs that are

specified in the table shown in sub-section 7.6.1.2.1.1.1 of the FPGA Technical

Design Specification
o Compare the outputs of the memory read control with the waited outputs that are

specified in the table shown in sub-section 7.6.1.2.1.2.1 of the FPGA Technical

Design Specification
o Verify the outputs of the DPM address decoder in an automatic way

o Verify the interaction of all modules of this block in an automatic way
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8.6. Final Incorporation Tests

In this section are joined the two main modules of the FPGA: the datapath and the

control unit. The test will be done by accessing all elements of the design (write and read

elements).

In order to perform such accesses, it is necessary to write code to simúlate simples

writing and reading accesses for the microcontroller and for the local bus.

The following table lists the stimulus to apply to the FPGA design and responds that

the verifier must wait after applying such stimulus. The stimulus is identified with the

letter "G" and the responds with the letter 'A'.

The sequence of the test must not be altered.

GO Set the valué for the pin huandan_cfg to '0'

GI Initialize the FPGA (apply a reset event)

Al Verify the initial states for all signáis such as it is shown in section 4

G2 Accessing the HCR

G2a Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator, writing the valué

Ox55550C50

A2a Verify that the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué OxOClO

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')

G2b Read cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator,

A2b Verify that the read data correspond with the valué OxOOOOOClO (the unused bits

always are read back as '0')

G3 Accessing the HDTR2

G3a Write cycle to the HDTR2 performed by the system administrator, writing the valúes

OxAAAAAAAA or 0x55555555

A3a Verify that: the status bit DTR2R (bit 4 in the HSR) is set

no interrupt to the microcontroller is generated
G3b Read cycle to the HDTR2 performed by the system administrator

A3b Verify that the read data correspond with the valué written in G3a

G4 Accessing the HDTR1

G4a four write cycles to the HDTR1 performed by the microcontroller, writing the valúes

0x55 or OxAA

A4a Verify that: the status bit DTR1R (bit 3 in the HSR) is set

no interrupt to the system administrator is generated

G4b four read cycles to the HDTR1 performed by the microcontroller

A4b Verify that the read data correspond with those written in G4a

G5 Accessing the HCR

G5a Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator, writing the valué

0xAAAA0CF9
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A5a Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué OxOC99

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')
one interrupt event is generated for the microcontroller (caused by the

written access to HDTR2 in G3a)
one interrupt event is generated for the system administrator (caused by
the written access to the HDTR1 in G4a

G5b Read cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator,

A5b Verify that the read data con*espond with the valué OxO0OO0C99 (the unused bits

always are read back as '0')

G6 Accessing the HSR

G6a Two read cycles to the HSR performed by the microcontroller

A6a Verify that in the second read data the bits 4 and 3 (DTR2R and DTR1R bits) are read

as T valué

G7 Accessing the HSR

G7a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A7a Verify that in the second read data the bits 4 and 3 (DTR2R and DTR1R bits) are read

as T valué

G8 Accessing the HDTR2

G8a four read cycles to the HDTR2 performed by the microcontroller

A8a Verify that: the read data correspond with that written in G3a

the status bit DTR2R (bit 4 in the HSR) is cleared

the interrupt to the microcontroller is cleared

G9 Accessing the HDTR1

G9a Read cycle to the HDTR1 performed by the system administrator

A9c Verify that: the read data correspond with the written in G4a

the status bit DTR1R (bit 3 in the HSR) is cleared

the interrupt to the system administrator is cleared

G10 Accessing the HDTR2

GlOa Write cycle to the HDTR2 performed by the system administrator, writing the valúes

OxAAAAAAAA or 0x55555555

AlOa Verify that: the status bit DTR2R (bit 4 in the HSR) is set

the interrupt to the microcontroller is generated

GlOb Read cycle to the HDTR2 performed by the system administrator

AlOb Verify that the read data correspond with the valué written in GlOa

Gil Accessing the HSR

Glla Two read cycles to the HSR performed by the microcontroller

Alia Verify that the bit 4 (DTR2R bit) is read as '1' valué

G12 Accessing the HDTR2

G12c Four read cycles to the HDTR2 performed by the microcontroller

A12c Verify that: the read data correspond with that written in GlOa

the status bit DTR2R (bit 4 in the HSR) is cleared

the interrupt to the microcontroller is cleared

G13 Accessing the HDTR1

G13a Four write cycles to the HDTR1 performed by the microcontroller, writing the valúes

0x55 or OxAA
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A13a Verify that: the status bit DTR1R (bit 3 in the HSR) is set
an interrupt to the system administrator is generated

G13b Four read cycles to the HD'lRl performed by the microcontroller

A13b Verify that the read data correspond with those written in GI la

G14 Accessing the HSR

G14a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A14a Verify that the bit 3 (DTR1R bit) is read as '1' valué

G15 Accessing the HDTR1

G15c Read cycle to the HDTR1 performed by the system administrator

A15c Verify that: the read data correspond with the written in Glla

the status bitDTR1R (bit 3 in the HSR) is cleared

the interrupt to the system administrator is cleared

G16 Activating the datapath

G16a Set the valué for the pin huandan_cfg toT

A16a Verify that: the datapath module stars working at the next high pulse in the rsync_2152

signal received

the fr size for the framer counter is "00"

G17 Accessing the HCR

G17a Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator (after the datapath starts

working), writing the valué OxAAAAOCFB

A17a Verify that the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0x0C9B

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')

G17b Read cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator,

A17b

Verify that the read data correspond with the valué Ox00O0OC9B (the unused bits

always are read back as '0')

G18 4ms after the datapath starts working

A18 Verify that: the bits DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and DPMBF (bits 5, 1 and 0 in the HSR)
are setto '1'

one interrupt to the system administrator is generated
the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "01")
the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 1 got full)

G19 Accessing the HSR

G19a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A19a Verify that in the read data the bits 5, 1 and 0 (DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and DPMBF

bits) are read back as '1' valué

G20 Accessing the HCR

G20a Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

OxAAAAlCFB

A20a Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0xlC9B

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')

the bits DPMWB1R and DPMBF (bits 1 and 0 in the HSR) are cleared

the interrupt to the system administrator is cleared

G20b Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

0xAAAA4CFD
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A20b Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0x5C9D

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')
the bit DPMRB1R (bits 5 in the HSR) is cleared

G20c Read cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator,

A20c Verify that the read data correspond with the valué 0xO0O05C9D (the unused bits

always are read back as '0')

G21 6ms after the datapath starts the access to the DPM block 2

A21 Verify that. the bits DPMRB2R, DPMWB2R and DPMBF (bits 6, 2 and 0 in the HSR)

are setto T

one interrupt to the system administrator is generated
the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "10")

the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 2 got full)

G22 Accessing the HSR

G22a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A22a Verify that in the read data the bits 6, 2 and 0 (DPMRB2R, DPMWB2R and DPMBF

bits) are read back as
'

1' valué

G23 Accessing the HCR

G23a Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

0xAAAA2CFD

A23a Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0x7C9D

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')

the bits DPMWB2R and DPMBF (bits 2 and 0 in the HSR) are cleared

the interrupt to the system administrator is cleared

G23b Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

0xAAAA8CFF

A23b Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0xFC9F

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')
the bitDPMRB2R (bits 6 in the HSR) is cleared

G23c Read cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator,

A23c Verify that the read data correspond with the valué 0x0000FC9F (the unused bits

always are read back as '0')

G24 8ms after the datapath starts the access to the DPM block 1

A24 Verify that: the bits DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and DPMBF (bits 5, 1 and 0 in the HSR)

are setto '1'

one interrupt to the system administrator is generated
the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "1 1")

the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 1 got full)

G25 Accessing the HSR

G25a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A25a Verify that in the read data the bits 5, 1 and 0 (DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and DPMBF

bits) are read back as T valué

G26 Accessing the HCR

G26a Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator wnting the valué

OxAAAAlCFF
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A26a Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0xEC9F

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')
the bits DPMWB1R and DPMBF (bits 1 and 0 in the HSR) are cleared

the interrupt to the system administrator is cleared

G26b Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

0xAAAA4CF9

A26b Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0xAC99

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')
the bitDPMRB1R (bits 5 in the HSR) is cleared

G26c Read cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator,

A26c Verify that the read data correspond with the valué 0xOO0OAC99 (the unused bits

always are read back as '0')

Gil 16ms after the datapath starts the access to the DPM block 2

A27 Verify that: the bits DPMRB2R, DPMWB2R and DPMBF (bits 6, 2 and 0 in the HSR)

are setto '1'

one interrupt to the system administrator is generated
the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "00")

the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 2 got full)

G28 Accessing the HSR

G28a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A28a Verify that in the read data the bits 6, 2 and 0 (DPMRB2R, DPMWB2R and DPMBF

bits) are read back as '1' valué

G29 Accessing the HCR

G29a Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

0xAAAA2CF9

A29a Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0x8C99

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')
the bits DPMWB2R and DPMBF (bits 2 and 0 in the HSR) are cleared

the interrupt to the system administrator is cleared

G29b Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

0xAAAA8CF9

A29b Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué OxOC99

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')
the bit DPMRB2R (bits 6 in the HSR) is cleared

G29c Read cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator,

A29c Verify that the read data correspond with the valué 0x00OO0C99 (the unused bits

always are read back as '0')

G30 4ms after the datapath starts the access to the DPM block 1

A30 Verify that: the bits DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and DPMBF (bits 5, 1 and 0 in the HSR)

are setto T

one interrupt to the system administrator is generated
the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "00")

the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 1 got full)

G31 Accessing the HSR

G31a | Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator
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A31a Verify that in the read data the bits 5, 1 and 0 (DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and DPMBF

bits) are read back as '1' valué

G32 4ms after the datapath starts the access to the DPM block 2

A32 Verify that: the bits WBIO, RB1U, DPMRB2R, DPMWB2R and DPMBF (bits 10, 8,

6, 2 and 0 in the HSR) are set to T

the interrupt to the system administrator continuous be activated (T valué)

the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "00")

the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 2 got full)

G33 Accessing the HSR

G33a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A33a Verify that in the read data the bits 6, 2 and 0 (DPMRB2R, DPMWB2R and DPMBF

bits) are read back as
'

1' valué

G34 4ms after the datapath starts the access to the DPM block 1

A34 Verify that: the bitsWB20, WBIO, RB2U. RB1U, DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and

DPMBF (bits 11, 10, 9, 8, 5, 1 and 0 in the HSR) are set to T

the interrupt to the system administrator continuous be activated ('1' valué)

the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "00")

the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 1 got full)

G35 Accessing the HSR

G35a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A35a Verify that in the read data the bits 11, 10, 9, 8, 5, 1 and 0 (WB20,WBIO, RB2U.

RB1U, DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and DPMBF bits) are read back as '1' valué

G36 4ms after the datapath starts the access to the DPM block 2

A36 Verify that: the bits WB20, WBIO, RB2U. RB1U, DPMRB2R, DPMWB2R and

DPMBF (bits 11, 10, 9, 8, 6, 2 and 0 in the HSR) are set to '1'

the interrupt to the system administrator continuous be activated ('1' valué)

the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "00")

the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 2 got full)

G37 Accessing the HSR

G37a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A37a Verify that in the read data the bits 1 1, 10, 9, 8, 6, 2 and 0 (WB20,WBIO, RB2U.

RB1U, DPMRB2R, DPMWB2R and DPMBF bits) are read back as '1' valué

G38 4ms after the datapath starts the access to the DPM block 1

A38 Verify that: the bitsWB20,WBIO, RB2U. RB1U, DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and

DPMBF (bits 1 1, 10, 9, 8, 5, 1 and 0 in the HSR) are set to
'

1'

the interrupt to the system administrator continuous be activated ('1' valué)

the framer counter is reset (after it is reset, the fr_size is set to "00")

the channel counter is reset

(after the DPM block 1 got full)

G39 Accessing the HSR

G39a Read cycles to the HSR performed by the system administrator

A39a Verify that in the read data the bits 11, 10, 9, 8, 5, 1 and 0 (WB20,WBIO, RB2U.

RB1U, DPMRB1R, DPMWB1R and DPMBF bits) are read back as '1' valué
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G40 Accessing the HCR

G40a Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

0xAAAAlCF9

A40a Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0xlC99

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')
the bitsWB20, WBIO, DPMWB1R and DPMBF (bits 11, 10,

1 and 0 in the HSR) are cleared

the interrupt to the system administrator is cleared

G40b Write cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator writing the valué

0xAAAA4CF9

A40b Verify that: the output of the HCR to the circuit pins is loaded with the valué 0x5C99

(the unused bits always are read back as '0')

the bit RB2U, RB1U and DPMRB1R (bits 9, 8 and 5 in the HSR) are

cleared

G40c Read cycle to the HCR performed by the system administrator,

A40c Verify that the read data correspond with the valué 0x00005C99 (the unused bits

always are read back as '0')
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9. Conclusions

This chapter gives to know the results achieved during the development of this job, as
well as those subjects contemplated in this job that were not possible to get due to the

complexity or the available time of both. Also, some suggestions for future jobs are

given.

9.1. Results

The results achieved during the process of this job are:

1. Elaboration of the Technical design specification ofthe Huandan card where are

described the requiremens to design the card. This specification is shown in

Chapter 6.

2. Elaboration of the Technical Design Specification of die prograrnmable logic
circuit that is required for the functioning of the Huandan card. In this

specification are described the necessary logic for the right data transfer between
the Huandan card and the LAN. The specification is shown in Chapter 7.

3. Design of the prograrnmable logic circuit described in Chapter 7. The code

designed is shown in die appendix A.

4. Elaboration of a test plan for the prograrnmable logic circuit The test indicated in
the test plan were applied to the design and satisfactory results were obtained. The
test plan is present in Chapter 8.

5. Elaboration of the schematics of the Huandan card. The schematics are shown in

the appendix B.

9.2. Future Jobs

1 . Design the Printed Circuit Board

2. Design the Device Driver .and the Application Software for the Huandan card
3. Design the Firmware

4. Specify and apply the test plan for the whole Huandan card

5. Design a IP/NTU-LTU system that works with a network connection
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—file ñame : top_huandan_fpga2 .vhd
—author : Elizabeth Hernández P.

--date : 040701

--modifying : 220801

—comments : This is the top design for Huandan 's FPGA

— this code joins the following blocks:

->top_datapath2 .vhd

->top_registershcr4 .vhd

library ieee;

use ieee. std_logic_1164 .all ;

entity top_huandan_fpga2 is

port(
— *********cjs2i52 ports

tl_rclk :

rsync_2152

rchclk_2152 :

rser_2152

tser_2152

cs_2152_l :

in std_logic;
in std_logic;
in std_logic;

in std_logic;
out std_logic;
out std_logic;

-1.544 MHz clk signal
-receive sync signal

-rchclk signal

-serial input
-serial output

-chip enable signal to the DS2152

_*********

dpmbl_wlb_!

dpmbl_wub

dpmbl_e_l
block 1

dpmbl_data

dpmb2_rlb

dpmb2_rub

dpmb2_oe_l

dpmb2_e_l

block 2

dpmb2_data

dpm_addres

DPM

DPM ports

1: out std_logic; — lower byte enable to DPM block 1

1: out std_logic; —

upper byte enable to DPM block 1

: out std_logic_vector (1 to 2); —enable signáis to DPM

out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); —data bus on DPM block 1

out std_logic; — lower byte enable to DPM block 2

out std_logic; —

upper byte enable to DPM block 2

out std_logic; —

output enable to DPM block 2

out std_logic_vector (1 to 2); —enable signáis to DPM

in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); —data bus on DPM block 2

;: out std_logic_vector (10 downto 0); —11-bit address bus on

— *********UC ports

m8_clk : in std_logic; — 8 MHz clk signal from uC

a_d_8515 : inout std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

ale_8515 : in std_logic;

al0_8515 : in std_logic;

a8_8515 : in std_logic;

rd_8515_l : in std_logic;

wr_8515_l : in std_logic;

intl_8515_l: out std_logic;

a_low_8515: out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

--*********PCI9030 Local ports

lcs0_l : in std_logic; --csO from the local bus

laddress: in std_logic_vector (3 downto 0) ;

bus

Low active

address bus from the local
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ldata : inout std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
—data bus from the local

bus

lrd_l : in std_logic; — rd# strobe signal from the local bus. Low

active

lwr_l : in std_logic; —wr# strobe signal from the local bus. Low

active

lrst_l : in std_logic; —reset from the local bus. Low active

lintil : out std_logic; — lintl from the local bus. High active

—hdsl2 ports

cs_741_l out std_logic;

cs_742_l : out std_logic;

—FPGA ports

huandan_cfg: in std_logic

);

end entity top_huandan_fpga2 ;

architecture arch_top_huandan_fpga of top_huandan_fpga2 is

.**********SIGNALS DECLARATION

—

*********top_datapath signáis

signal fsm_flag: std_logic; —signal to the HSR. Indicates when a bank

memory has been filled

signal fblock_num: std_logic; —signal to the HSR.

—*********top_registers signáis

signal hcr_outf: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0) ;

_**********COMPONENTS DECLARATION

component top_datapath2

port

(
— *********ds2152 ports

tl_rclk in std_logic;

rsync_2152 : in std_logic;

rchclk_2152: in std_logic;

rser_2152 : in std_logic;

tser_2152 : out std_logic;

— *********DPM p0rts

dpmbl_lb : out std_logic;

dpmbl_ub : out std_logic;

dpmbl_e : out std_logic_vector (1 to 2) ;

dpmbl_data out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

dpmb2_lb : out std_logic;

dpmb2_ub : out std_logic;

dpmb2_oe : out std_logic;

dpmb2_e out std_logic_vector (1 to 2);

dpmb2_data : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

dpm_address: out std_logic_vector (10 downto 0)

*********UC ports

m8_clk : in std_logic;
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— *********pCI9030 ports

Irst in std_logic;

--top_datapath ports

fsm_flag: out std_logic;

fblock_num: out std_logic;

— top_registers ports

fr_size: in std_logic_vector (1 downto 0) ;

--FPGA ports

huandan_cfg: in std_logic

);

end component;

component top_registershcr4

port (
— local ports

lcsO : in std_logic;
laddress: in std_logic_vector (3 downto 0) ;

ldata : inout std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

l_rd : in std_logic;

l_wr : in std_logic;

Irst in std_logic;
lintl : out std_logic;

—uC ports

a_d_8515: inout std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);

ale_8515: in std_logic;

al0_8515: in std_logic;

a8_8515 : in std_logic;

rd_8515 : in std_logic;

wr_8515 : in std_logic;

int_8515: out std_logic;

a_low_8515: out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);

—hdsl2 ports

cs_741 out std_logic;

cs_742 : out std_logic;

—ds2152 ports

cs_2152 : out std_logic;

—

top_datapath ports

fsm_flag: in std_logic;

fblk_num: in std_logic;

--top_registers ports

hcr_outf: out std_logic_vector (15 downto 0)

);

end component;

begin
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ul : top_datapath2
port map(
— *********ds2152 ports

tl_rclk => tl_rclk,

rsync_2152 => rsync_2152,

rchclk_2152=> rchclk_2152,

rser_2152 => rser_2152,

tser_2152 => tser_2152,

--*********DPM ports

dpmbl_lb => dpmbl_wlb_l,

dpmbl_ub => dpmbl_wub_l,

dpmbl_e => dpmbl_e_l,

dpmbl_data => dpmbl_data,

dpmb2_lb => dpmb2_rlb,

dpmb2_ub => dpmb2_rub,

dpmb2_oe => dpmb2_oe_l,

dpmb2_e => dpmb2_e_l,

dpmb2_data => dpmb2_data,

dpm_address=> dpm_address,

—*********UC ports

m8_clk => m8_clk,

— *********PCI9030 ports

Irst => lrst_l,

—

*********top_datapath ports

fsm_flag => fsm_flag,

fblock_num => fblock_num,

—

*********top_registers ports

fr_size => hcr_outf(2 downto 1),

—*********FPGA ports

huandan_cfg=> huandan_cfg

);

u2: top_registershcr4

port map (
— local ports

lcsO => lcsO_l,

laddress=> laddress,

ldata => ldata,

l_rd => lrd_l,

l_wr => lwr_l ,

Irst => lrst_l,

lintl => lintil,

--uC ports

a_d_8515=> a_d_8515,

ale_8515=> ale_8515,

al0_8515=> al0_8515,

a8_8515 => a8_8515,

rd_8515 => rd_8515_l,
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wr_8515 => wr_8515_l,

int_8515=> intl_8515_l,

a_low_8515=>a_low_8515 ,

--hdsl2 ports

cs_741 => cs_741_l,

cs_742 => cs_742_l,

--ds2152 ports

cs_2152 => cs_2152_l,

— top_datapath ports

fsm_flag => fsm_flag,

fblk_num => fblock_num,

— top_registers ports

hcr_outf => hcr_outf

) ;

end architecture arch_top_huandan_fpga ;

--file ñame top_datapath2 . vhd

--author : Elizabeth Hernández P

—date : 210601

--modifying : 220701

--comments This is the top design for Huandan 's data path module

--this code joins the following blocks:

->control_unit2 .vhd

->channel_counter

->frame_counter

->read_control

->write_control

->piso_reg

->sipo_reg
- >mem_address_dec

library ieee;

use ieee. std_logic_1164 .all;

entity top_datapath2 is

port(

--•*********ds2152 ports

tl_rclk

rsync_2152 ;

rchclk_2152:

rser_2152

tser 2152

in std_logic;

in std_logic;
in std_logic;
in std_logic;

out std_logic;

— 1.544 MHz clk signal
—receive sync signal

--rchclk signal

--serial input

--serial output

— *********DPM p0rts

dpmbl_lb out std_logic; -lower byte enable to DPM block 1
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out std_logic; --upper byte enable to DPM block 1

out std_logic_vector (1 to 2); —enable signáis to DPM

out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); —data bus on DPM block 1

out std_logic; --lower byte enable to DPM block 2

out std__logic; —

upper byte enable to DPM block 2

out std_logic; —

output enable to DPM block 2

out std_logic_vector (1 to 2); --enable signáis to DPM

dpmbl_ub

dpmbl_e

block 1

dpmbl_data

dpmb2_lb

dpmb2_ub

dpmb2_oe

dpmb2_e

block 2

dpmb2_data in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ; --data bus on DPM block 2

dpm_address: out std_logic_vector (10 downto 0); --11-bit address bus on

DPM

__*********u<*** ports

m8_clk : in std_logic;

— *********pCI9030 ports

Irst : in std_logic;

—
*********

top_datapath ports

fsm_flag out std_logic;

fblock_num : out std_logic;

-8 MHz clk signal from uC

-reset from local bus

—
******

***top_registers ports

fr_size in std_logic_vector (1 downto 0) ;

—
*********

fpga ports

huandan_cfg: in std_logic

);

end entity top_datapath2 ;

architecture arch_top_datapath of top_datapath2 is

— **********SIGNALS DECLARATION

— *********FSM signáis

signal rclk

signal fch_m

signal ffrm_m

signal fw_end

signal fr_end

signal fsp_shift

signal fps_shift

signal fw_start

signal fr_start

signal ffr_e

signal ffr_r

signal fch_e

signal fch_r

signal fblk_num

: std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

std_logic;

— //channel counter signáis

signal chan_num : std_logic_vector (4 downto 0)

— //Frame counter signáis

signal frm_n\jm std_logic_vector (6 downto 0);
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— //Read_control signáis

signal ps_load : std_logic;

— **********COMPONENTS DECLARATION

component control_unit2

port

(

huandan_cfg in std_logic;

frsync : in std_logic;

frchclk : in std_logic;

fch m : in std_logic;

f frm_m : in std_logic;

fw end : in std_logic;

fr end : in std_logic;

frst in std_logic;

ftl rclk : in std_logic;

fsp_shif t out std_logic;

fps_shift : out std_logic;

fw start out std_logic;

fr start : out std_logic;

ffr e : out std_logic;

ffr r : out std_logic;

fch_e out std_logic;

fch_r : out std_logic;

fblk_num : out std_logic;

pci_int : out std_logic

end component;

component channel_counter

port (

ch_e :in std_logic;

ch_r :in std_logic;

clk :in std_logic;

chan_num:out std_logic_vector (4 downto 0) ;

flag :out std_logic

);

end component;

component f rame_counter

port (

fr_e : in std_logic;

fr_r :in std_logic;

clk :in std_logic;

fr_size : in std_logic_vector (1

frm_num :out std_logic_vector (6

fr_flag :out std_logic

);

end component;

component read_control

port (
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r_start : in std_logic;

frm_num : in std_logic_vector (0 to 1);

rst : in stcLlogic;
clk : in std_logic;
rce : out std_logic_vector (1 to 2);
roe : out std_logic;
rub : out std_logic;
rlb : out stcLlogic;

ps_load : out stcLlogic;

r_end : out stcLlogic
5 .

/ 4

end component;

component write_control

port (

w_start: in std__logic;

frm_num: in std_logic_vector (1 downto 0 ) ;

rst : in std_logic;
clk : in std_logic;
wce : out std___logic_vector (1 to 2 ) ;

wub : out std_logic;
wlb : out std_logic;

w_end : out std_logic
i t

end component;

component piso_reg

port(

ps_in : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0 ) ;

ps_load : in std_logic;

ps__shift: in std_logic;
clk : in std_logic;

ps_rst in std_logic;

ps_out : out std_logic
*

.

) i

end component;

component sipo_reg

port (

sp_in in std_logic;

sp_shift: in std_logic;
clk in std_logic;

sp_rst : in std_logic;

sp_out out std_logic_vector

);

(7 downto 0 )

end component;

component mem_address_dec

port(

blk_num in std_logic;

chan_num : in std_logic_vector (4 downto 0) ;

frm_num : in std_logic_vector (6 downto 2) ,-

mab : out std_logic_vector (10 downto 0)

);

end component;

begin
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rclk <= not (tl_rclk) ;

fblock_num <= fblk_num;

ul: control unit2

port map(

huandan_cfg => huandan_c fg ,

frsync => rsync_2152,

frchclk => rchclk_2152.

fch m => fch_m,

f frm m => f frm_m,

fw_end => fw_end.

fr_end => fr_end,

frst => Irst,

ftl_rclk => rclk.

fsp_shift => fsp_shift.

fps_shift => fps_shift,

fw_start => fw_start.

fr_start => fr_start ,

ffr_e => ffr_e,

ffr r => ffr_r,

fch_e => fch_e ,

fch r => fch_r,

fblk_num => fblk_num,

pci_int

);

=> fsm_flag

u2 : channel_counter

port map(

ch_e => fch_e,

ch_r => fch_r,

clk => rclk,

chan_num => chan_num,

flag => fch_m

);

u3 : frame_counter

port map (

fr e =>

fr_r =>

clk =>

fr_size =>

frm_num =>

fr_flag =>

ffr_e,

ffr_r,

rclk,

fr_size,

frm_num,

ffrm m

u4 : read_control

port map(

r_start => fr_start,

frm__num =>

rst =>

clk =>

rce =>

roe =>

frm_num (1 downto 0) ,

Irst,

m8_clk,

dpmb2_e ,

dpmb2___oe ,
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rub => dpmb2_ub,
rlb => dpmb2_lb,

ps_load => ps_load,

r_end => fr_end

);

u5: write_control

port map(

w_start=> fw_start,

frm_num=> frnunum (1 downto 0) ,

rst => Irst,

clk => m8_clk,

wce => dpmbl_e,
wub => dpmbl_ub,
wlb => dpmbl_lb,

w_end => fw_end

);

u6 : piso_reg

port map(

ps_in => dpmb2_data,

ps_load => ps_load,

ps_shift=> fps_shift,

clk => rclk,

ps_rst => Irst,

ps_out => tser_2152

);

u7 : sipo_reg

port map(

sp_in => rser_2152,

sp_shift=> fsp_shift,

clk => rclk,

sp_rst => Irst,

sp_out => dpmbl_data

);

u8 : mem_address_dec

port map(

blk_num => fblk_num,

chan_num => chan_num,

f rm_num => f rm_num ( 6 downto 2 ) ,

mab => dpm_address

);

end architecture arch_top_datapath;

--file ñame : top_registershcr4 .vhd

--author Elizabeth Hernández P.

--date : 170801

--modifying :

--comments : This is the top design for Huandan 's register module

--this code joins the following blocks:

->control_reg . vhd
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->status_reg . vhd

->hdtrl_reg . vhd

->hdtr2_reg . vhd

->level_latch.vhd

->mic_address_dec .vhd
-

>pc i_address_dec . vhd

library ieee;

use ieee. std_logic_1164 .all;

entity top_registershcr4 is

port (
— local ports

lcsO : in std_logic; —csO from the local bus. Low active

laddress: in std_logic_vector (3 downto 0); —address bus from the local

bus

ldata inout std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
—data bus from the local

bus

l_rd in std_logic; — rd# strobe signal from the local bus. Low

active

l_wr in std_logic; —wr# strobe signal from the local bus. Low

active

Irst : in std_logic; —reset from the local bus. Low active

lintl : out std_logic; — lintl from the local bus. High active

—uC ports

a_d_8515: inout std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

ale_8515: in std_logic;

al0_8515: in std_logic;

a8_8515 : in std_logic;

rd_8515 in std_logic;

wr_8515 : in std_logic;

int_8515: out std_logic;

a_low_8515: out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);

--hdsl2 ports

cs_741 out std_logic;

cs_742 : out std_logic;

—ds2152 ports

cs_2152 out std_logic;

--top_datapath ports

fsm_flag : in std_logic;

fblk_num: in std_logic;

--top_registers ports

hcr_outf : out std_logic_vector (15 downto 0)

);

end entity top_registershcr4;

architecture arch_top_registers of top_registershcr4 is

--control_reg signáis
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signal hcr_out: stóLlogic_vector (15 downto 0);

—

mic_address_dec signáis

signal hsr_csm : std_logic_vector (4 downto 1)

signal hdtr2_csm stdLlogic_vector (4 downto 1)

signal hdtrl_csm : std_logic_vector (4 downto 1)

—pci_address_dec signáis

signal pci_cs : std_logic_vector (3 downto 0);

— level_latch signáis

signal address: stdLlogic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

— status register signáis

signal hdtr2_flag : std_logic;

signal hdtrl_flag : stcLlogic;

—

components declaration

component control_reg

port(

hcr_outf: out std_logic_vector (15 downto 0) ;

--***ports used by the PCI9030

hcr_inp in std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

hcr_outp: out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0);

hcr_csp : in std_logic;

hcr_wrp : in std_logic;

hcr_rdp : in std_logic;

Irst in std_logic

);

end component;

component status_reg

port (

hdtr2_flag:

hdtrl_flag :

fsm_flag :

block_num

her bits :

in std_logic;

in std_logic;

in std_logic;

in std_logic;

in std_logic_vector (11 downto 0)

—******ports used to perform accesses from the PCI9030

hsr_csp in std_logic;

hsr_rdp : in std_logic;

Irst : in std_logic;

hsr_outp : out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0);

hsr_flagp out std_logic;

******ports used to perform accesses from the Microcontroller

hsr_csm :

hsr_rdm

hsr_outm :

hsr_flagm:

);

end component;

in std_logic_vector (4 downto 1) ;

in std_logic;

out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);

out std_logic

component hdtrl_reg
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port (
-- ****ports to the PCI9030***

hdtrl_csp : in std_logic;

hdtrl_rdp : in std_logic;

Irst : in std_logic;

hdtrl_outp : out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ,-

__

****pDrts to the microcontroller***

hdtrl_inm : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

hdtrl_outm : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

hdtrl_csm in std_logic_vector (4 downto 1) ;

hdtrl_wrm : in std_logic;

hdtrl_rdm : in std_logic;

hdtrl_wr_f lagm: out std_logic

);

end component;

component hdtr2_reg

port (
— ***The following signáis are used by the PCI9030

hdtr2_inp : in std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

hdtr2_outp out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

hdtr2_csp : in std_logic;

hdtr2_wrp in std_logic;

hdtr2_rdp : in std_logic;

Irst in std_logic;

hdtr2_flagp : out std_logic;

— ***The following signáis are used by the microcontroller so as to

perform reading accesses to the HDTR2***

hdtr2_csm: in std_logic_vector (4 downto 1);

hdtr2_rdm: in std_logic;

hdtr2_outm: out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0)

);

end component;

component level_latch

port (

a_d_8515: in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

ale_8515: in std_logic;
address : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0)

);

end component;

component mic_address_dec

port(

mic_dec_in: in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

mic_rd in std_logic;

mic_wr in std_logic;
mes : out std_logic_vector (14 downto 0)

);

end component;

component pci_address_dec

port (
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pci_dec_in: in stóLlogic_vector (3 downto 0) ;

enable: in stcLlogic,
■

pci_cs: out std_logic_vector (3 downto 0)

);

end component;

begin

a_low_8515 <= address when ( (rd_8515=' 0' ) or (wr_8515=' 0
'

) ) else

(others=>'0*) ;

hcr_outf <= hcr_out;

ul : control_reg

port map(

hcr_outf => hcr_out,
—

***ports used by the PCI9030

hcr_inp => ldata,

hcr_outp => ldata,

hcr_csp => pci_cs(0),

hcr_wrp => l_wr,

hcr_rdp => l_rd,

Irst =>lrst

);

u2 : status_reg

port map(

hdtr2_flag => hdtr2_flag,

hdtrl_flag => hdtrl_flag,

fsm_flag => fsm_flag,

block_num => fblk_num,

hcr_bits(ll downto 3) => hcr_out(15 downto 7),

hcr_bits(2 downto 1) => hcr_out(4 downto 3),

hcr_bits(0) => hcr_out ( 0 ) ,

—

******ports used to perform accesses from the PCI9030

hsr_csp => pci_cs(l)

hsr_rdp => l_rd,

Irst => Irst,

hsr_outp => ldata,

hsr_flagp => lintl,

—

******ports used to perform accesses from the Microcontroller

hsr_csm => hsr_csm,

hsr_rdm => rd_8515,

hsr_outm => a_d_8515,

hsr_flagm=> int_8515

);

u3 : hdtrl_reg

port map(
— ****ports to the PCI9030***

hdtrl_csp => pci_cs(3),

hdtrl_rdp => l_rd,

Irst => Irst,

hdtrl_outp => ldata,
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--

****ports to the microcontroller***

hdtrl_inm => a_d_8515,

hdtrl_outm => a_d_8515,

hdtrl_csm => hdtrl_csm,

hdtrl_wrm => wr_8515,

hdtrl_rdm => rd_8515,

hdtrl_wr_flagm=> hdtrl_flag

);

u4 : hdtr2_reg

port map (
__ ***The following signáis are used by the PCI9030

hdtr2_inp => ldata,

hdtr2_outp => ldata,

hdtr2_csp => pci_cs(2),

hdtr2_wrp => l_wr,

hdtr2_rdp => l_rd,

Irst => Irst,

hdtr2_flagp => hdtr2_flag,

— ***The following signáis are used by the microcontroller so as to

perform reading accesses to the HDTR2***

hdtr2_csm => hdtr2_csm,

hdtr2_rdm => rd_8515,

hdtr2_outm => a_d_8515

);

u5 : level_latch

port map(

a_d_8515 => a_d_8515,

ale_8515 => ale_8515,

address => address

);

u6 : mic_address_dec

port map (

mic_dec_in (7) => al0_8515,

mic_dec_in (6) => a8_8515,

mic_dec_in (5) => address (7),

mic_dec_in (4 downto 0) => address (4 downto 0),

mic_rd => rd_8515,

mic_wr => wr_8515,

mcs(0) => cs_741,

mcs(l) => cs_742,
mes (2) => cs_2152,
mes (6 downto 3)=> hsr_csm,
mes (10 downto 7)=> hdtr2_csm,
mes (14 downto 11)=> hdtrl_csm

);

u7 : pci_address_dec

port map(

pci_dec_in => laddress,
enable => lcsO,
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pci_cs => pci_cs
);

end architecture arch_top_registers;

--file ñame : Control Unit2.vhd

—author : Elizabeth Hernández P.

—date : 220801

—

modifying
--comments :

library ieee;

use ieee. std_logic_1164 .all;

use ieee. std_logic_arith. all;

entity control_unit2 is

port

(

huandan_cfg : in std_logic;

frsync in std_logic;

frchclk : in std_logic;

fch m : in std_logic;

f frm_m in std_logic;

fw_end : in std_logic;

fr end in std_logic;

frst : in std_logic;

ftl rclk : in std_logic;

fsp_shift : out std_logic;

fps_shift : out std_logic;

fw start out std_logic;

fr start : out std_logic;

ffr_e out std_logic;

ffr r : out std_logic;

fch e out std_logic;

fch r : out std_logic;

fblk_num out std_logic;

pci_int : out std_logic

);

end entity control_unit2 ;

architecture Controlling of control_unit2 is

Type StateType is (sl, s2, s3, s4, s5) ;

signal state : StateType;

signal flag_sl, flag_s2, flag_s3 : std_logic;

signal flag_s4, f lag_s5 : std_logic;

signal block_num : std_logic;

signal fr_start_signal std_logic;

begin

state_process : process (huandan_cfg, ftl_rclk, frst, state)

begin

if (frst =
'
0' ) then
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block_num <=
'

O
'

;

state <= sl;

fr_start_signal<=
'

O
'

;

f fr_r <=
'
1

■

;

fch_r <=
'

1
'

;

fsp_shift <='0' ;

fps_shift <=' O' ;

elsif ( (ftl_rclk' event) and (ftl_rclk = 'l')) then

case state is

when sl =>

ffr_r <='l' ; fch_r<='0';
fsp_shif t <=

'

O
'

; fps_shift <=
'

O
'

;

if ( (huandan_cfg =
'

1') and (frsync =
'

1')) then

fr_start_signal<=
'

1 ;

state <= s2;

elsif ( (huandan_cfg = 'O') or (frsync = 'O')) then

state <= sl;

end if;

when s2 =>

fr_start_signal<=
'

0
'

;

f fr_r <=
'

O
'

; fch_r<=
'

O
'

;

fsp_shift <='l'; fps_shift <='l ,-

if ((frchclk = 'l') and (fch_m = '0') and (ffrm_m = '0')) then

state <= s3 ;

elsif ((frchclk =
'

1') and (fch_m =
'

1') and (ffrm_m = 'O')) then

state <= s4;

elsif ((frchclk = '1') and (fch_m = 'O') and (ffrm_m = '1')) then

state <= s3 ;

elsif ((frchclk = '1') and (fch_m = "l') and (ffrm_m =
'

1')) then

state <= s5;

else

state <= s2;

end if;

when s3 =>

fr_start_signal<=
'

1 ;

ffr_r<='0'; fch_r<=
'

O '

,*

fsp_shift <='l'; fps_shift <='!';
if (fw_end = '1') then

state <= s2;

else

state <= s3;

end if;

when s4 =>

ffr_r<='0'; fch_r<=
'

1
'

;

fsp_shift <='l ; fps_shift <='l ;

if (fw_end =
'

1' ) then

fr_start_signal<=
'

1
■

;

state <= s2;

else

state <= s4;

end if;
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when s5 =>

ffr_r <='l' ; fch_r<=*l';

fsp_shift <=•!'; fps_shift <=

blockuium <= not (block_num) ¡

if (fw_end = '1') then

fr_start_signal<=
'

1
■

;

state <= s2;

else

state <= s5;

end if;

end case;

end if;

end process state_process;

fblk_num <= block_num;

fr_start<= fr_start_signal;

'

1 when state = sl else
'
0

'flag_sl <=

flag_s2 <=

flag_s3 <=

flag_s4 <=

flag_s5 <=

ffr_e <=

fch_e <=

pci_int <=

fw_start <=

else
'

0
'

,-

end architecture Controlling;

when state =

when state =

when state =

when state =

when state =

when state =

when state =

when ( (state

s2 else

s3 else

s4 else

s5 else

s4 else

s3 else

s5 else

s3) or (state = s4) or (state = s5))

— file ñame

—author

—date

—

modifying
—comments

channel_counter . vhd

Elizabeth Hernández P.

library ieee;

use ieee. std_logic_1164 .all;

use ieee. std_logic_arith. all;

entity channel_counter is

port (

ch_e :in std_logic;

ch_r :in std_logic;

clk :in std_logic;

chan_num :out std_logic_vector (4 downto 0)

flag :out std_logic

);

end entity channel_counter ;

architecture counting of channel_counter is

signal result: integer range 0 to 23;
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signal flag_aux : std_logic;

begin

counter_process : process (ch_e, ch_r, clk) is

BEGIN

if(ch_r='l') then

resul t<=0;

f lag_aux <=
'

0
'

;

elsif ((clk 'event) and (clk =
'

1')) then

if (ch_e =
'

1') then

if (result <= 22) then

result <= result + 1;

if (result = 22) then

f lag_aux <=
'

1
'

;

else

flag_aux <=
'
0

'

;

end if;

end if;

end if;

end if;

end process counter_process;

chan_num <= conv_std_logic_vector (result, 5);

flag <= flag_aux;
end architecture counting;

--file ñame : frame_counter . vhd
—author : Elizabeth Hernández P

—date : 030701

—

modifying : 040701

—comments :

library ieee;

use ieee. std_logic_1164. all;
use ieee. std_logic_arith. all;

entity frame_counter is

port(

fr_e :in std_logic;

fr_r :in std_logic;
clk :in std_logic;

fr_size :in std_logic_vector (1 downto 0) ;

frm_num :out std_logic_vector (6 downto 0) ;

fr_flag :out std_logic
);

end entity frame_counter ;

architecture arch_frame_counter of frame_counter is

signal fr_result : integer range 0 to 127;

signal size integer range 0 to 127;

signal size_selector : std_logic_vector (fr_size 'range) ;
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size <= 30;

size <= 46;

size <= 62;

size <= 126;

=> nuil;

signal fr_flag_aux : stcLlogic;

begin

fr_count_process : process ( fr_e, fr_r, clk) is

BEGIN

if(fr_r='l') then

fr_result <= 0;

fr_f lag_aux<=
'

0
'

;

size_selector <= fr_size;

case size_selector is

when "00" =>

when "01" =>

when "10" =>

when "11" =>

when others

end case;

elsif ((clk'event) and

if (fr_e =
'

1' ) then

if (fr_result <= size)

fr_result<= fr_result

if (fr_result = size)

fr_f lag_aux<=
'
1

'

,-

else

fr_f lag_aux<=
'

0
'

;

end if;

end if;

end if;

end if;

end process fr_count_process ;

frm_num <= conv_std_logic_vector (fr_result, 7) ;

fr_flag<=fr_flag_aux ;

end architecture arch_frame_counter;

(clk
1

1
'

) ) then

then

+ 1;

then

— file ñame

—author

—date

--modifying
—comments

read_control .vhd

Elizabeth Hernández P.

220801

This is the code for the "Memory_Read_Control" block

The Memory_Read_Control generates the control signal

that are required by the FPGA in order to read from the

bank memory 2 of the DPM array

library ieee;

use ieee. std_logic_1164 .all;

use ieee. std_logic_arith. all;

entity read_control is

port

(

_-******ports used to perform write accesses from the FPGA

r_start in std_logic; --indicates when a read cycle will be

performed
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frm_num in std_logic_vector (O to 1); —

frm_num(l) indicates

the DPM to access
— f rm_num ( 0 )

indicates the byte_location (up or low) to access

rst : in std_logic; —rst signal from the local bus

clk in std_logic; — 8 MHz clk signal
rce : out std_logic_vector (1 to 2); —

Chip Enable signáis to access

the DPM's

roe : out std_logic; —

Output enable signal
rub : out std_logic; —

Upper byte enable signal
rlb : out std_logic; —Lower byte enable signal

ps_load : out std_logic; — load signal to the PISO (is set to
■

1'

when the read cycle ends)

r_end : out std_logic --this flag is set to '1 when the read cycle
ends

);

end entity read_control ;

architecture Reading of read_control is

Type StateType is (idle, left_up, left_low, right_up, right_low, finish) ;

—states of the memory_read_control

signal state: StateType;

signal m8_clk_count : integer range 0 to 10;

signal m8_clk_count2 : integer range 0 to 10;

begin

--****** Process to describe the state 's secuence of the

memory_wri te_control

state_process : process (rst, clk, state)

begin

if (rst = '0') then

m8_clk_count <= 0;

m8_clk_count2 <= 0 ;

state <= idle;

elsif ((clk'event) and (clk = '1')) then

case state is

when idle =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

m8_clk_count2 <= 0;

if ((r_start = '1') and (frm_num = "00")) then

state <= left_up;
elsif ( (r_start =

'

1') and (frm_num = "01")) then

state <= left_low;

elsif ((r_start = '1') and (frm_num = "10")) then

state <= right_up;
elsif ( (r_start = '1') and (frm_num = "11")) then

state <= right_low;
else

state <= idle;

end if;
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when left_up =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

m8_clk_count2 <= m8_clk_count2 + 1;

if (m8_clk__count2 < 2) then

state <= left_up;
else

state <= finish;

end if;

when left_low =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

m8_clk_count2 <= m8

if (m8_clk_count2 <

state <= left_low;

else

state <= finish;

end if;

when right_up =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

m8_clk_count2 <= m8

if (m8_clk_count2 <

state <= right_up;

else

state <= finish;

end if;

when right_low =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

m8_clk_count2 <= m8_clk_count2 + 1;

if (m8_clk_count2 < 2) then

state <= right_low;

else

state <= finish;

end if;

when finish =>

m8_clk_count2 <= 0;

m8_clk_count <= m8_clk_count + 1 ;

if (m8_clk_count < 3) then

state <= finish;

fe_se

state <= idle;

end if;

end case;

end if;

end process state_process;

r_end <=
'

1 when state = finish else
'

0
'

;

ps_load <='l when m8_clk_count2 = 1 else
'

0
'

;

with state select

rce <= "11" when idle | finish,
"01 when left_up | leftjow,
"10" when right_up |right_low;

.clk_count2 + 1 ;

2) then

clk_count2 + 1 ;

2 ) then
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with state select

rlb <= '1 when left_low | right_low, 'O' when others;

with state select

rub <= '1 when left_up | right_up, '0' when others;

with state select

roe <= '1 when idle | finish, '0' when others;

end architecture Reading;

—file ñame : write_control .vhd

—author Elizabeth Hernández P.

—date : 030401

—modifying
—comments : This is the code for the "Memory_Write_Control" block

The Memory_Write_Control generates the control signal

that are required by the FPGA in order to write to the bank

memory 1 of the DPM array

library ieee;

use ieee. std_logic_1164 .all;

use ieee. std_logic_arith. all;

entity write_control is

port

(

—

******ports used to perform write accesses from the FPGA

w_start in std_logic; — indicates when a write cycle will be

performed

frm_num : in std_logic_vector (1 downto 0) ;
— frm_num(l)

indicates the DPM to access

— frm_num(0) indicates the byte_location (up or low) to access

rst in std_logic; --rst signal from the local bus

clk : in std_logic;
— 8 MHz clk signal

wce : out std_logic_vector (1 to 2); --Chip Enable signáis

to access the DPM's

wub : out std_logic; --Upper byte enable signal

wlb : out std_logic; --Lower byte enable signal

w_end out std_logic
— this flag is set to

'
1 when

the write cycle ends

);

end entity write_control;

architecture Writing of write_control is

Type StateType is (idle, left_up, left_low, right_up, rightjow,

finish) ,*
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signal state StateType;

signal m8_clk_count integer range O to 10;

begin

__******
process to describe the state' s secuence of the

memory_wri te_control

state_process : process (rst, clk)

begin

if (rst = *0') then

m8_clk__count <= 0;

state <= idle;

elsif ((clk'event) and (clk = '1')) then

case state is

when idle =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

if ( (w_start = '1') and (frm_num = "00")) then

state <= left_up;
elsif ( (w_start = '1') and (frm_num = "01")) then

state <= leftjow;

elsif ( (w_start = '1') and (frm_num = "10")) then

state <= right_up;
elsif ( (w_start = '1') and (frm_num = "11")) then

state <= rightjow;
else

state <= idle;

end if;

when left_up =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

if (w_start =
'

1
'

) then

state <= finish;

else

state <= left_up;
end if;

when left_low =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

if (w_start =
'

1
'

) then

state <= finish;

else

state <= leftjow;

end if;

when right_up =>

m8_clk_count <= 0;

if (w_start = '1') then

state <= finish;

else

state <= right_up;
end i f ;

when right_low =>

m8_clk_count <= 0 ;

if (w_start = '1' ) then

state <= finish;
else

state <= rightjow;
end if;

when finish =>
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m8_clk_count <= m8_clk_count + 1;

if (m8_clk_count < 5) then

state <= finish;

else

state <= idle;

end if;

end case;

end if;

end process state_process;

w_end <=
'

1 when state = finish else
'

0
'

;

with state select

wce <= "11" when idle | finish,
"01" when left_up | leftjow,
"10" when right_up | rightjow;

with state select

wlb <= '0' when leftjow | rightjow, '1 when others;

with state select

wub <= '0' when left_up | right_up, '1 when others;

end architecture Writing;

— file ñame : piso_reg.vhd
—author : Elizabeth Hernández P.

—date 060301

—modifying : 230301

—comments This is a 8-bit parallel-input/serial-output register

library ieee;

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;

use ieee. stdJogic_arith. all;

entity piso_reg is

port (

psjn: in stdjogic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

psjoad: in stdjogic;

ps_shift: in stdjogic;

clk: in stdjogic;

ps_rst: in stdjogic;

ps_out*. out stdjogic

);

end entity piso_reg;

architecture Shifting of piso_reg is

signal storage stdJogic_vector (ps_in' range) ;

signal out_signal : stdjogic;

begin

shifting_piso: process (psjoad, ps_shift, clk, ps_rst)

begin
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if (ps_rst =
'

O
'

) then

storage <= (others => '0');

out_signal <=
'

0
'

;

elsif (psjoad =
'

1') then

storage <= psjn;
elsif (clk'event) and (clk = '1') then

if (ps_shift =
'

1
'

) then

out_signal <= storage (7);

storage (storage' length - 1 downto 1) <= storage (storage 'length
downto 0 ) ;

else

nuil;

end if;

end if;

end process shifting_piso;

ps_out <= out_signal;
end architecture Shifting;

—file ñame : sipo_reg.vhd
—author : Elizabeth Hernández P.

—date : 060301

—

modifying :

—comments This is a 8-bit serial-input/parallel-output register

library ieee;

use ieee . stdJogicJ164 . all ;

use ieee. stdJogic_arith.all;

entity sipo_reg is

port(

spJn : in stdjogic; — serial input data

sp_shift : in stdjogic; — input signal for shifting handle

clk : in stdjogic;

sp_rst : in stdjogic; —reset input signal

sp_out : out stdJogic_vector (7 downto 0) —8-bit parallel output

data

);

end entity sipo_reg;

architecture Shifting of sipo_reg is

signal storage stdJogic_vector ( sp_out
'

range ) ;

begin

shi ft ing_s ipo :

process (sp_rst, sp_shift, clk) is

begin
if (sp_rst = '0') then —evaluating sp_rst port

storage <= (others => '0'),-

elsif (clk'event) and (clk =
■

1') then --evaluating clk port

if (sp_shift = '1') then

storage (storage' length -1 downto 1)<= storage (storage' length -2 downto

0);
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storage (0) <= spJn;
end if;

end if;

end process shifting_sipo;

sp_out <= storage;

end architecture Shifting;

--file ñame

--author

—date

—modifying
--comments

mem_address_dec .vhd

Elizabeth Hernández P.

150301

This is an address decoder that is used to decode the

address that are needed to access the dual-port memories

array

this port indicates the number of

this port provides the

— this provides the

library ieee;

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;
use ieee. stdJogic_arith. all;

entity mem_address_dec is

port (

blk_num : in stdjogic;
the block that is being accessed

chan_num: in stdJogic_vector (4 downto 0) ;

number of the channel that is being accessed

frm_num : in stdJogic_vector (6 downto 2);

number of the Tl frame that is being used

mab : out stdJogic_vector (10 downto 0) —it provides the memory

address that will be accessed

);

end entity mem_address_dec;

architecture Decoding of mem_address_dec is

begin

mab (10) <= blk_num;

mab ( 9 downto 5 ) <= chan_num ( 4 downto 0 ) ;

mab (4 downto 0) <= frm_num (6 downto 2) ;

end architecture Decoding;

-file ñame : control_reg.vhd
-author : Elizabeth Hernández P.

-date 040701

-modifying : 170801

-comments This is the 32-bit Huandan Control Register (HCR)

The HCR is only read and writen by the PCI9030

library ieee;
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out stdJogic_vector (15 downto 0); --16-bit data ouput to

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;
use ieee. std_logic_arith.all;

entity control_reg is

port(

hcr_outf :

the FPGA

—

***ports

hcrjnp :

hcr_outp :

hcr_csp :

hcr_wrp :

hcr_rdp :

Irst :

);

end entity

used by the PCI9030

in stdJogic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

out stdJogic_vector (31 downto 0)

—The 32-bit local data bus

—The 32-bit local data bus

in stdjogic;
in stdjogic;

CSO signal from the local bus

■wr# strobe signal from the local bus

in stdJogic; — rd# strobe signal from the local bus

in stcLlogic —rst signal from the local bus

control_reg;

architecture Controlling of control_reg is

signal storage: stdJogic_vector (hcr_outf 'range) ;

begin

control :

process (storage, hcr_csp, hcr_wrp, hcr_rdp, Irst) is

begin

if (Irst = '0' ) then

storage<= (others => '0'),-

•

0
'

) ) then

--******PCI9030 wrties to HCR

elsif ( (hcr_csp' event) and (hcr_csp

if (hcr_wrp = '0') then

storage (15) <= storage (15) xor hcrjnp (15)

storage (14) <= storage (14) xor hcrjnp (14)

storage (13) <= storage (13) xor hcrjnp (13)

storage (12) <= storage (12) xor hcrjnp (12)

storagedl downto 7)<= hcrjnp(ll downto 7) ;

storage (6 downto 5) <= (others =>
'

0
'

) ;

storage (4 downto 0) <= hcrjnp (4 downto 0);

— ******PCI9030 reads to HCR

elsif (hcr_rdp = '0') then

hcr_outp (31 downto 16) <= (others =>
'

0
'

) ;

hcr_outp (15 downto 7) <= storage(15 downto 7);

hcr_outp (6 downto 5) <=

hcr_outp (4 downto 0) <=

end if;

end if;

(others =>
'

0
'

) ;

storage (4 downto 0) ;

if ( (hcr_rdp = '1') or (hcr_csp

hcr_outp <= (others => 'Z');

end if;

end process control;

hcr_outf <= storage;

end architecture Controlling;

■1') or (Irst
•

0
'

) ) then

--file ñame status_reg.vhd
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—author Elizabeth Hernández P.

—date : 110601

—

modifying : 190801

—comments : This is the 32-bit Huandan Status Register (HSR)
The HSR is only written by the FPGA

and is read by both the PCI9030 and the uC

library ieee;

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;

use ieee. stdJogic_arith. all;

entity status_reg is

port(

hdtr2Jlag: in stdjogic; --flag from HCMDR (hdtr2)

hdtrljlag: in stdjogic; — flag from HDTR1

fsm_flag : in stdjogic; --flag from FSM

block_num : in stdjogic; --flag from FSM

hcr_bits : in stdJogic_vector (11 downto 0); —bits 15:7,4:3,0 from

HCR

—

******ports used to perform accesses from the PCI9030

hsr_csp : in stdjogic; —CSO signal from the local bus

hsr_rdp : in stdjogic; — rd# signal from the local bus

Irst in stdjogic; —rst signal from the local bus

hsr_outp : out stdJogic_vector (31 downto 0); —The 32-bit data bus

from the local bus

hsrjlagp : out stdjogic; —

interrupt to the PCI

—

******ports used to perform accesses from the Microcontroller

hsr_csm : in stdJogic_vector (4 downto 1); —

HSR[4..1] signáis from

the microcontroller '

s address decoder

hsr_rdm : in stdjogic; --RD enable signal from the microcontroller

hsr_outm out stdJogic_vector (7 downto 0) ,- --8-bit data bus from the

microcontroller

hsrjiagm: out stdjogic —

interrupt to the uC

);

end entity status_reg;

architecture Accessing of status_reg is

signal storage : stdJogic_vector (10 downto 0);

signal DNWB2 : stdjogic;

signal DNWB1 : stdjogic;

signal DNRB2 stdjogic;

signal DNRB1 : stdjogic;

begin

status :

process (storage, hdtr2Jlag, hdtrljlag, hcr_bits, hsr_csp, hsr_rdp,
Irst, hsr_rdm, hsr_csm) is

begin

--******
statement to reset the HSR

if (Irst =
'

0' ) then

storage <= (others => '0');
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hsr_outm <= (others =>
'

Z');

hsr_outp <= (others => 'Z');

hsr_flagp <=
'

0
'

;

hsrjiagm <=
'

1' ;

__*****.
statement to read the HSR from the PCI9030

else

if ( (hsr_rdp=
'

0
'

) and (hsr_csp = '0')) then

hsr_outp(31 downto 12)<= (others => '0');

hsr_outp(ll downto 8) <= storagedO downto 7) ;

hsr_outp ( 7 ) <=
'

o
'

,-

hsr_outp(6 downto 0) <= storage (6 downto 0) ;

__******
statement to read the HSR from the Microcontroller

elsif ( (hsr_rdm = '0') and (hsr_csm = x"E")) then

hsr_outm ( 7 ) <= storage ( 7 ) ;

hsr_outm(6 downto 4) <= (others =>
'

0');

hsr_outm(3 downto 0) <= storage (3 downto 0);
elsif ( (hsr_rdm = '0') and (hsr_csm = x"D")) then

hsr_outm <= (others => '0');

elsif ( (hsr_rdm = '0') and (hsr_csm = x"B")) then

hsr_outm <= (others =>
'

0');

elsif ( (hsr_rdm = '0') and (hsr_csm = x"7" )) then

hsr_outm <= (others =>
'

0
'

) ;

end if;

if ( (hsr_rdp=
'

1
'

) or (hsr_csp =
'

1
'

) ) then

hsr_outp <= (others => 'Z');

end if;

if ( (hsr_rdm =
'

1') or ( (hsr_csm /= x"E") and (hsr_csm /= x"D") and

(hsr_csm /= x"B") and (hsr_csm /= x"7"))) then

hsr_outm <= (others => 'Z');

end if;

—
******

generating interrupt to the PCI

if ((hcr_bits(3)='l') and ( ( (hcr_bits (1) =' 1
'

) and (hdtrlJlag=
'

1 ') ) or

( (hcr_bits(0)='l') and (storage (0) =' 1 ') ) or ( (hcr_bits (7) =
'

1
'

) and

(storage(10)='l') ) or ( (hcr_bits (6)=' 1
'

) and (storage(9) =
'

1
'

) ) or

((hcr_bits(5)='l') and (storage (8)=' 1 ') ) or ( (hcr_bits (4) =
'

1
'

) and

(storage(7)='l')))) then

hsrJ lagp <=
'

1
■

;

end if;

— ******

generating interrupt to the uC

if ((hcr_bits(3) = '1') and (hcr_bits(2) = '1') and (hdtr2Jlag = '1'))

then

hsrjiagm <=
'

0
'

;

end if;

—
******

cleaning interrupt to the PCI

if ((hcr_bits(3)='0') or ( ( (hcr_bits (1) =
'

0
'

) or (hdtrlJlag=
'

0 ') ) and

((hcr_bits(0)='0') or (storage (0) =' 0 ') ) and ( (hcr_bits (7) =
'

0
'

) or

(storage(10)='0')) and ( (hcr_bits (6) =
'

0
'

) or (storage(9) =
'
0

'

) ) and

((hcr_bits(5)='0') or (storage (8) =' 0 ') ) and ( (hcr_bits (4) =
'

0
'

) or

(storage(7)='0')))) then

hsrjlagp <= '0';
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end if;

—
******

cleaning interrupt to the uC

if ((hcr_bits(3)='0') or (hcr_bits (2) =' 0
'

) or (hdtr2Jlag=
'

0
'

) ) then

hsrjiagm <= '1 ;

end if;

storage (4) <= hdtr2Jlag;

storage (3) <= hdtrlJlag;

end if;

end process status;

moni toring_bits :

process (storage, block_num, fsmjlag, hcr_bits, hsr_csp, hsr_rdp, Irst)

is

begin

if (Irst =
'

1' ) then

if ( (fsmjlag='l') and

storage (0) <=

storage (1) <=

storage (5) <=

elsif ( (fsmjlag=

storage (0) <=

storage (2) <=

storage (6) <=

elsif ( (fsmjlag=

(storage(2) = 'l' ) )

storage (0) <=

storage (1) <=

storage (2) <=

storage (10) <=

elsif ( (fsmjlag=

))

<=

<=

<=

<=

(block_num=
'

1
'

) and ( storage ( 0 ) =
'

0
'

) ) then

(storage (1) =
'
1

storage (0)

storage (1)

storage (2)

storage (9)

elsif ( (fsm_flag=

))

< =

<=

<=

<=

'1';

'1';
'

1') and (block_num=
'

0
'

) and (storage ( 0) =' 0 ') ) then

'1' ;

'1 ;

'1 ;

'
1

'

) and (block_num=
'

1
'

) and ( storage ( 0 ) =
'

1
'

) and

then

■I'

'1'

'0'

■1'

'

1
'

) and (block_num=
'

0
'

) and ( storage ( 0 ) =
'

1
'

) and

then

■1'

'0'

,_,

'1'
.

1
1

'

) and (block_num=
'
1

'

) and ( storage ( 0 ) =
'

1
'

) and

then

■1'

•1-

'0'

•1*

(storage (6) =' 1

storage (0)

storage (5)

storage (6)

storage (8)

elsif ( (fsmjlag='l' ) and (block_num=
'

0
'

) and (storage (0) =
'

1
'

) and

(storage (5)=' 1' ) ) then

storage (0) <=
'

1
■

;

storage (5) <=
'

0';

storage (6) <=
'

1
'

;

storage (7) <= '1';

elsif (DNRB2/=hcr_bits(9) ) then

storage (0) <=
'

0
'

;

storage (2) <=
'

0
'

,*

storage (9) <=
'

0
'

;
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storage (10) <=
'

0
'

;

DNRB2 <= hcr_bits(9) ;

elsif (DNRBl/=hcr_bits (8) ) then

storage (0) <= '0'

storage (1) <= '0'

storage (9) <= '0'

storage (10) <=
•

0
'

;

DNRB1 <= hcr_bits(8) ;

elsif (DNWB2/=hcr_bits (11)) then

storage (6) <= '0'

storage (7) <= '0'

storage (8) <= '0'

DNWB2 <= hcr_bits(ll) ;

elsif (DNWBl/=hcr_bits (10)) then

storage (5) <= '0'

storage (7) <= '0'

storage ( 8 ) <=
'

0
'

DNWB1

end if;

end if;

end process moni toring_bits;
end architecture Accessing ;

<= hcr_bits(10) ;

— file ñame: hdtrl_reg.vhd
-- author : Elizabeth Hernández P

— date 110601

--

modifying: 220801

-- comments : This is the 32-bit Huandan Data Transfer Registerl (HDTR1)

the PCI9030 can only read the register
the microcontroller can read and write the HDTR1

library ieee;

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;

use ieee. stdJogic_arith.all;

entity hdtrl_reg is

port (

--

****ports

hdtrl_csp

hdtrl_rdp

Irst

hdtrl_outp

bus

to the PCI9030***

in stdjogic; —CS signal from the pci address decoder

in stdjogic;
— rd# strobe from the local bus

: in stdjogic;
—rst signal from the local bus

: out stdJogic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
—The 32-bit local data

****ports to the microcontroller* -

hdtrljnm

hdtrl_outm

hdtrl_csm

from the uC

hdtrl_wrm

hdtrl_rdm

in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

out stdjogic_vector (7 downto 0)

in stdJogic_vector (4 downto 1) ;

--The 8-bit uC data bus

--The 8-bit uC data bus

—CS's [1:4] signáis

: in stdjogic; --WR strobe signal from the uC

: in stdjogic; --RD strobe signal from the uC

hdtrl_wr_f lagm: out stdjogic --one '1 indicates when the uC writes the

HDTR1
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);

end entity hdtrl_reg;

architecture Accessing of hdtrl_reg is

signal storage : stdJogic_vector (hdtrl_outp' range) ;

begin
transfer:

process (hdtrl_csm, hdtrl_wrm, hdtrl_rdm, hdtrl_csp, hdtrl_rdp, Irst) is

begin

—******sentence used to reset the HDTRl*****

if (Irst = '0' ) then

storage <= (others =>
'

0
'

) ;

hdtrl_wrJlagm <=
'

0
'

;

— ******UC writes to HDTRl

elsif (hdtrl_wrm = '0') then

case hdtrl_csm is

when x"E" => storage (7 downto 0) <= hdtrljnm;

when x"D" => storage (15 downto 8) <= hdtrljnm;

when x"B" => storage (23 downto 16) <= hdtrljnm;

when x"7" => storage (31 downto 24)<= hdtrljnm;

hdtrl_wr_f lagm <=
'
1 '

;

when others => nuil;

end case;

--******uC reads from HDTRl

elsif ( (hdtrl_rdm =
'
0

'

) and (hdtrl_csm =x"E" ) ) then

hdtrl_outm <= storage (7 downto 0) ;

elsif ((hdtrl_rdm ='0') and (hdtrl_csm =x"D" ) ) then

hdtrl_outm <= storage (15 downto 8);

elsif ( (hdtrl_rdm ='0' ) and (hdtrl_csm =x"B" ) ) then

hdtrl_outm <= storage (23 downto 16);

elsif ((hdtrl_rdm ='0' ) and (hdtrl_csm =x"7" ) ) then

hdtrl_outm <= storage (31 downto 24) ;

— ******PCI9030 reads to HDTRl

elsif ( (hdtrl_csp = '0') and (hdtrl_rdp = '0')) then

hdtrl_wr_f lagm <=
'
0

'

;

hdtrl_outp<= storage;

end if;

if ((lrst= '0') or (hdtrl_rdm ='1') or ( (hdtrl_csm /=x"E") and (hdtrl_csm

/=x"D") and

(hdtrl_csm /=x"B") and (hdtrl_csm /=x"7"))) then

hdtrl_outm <= (others =>
'

Z
'

) ,*

end if;

if ((Irst = '0') or (hdtrl_csp = '1') or (hdtrl_rdp = 'l')) then

hdtrl_outp<= (others => 'Z'),*

end if;

end process transfer;

end architecture Accessing;
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— file ñame: hdtr2_reg.vhd
— author : Elizabeth Hernández P.

— date : 110601

—

modifying: 220801

— comments : This is the 32-bit Huandan Data Transfer 2 Register (HDTR2)

The HDTR2 registers can be writen only by the PCI9030 and

can be read only by the microcontroller

library ieee;

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;

use ieee. stdJogic_arith.all;

entity hdtr2_reg is

port(
— ***Xhe following signáis are used by the PCI9030

hdtr2Jnp : in stdJogic_vector (31 downto 0); —The 32-bit local data

bus

hdtr2_outp : out stdJogic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

hdtr2_csp in stdjogic; —CSO signal from the local bus

hdtr2_wrp : in stdjogic; —WR# strobe signal from the local bus

hdtr2_rdp : in stdjogic;
—RD# strobe signal from the local bus

Irst : in stdjogic; --rst signal from the local bus

hdtr2_flagp : out stdjogic;
—one '1' indicates that the PCI wrote a

command word

— ***The following signáis are used by the microcontroller so as to

perform reading accesses to the HDTR2***

hdtr2_csm: in stdJogic_vector (4 downto 1); —CS
'

s [4:1] signáis from

the microcontroller 's address decoder

hdtr2_rdm: in stdjogic;
—RD enable signal from the microcontroller

hdtr2_outm: out stdJogic_vector (7 downto 0) —8-bit data bus from the

microcontroller

);

end entity hdtr2_reg;

architecture Accessing of hdtr2_reg is

signal storage : stdJogic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

signal f lag_pci : stdjogic;

begin

command:

process (hdtr2_rdm, hdtr2_csm, hdtr2_csp, hdtr2_wrp, hdtr2_rdp, Irst) is

begin
—

*** sentence to reset the HDTR2

if (Irst =
'

0' ) then

storage <= (others => '0');

flag_pci <=
'

0
'

;

hdtr2_outm <= (others =>
'

Z
'

) ;

hdtr2_outp <= (others => 'Z');

else

—
*** PCI9030 writes the HDTR2

if ( (hdtr2_wrp = '0') and (hdtr2_csp = '0')) then

storage <= hdtr2Jnp;

flag_pci<= '1 ;

—
*** PCI9030 reads the HDTR2
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elsif ( (hdtr2_rdp = 'O') and (hdtr2_csp = 'O')) then

hdtr2_outp <= storage;

--*** uC reads the HDTR2

elsif ( (hdtr2_rdm ='0' ) and (hdtr2_csm =x"E" ) ) then

hdtr2_outm <= storage (7 downto 0) ;

elsif ( (hdtr2_rdm ='0') and (hdtr2_csm =x"D" ) ) then

hdtr2_outm <= storage (15 downto 8) ;

elsif ( (hdtr2_rdm =
'

0
'

) and (hdtr2_csm =x"B" ) ) then

hdtr2_outm <= storage (23 downto 16) ;

elsif ( (hdtr2_rdm =
'

0
'

) and (hdtr2_csm =x"7" ) ) then

hdtr2_outm <= storage (31 downto 24) ;

flag_pci<= '0';

end if;

if ( (hdtr2_rdp =
'

1') or (hdtr2_csp = '1')) then

hdtr2_outp <= (others => 'Z');

end if;

if ( (hdtr2_rdm ='1') or ( (hdtr2_csm /=x"E") and (hdtr2_csm /=x"D") and

(hdtr2_csm /=x"B") and (hdtr2_csm /=x"7"))) then

hdtr2_outm <= (others => 'Z');

end if;

end if;

end process command;

hdtr2_flagp <= flag_pci;

end architecture Accessing;

— file ñame : levelJatch. vhd
— author : Elizabeth Hernández P

— date 300501

— modifying : 070601

-- comments : This is an 8-bit level sensitive latch used to

demultiplex the uC
'

s address/data bus

library ieee;

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;

entity leveljatch is

port (

a_d_8515: in stdJogic_vector (7 downto 0) ;

uC

ale_8515: in stdjogic; —enable signal
address : out stdJogic_vector (7 downto 0)

from the uC

);

end entity leveljatch;

architecture latching of leveljatch is

signal storage stdJogic_vector (a_d__8515
'

range) ;

begin
latch:

--address/data bus from the

-- 8 lower address lines
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process (ale_8515)

begin
if ( (ale_8515^event) and (ale_8515 = '0')) then

storage <= a_d_8515;

end if;

end process latch;

address <= storage;

end architecture latching;

— file ñame: mic_address_dec.vhd
— author : Elizabeth Hernández P.

— date : 090601

— modifying:
— comments : It is used to decode the needed address to access the

devices that are external to the microcontroller (the

SK70741, the SK70742, the DS2152 and some FPGA's

internal registers

library ieee;

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;

use ieee. stdJogic_arith. all;

entity mic_address_dec is

port (

mic_decjn: in stdjogic_vector (7 downto 0); —The address [A10, A8,

A7, A4..A0] from the uC

mic_rd: in stdjogic;
—rd signal from the uC

mic_wr: in stdjogic;
—wr signal from the uC

mes : out stdJogic_vector (14 downto 0) —enable signal used to

access the external devices

);

end entity mic_address_dec;

architecture Decoding of mic_address_dec is

signal mcs_signal : stdJogic_vector (mes
'

range) ;

begin

dec_process :

process (mic_decjn)

begin
if ( (mic_decJn >= x"40") and (mic_decjn <= x"51")) then

mcs_signal <= (0 => '0' others =>
'

1
'

) ,*
— CS signal to access the

SK70741

elsif ( (mic_decJn >= x"80") and (mic_decjn <= x"AF")) then

mcs_signal <= (2 => '0' others =>
'

1
'

) ;
— CS signal to access the

DS2152

else

case mic_decjn is

when x"60" => mcs_signal <

access the SK70742

when x"C4" => mcs_signal <

access the HSR1

when x"C5" => mcs_signal <

access the HSR2
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when x"C6" => mcs_signal <= (5 => 'O'

access the HSR3

when x"C7" => mcs_signal <= (6 => 'O'

access the HSR4

when x"C8" => mcs_signal <= (7 => 'O'

access the HDTR1J

when x"C9" => mcs_signal <= (8 => 'O'

access the HDTR1_2

when x"CA" => mcs_signal <= (9 => 'O'

access the HDTR1J

when x"CB" => mcs_signal <= (10 => 'O

access the HDTR1J

when x"CC" => mcs_signal <= (11 => 'O

access the HDTR2J

when x"CD" => mcs_signal <= (12 => 'O

access the HDTR2J

when x"CE" => mcs_signal <= (13 => 'O

access the HDTR2_3

when x"CF" => mcs_signal <= (14 => 'O

access the HDTR2_4

when others => mcs_signal <= (others => '1');

end case;

end if;

end process dec_process ;

mes <= mcs_signal when ( (mic_rd = '0') or (mic_wr
'

1
'

) ;

end architecture Decoding;

others =>
'

1
'

) ;

others =>
'

1
■

)
■

others =>
'

1
'

) ;

others =>
'

1
'

) ;

others =>
'

1
'

) ;

others =>
'

1
'

)

others =>
'
1

'

)

others =>
'

1
'

)

others =>
'
1

'

)

others =>
'

1
'

)

— CS signal to

— CS signal to

-- CS signal to

— CS signal to

-- CS signal to

— CS signal to

— CS signal to

— CS signal to

— CS signal to

— CS signal to

'0')) else (others =>

-- file ñame: pci_address_dec.vhd
-- author : Elizabeth Hernández P.

-- date : 090601

— modifying: 120601

-- comments : It is used to decode the needed address to enable

the FPGA's internal registers in order to be

accessed by the PCI9030

library ieee;

use ieee. stdjogicJ164. all;

use ieee. stdJogic_arith. all;

entity pci_address_dec is

port (

pci_decjn: in stdJogic_vector (3 downto 0) ; --The address lines from

the PCI9030

enable: in stdjogic;
—cs0# signal from the PCI9030

pci_cs: out stdJogic_vector (3 downto 0) --enable signal used to access

the internal regs .

);

end entity pci_address_dec;

architecture decoding of pci_address_dec is

signal pci_cs_signal : stdJogic_vector (pci_.es
'

range) ;
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begin

dec_process :

process (pci_decjn)

begin

case pci_decjn is

when x"0" => pci_cs_signal

signal to access the HCR

when x"l" => pci_cs_signal

signal to access the HSR

when x"2" => pci_cs_signal

signal to access the HCMDR

when x"3" => pci_cs_signal

signal to access the HDTR

when others => pci_cs_signal <= (others =>
'

1
'

) ;

end case;

end process dec_process ;

pci_cs <= pci_cs_signal when (enable = '0') else (others =>

end architecture Decoding;

<= (0 => '0' others =>
'

1
'

) ;
-- CS

<= (1 => '0' others =>
'

1
'

) ; — CS

<= (2 => '0' others =>
'

1
'

) ; — cs

<= (3 => '0' others =>
'
1

'

) ; — cs

'

1
'

) ;
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